DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF THE CANADAIR
CL-84 V/STOL TILT-WING AIRCRAFT
Introduction
Throughout time man raised his head to the heavens while watching the seemingly effortless flight of
birds and insects, and dreamed of achieving the full range of flight: to rise upwards, soar, hover and land
safely on fixed wings. At the dawn of the 20th century twelve seconds that changed the world occurred
with the first powered flight of a fixed wing airplane, and man began to achieve much of his dream. Some
preferred the prospect of using rotary wings to explore the skies, exploiting a unique ability that fixed wing
aircraft could not attain, with Leonardo da Vinci having the forethought of producing the first conceptual
drawings of a helicopter more than 400 years ago.
Engine manufacturers were soon working hand in hand with the early aircraft manufacturers in an effort to
appease both schools of thought regarding how best to accomplish powered flight reliably and
economically in all regimes. The development of high power-to-weight ratio gas turbine engines made
possible the design of a new family of convertiplane aircraft combining the speed, range and efficiency of
the fixed-wing airplane, with the vertical take-off and landing, and slow-flight capabilities of the helicopter.
Canadair Limited in Montreal, Quebec, was formerly the Aircraft Division of Canadian Vickers Limited
from the early 1920s until the Aircraft Division was officially reorganized by the Canadian Government as
a Crown-owned corporation on 3 October 1944. Due to space constraints at Vickers, this Division was
relocated to the nearby Cartierville Airport, the oldest airfield in Canada.
Canadair Limited was sold to the Electric Boat Company of Groton, Connecticut, in January 1947. Electric
Boat also owned Convair, the acronym for the merged Consolidated Aircraft and Vultee Aircraft
Corporations. These organizations formed the nucleus of what was to eventually be known as the
General Dynamics Corporation in 1952. Canadair, the largest manufacturer of aircraft in Canada, was the
Canadian subsidiary and paragon of the General Dynamics Corporation from February 1947 until the
Canadian Government bought it back as a Government-owned concern on 5 January 1976.
The General Dynamics Corporation, through its Canadair and Convair Divisions, was actively interested
in the idea of Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL) aircraft since the advent of the gas turbine engine
expanded the possibilities of VTOL aircraft beyond the helicopter concept. Convair made an advanced
and outstanding contribution in the field of VTOL flight in the early 1950s when the XFY-1 Pogo tail-sitter,
the world’s first successful fixed wing vertical take-off aircraft, was manufactured and flight-tested as a
proposed convoy escort fighter for the US Navy. Since that time, continuous theoretical and experimental
studies by both Canadair and Convair significantly advanced the state-of-the art in VTOL aircraft that
eventually resulted in various specific aircraft proposals.
What follows is the background and complete history on Canadair’s Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing
(V/STOL) aircraft research and development programmes. This chronology covers from the early design
of proposed V/STOL concepts and test models, through to the highly successful Canadian Armed Forces
CL-84-1 tilt-wing/slipstream deflection V/STOL evaluation aircraft, and concludes with the final legacy of
Canadair VTOL design and development – the CL-227 series of Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs).
Cover Photo Caption:
Canadair’s CL-84-1, CAF serial CX8402 literally flies circles around low-hovering sister ship, CX8401 in November 1972.
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Early Deflected Slipstream and Tilt Wing V/STOL Research
During the tense Cold War era of the 1950s and 1960s, the study, research and development of varied
types of V/STOL aircraft configurations was deemed imperative to the successful operations of military air
forces, particularly those in North America. With the probability that a first strike attack could be against
civilian and military aerodromes, to deter or prevent retaliatory offensive and hinder counteractive
defensive capabilities, the need to somehow get aircraft airborne from short strips, roads, and unprepared
areas was paramount towards gaining air superiority and ensuring survival.
In early 1950, the United States Army and the United States Air Force (USAF) began joint engineering
and design studies towards determining the general characteristics of a convertiplane concept that could
rise and descend vertically like a helicopter and fly horizontally with the speed of a conventional aircraft.
Initial studies tended towards a single seat, deflected slipstream / tilt wing configuration that could be
capable of a forward speed of 260 knots (483 km/h / 300 mph), be able to hover at 1,524 m (5,000 ft),
and have a service ceiling of 4,877 m (16,000 ft). By 1951, the US Army design specification required a
single or two-place cockpit concept for use in front-line reconnaissance and for air rescue operations.
The story of the Canadair CL-84 would not be complete without briefly acknowledging a few of the design
accomplishments in the field of military and civilian (NACA / NASA) research with deflected slipstream
and tilt wing V/STOL aircraft. Among the actual flight-tested antecedents to the CL-84 were the following:

(Compiled by Bill Upton)

Vertol 76 VZ-2A Tilt Wing
In 1956, Vertol was contracted by the Office of Naval
Research and the US Army Transportation Corps to
research, build and study a functioning tilt wing
concept aircraft. On the short-span, rectangular
planform wing, dual 2.9 m (9.5 ft) diameter propellers
were powered by a single Lycoming YT53-L-1
turboshaft engine mounted on the top of the
uncovered framework of the fuselage. The two-man
crew and dual aircraft controls were initially enclosed
inside a Perspex bubble from a Bell Model 47
Vertol 76 VZ-2A at NASA Langley Research Center (NASA Photo)
helicopter. Small ducted fans on the tail provided
lateral and longitudinal control in the transition and hover portions of flight. Its first VTOL flight occurred on
13 April 1957. The first conventional, horizontal flight occurred on 7 January 1958, then the VZ-2A
performed the first ever successful transition of a tilt-wing aircraft on 18 July. Following the contracted
flight-test career in which more than 450 flights had been performed, the pioneering VZ-2A was sent to
the NACA (later NASA) Langley Research Center for continued studies.

Ryan Model 92 VZ-3RY Vertiplane Deflected Slipstream
The Ryan Aeronautical Company was awarded a joint
contract in 1956 by the Office of Naval Research, the
US Army, and NACA to build and test one of the first
of a line of deflected slipstream V/STOL aircraft
concepts. Large, double-slotted retractable flaps along
the trailing edge of the short wing span extended
rearwards and far below, deflecting the slipstream
from the two three-bladed wooden propellers, which
were driven by a single 1,000 shp Lycoming T53-L-1
turboshaft engine. Large, downward facing wing
Ryan VZ-3RY at the NASA Ames Research Center (NASA Photo)
endplates on the high-wing configuration contained the
airflow from the propellers under the wing. During the hover portions of flight, a universally jointed
exhaust-deflector was mounted to the rear of the jet exhaust to provide directional stability. The single
seat flying test-bed research aircraft was rolled out and performed some taxiing trials in February 1958,
but it wasn’t until 21 January 1959 that a conventional flight was attempted. Later, inflight transitions and
hovers were demonstrated, yet it never performed a vertical take-off. After NASA took over the test
programme in 1960, the Ryan VZ-3RY suffered an accident that nearly destroyed the small craft. It had
made 21 successful test flights prior to this event. Rebuilt, the Vertiplane resumed its flight tests and
finally ended its research career at the NASA Ames Research Center in the mid-1960s.
Hiller X-18 Tilt Wing
All of the convertiplane test and research concepts of
the era were relatively small machines, powered by
relative sized engines and simple propellers. This
Hiller Aircraft Corporation-conceived experimental
transport testbed was the first aircraft to practically
explore the technology of V/STOL towards its
application for large cargo transport aircraft. Massive
in size compared to its forerunners, this bulky aircraft
concept was the combination of a conversion of a
Chase YC-122C fuselage, with the full, single-piece
The USAF / Hiller X-18 at Edwards Air Force Base. (USAF Photo)
wing being manufactured by Hiller. Two powerful
Allison XT-40 turboprop engines with large contra-rotating propellers powered the aircraft. These had
been provided from the cancelled US Navy sponsored Lockheed XFV-1 and the Convair XFY-1 Pogo
VTOL fighter programmes. For pitch control of the aircraft, a separate Westinghouse J34 turbojet engine
was mounted in the rear of the fuselage with a long, bifurcated exhaust pipe extending beyond the rear of
the aircraft. With full US Air Force backing, its first flight, a short hop in conventional mode, was
undertaken on 20 November 1959. The maximum wing tilt angle attempted inflight was 33°, but no full
transitions were ever performed in its short test career. However, the accumulated data from the brief test
programme and promise it showed eventually led to the design and development of the larger, fourengined XC-142A V/STOL testbeds.

Fairchild M-224 / VZ-5FA Deflected Slipstream
The US Army contracted Fairchild Aircraft to build
one example of a practical VTOL experimental
research aircraft to explore the vectored or deflected
slipstream concept. A single General Electric YT58GE-2 turboshaft engine drove four wing-mounted
propellers. A steeply angled upwards rear fuselage,
aft of the broad full-span flaps, permitted the aircraft
to tilt back onto its tailskid, resulting in a high noseup attitude to effect vertical takeoff. Numerous
ground tests and tethered flight-test hops were
The US Army/Fairchild VZ-5FA never really flew. (US Army Photo)
performed in 1959 with only a maximum altitude of
46 cm (18 in) being achieved. Free flights were never made and the little aircraft spent the rest of its
ground-bound VTOL test career with the NASA Langley Research Center.
Kaman K-16B Deflected Slipstream / Tilt Wing

Kaman K-16B at the New England Air Museum. (Bill Upton Photo)

Ground test runs of the aircraft, basically a heavily
modified Grumman JRF-5 Goose amphibian, were
performed at the Kaman Aircraft Corporation facilities
located in Windsor Locks, Connecticut during 1960.
Later, in 1962, a short series of wind tunnel tests
were conducted with the former US Navy aircraft at
the NASA Ames Research Center. The K-16B never
really “flew” in the conventional sense nor was the
short-span tilting wing ever capable of being rotated
to the fully vertical position.

Ling-Temco-Vought (LTV) / Hiller / Ryan XC-142A Tilt Wing
Applying the data from the X-18 to a more practical
flight test programme, five prototype test examples of
the large XC-142 V/STOL cargo transport were
constructed under a Tri-Service VTOL competition
contract. The first XC-142A to fly (a/c No. 2), first
flew conventionally on 29 September 1964, then this
same aircraft successfully performed the first full
conversion flight of the type on 11 January 1965. The
aircraft was not without its annoying problems. As
the wing and large diameter propellers were
First LTV / Hiller / Ryan XC-142A at rollout. (Bill Upton Collection)
positioned in the horizontal, readings of up to 142
decibels were measured in the cockpit, and that, coupled with the solar heat from the generous amount of
cockpit windows made the piloting chores somewhat uncomfortable. With a host of technical and funding
problems, and up against the larger, quieter, and STOL capable Lockheed C-130 Hercules that could
carry heavier loads farther and faster, the XC-142A programme was eventually abandoned. Only one (a/c
No. 4) of the five-built prototype aircraft survived the test programme, and it has been on display at the
US Air Force Museum in Dayton, Ohio since 1970.
What follows is the chronological history in the events of the CL-84 V/STOL aircraft and its derivatives.

Preliminary Canadair V/STOL Research and Design
Early in the 1950s, a dynamic engineering research team at Canadair Limited, led by chief of
Aerodynamics and Design, Frederick C. Phillips, and Latvian-born mechanical design engineer Karlis
Irbitis, examined some preliminary designs for various VTOL and STOL aircraft configurations. These
initial design conceptions included a few stillborn proposals, such as a lightweight VTOL two-seater, with
a tiltable two-bladed rotor on a pivoting boom that protruded through the cockpit canopy. The rotor system
was driven by compressed air jets at the blade tips, fed by a hub mounted radial compressor driven from
a 200 hp Turbomeca Artouste turboshaft engine.
Alternatively, a twin-engine tail-sitter VTOL concept, somewhat resembling the Chance Vought V-173
“Flying Pancake” of the early 1940s, was sketched out, seen to incorporate a hinged cockpit section that
was positioned parallel to the ground for takeoff and landing, then rotated inline to the fuselage once inflight. Two versions of the cockpit arrangement were proposed, one having the pilot in a standard seated
position, the other with the pilot operating the aircraft from a prone position. Both the United States and
Britain had conducted practical prone piloting research in the immediate post-war years, using specially
modified aircraft, with less than satisfactory results.
Another radical VTOL scheme, this one for a “Convertible Transsonic Aeroplane”, was drawn by Irbitis in
late 1952. This tail-sitter aircraft, akin to Convair’s Pogo, was a most complex arrangement, incorporating
delta-wing, swing-wing, rotary-wing, and swept-wing technology all in one design. The basic layout was a
tall, cruciform delta stationary wing, with large vertical and ventral fins married around a powerful turbojet
engine. Above was a dual rotary wing arrangement incorporating ramjets at the tips, then the cockpit
fronted with an oval-shaped air intake. For takeoff, the rotary wings were spread horizontally, the main
engine, once started also supplied compressed air to the ramjets, and the rotary wings revolved.
Conversion to conventional flight involved stopping the ramjets, locking the rotary-wing at an angle of 90degrees and sweeping them back flush with the stationary wing body thus becoming a delta-wing aircraft.
In 1954, Irbitis was tasked with examining and completing
a review of all known principals of lift and thrust creating
systems, and their application to V/STOL aircraft design.
Phillips applied his extensive knowledge and experience
in VTOL aircraft gleaned from his previous years of
research and design on the technologically innovative
McDonnell Aircraft XV-1 convertiplane programme.
Phillips had joined Canadair as the head of the
Aerodynamics and Preliminary Design Departments, and
would earn a place of renown when he led an engineering
Canadair’s Karlis Irbitis and Frederick C. Phillips.
team in designing the first wholly in-house production
aircraft, the jet-powered CL-41 Tutor trainer. Now he was embarking on the second Canadair in-house
design endeavor, becoming the Programme Manager of a truly radical venture that was hoped to be able
to match the success achieved with his earlier effort.
In May 1956, Phillips and Irbitis combined their accumulated expertise in a formal paper entitled “Lift and
Thrust Creating Systems and Their Application to V/STOL Aircraft Design”, presented at the annual
general meeting of the Canadian Aeronautical Institute in Montreal. This, and a follow-on paper by this
team to the Defence Research Board (DRB), “VTOL Transport Configuration Studies”, became the
genesis of theoretical and applied studies into V/STOL aircraft technology at Canadair.

CL-43 STOL

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

The CL-43 STOL aircraft design proposal of early 1954 was among the first early V/STOL aircraft
configurations conceived, and seriously studied, by engineers and designers at Canadair Limited.
The initial design study of this dual-engined, twin-boom, Logistics Supply aircraft, with automatic leading
edge slats and full span double slotted flaps, revealed the importance of interconnected large diameter
propellers for attainment of good STOL performance. These features would permit the CL-43 to clear a
15.2 m (50.0 ft) obstacle within 260 m (850 ft) following takeoff, and were paramount in the future
development of the subsequent Canadair tilt-wing V/STOL, and later, CL-204 and CL-215 amphibious
aircraft design efforts.
Conceived for use as basic air transportation in the north – a role to be assumed successfully later by the
de Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter, the CL-43 aircraft was originally offered in a basic land plane
configuration. It was to be readily convertible to either float plane or ski plane variants in order to perform
its primary role of logistical support. In a secondary role, it was proposed for use as an air ambulance,
personnel, paratroop, or vehicle transport.
Approximating the size of the venerable Douglas DC-3, this new aircraft design, as offered, could not
possibly meet the low cost of readily available, war surplus, Douglas C-47 military transports, then
flooding the market and being converted - over 400 by Canadair alone - to fill the needs of commercial
airlines. In the face of such a daunting marketing obstacle the design of the CL-43 was soon shelved.
CL-43 Specifications:
Power was supplied by two 600 horsepower Pratt & Whitney (P&W) Wasp R-1340 engines driving 3.6 m
(12.0 ft) diameter Hamilton Standard 3-bladed propellers. The CL-43 had a projected wingspan of 25.9 m
(85.0 ft), height of 4.6 m (15.0 ft), length of 15.0 m (49.25 ft), and approximate gross weight of 6,804 kg
(15,000 lbs).
An alternative proposed powerplant configuration employed the use of shrouded propellers. Adjustable
exhaust ducts would divert the airflow over the flaps and tail control surfaces, thereby permitting
additional lift and control during low speed STOL handling.

CL-45 VTOL

A small, articulated model of the “Canadair CL-45 A.S.W.” helicopter, seen here in February 1955, depicts its normal flight
and stowed configurations. Note the personnel access hatch location on the starboard side and the two small windows for
the crewmembers seated at separate workstations located immediately behind the bulkhead of the fully glazed cockpit.

In June 1954, a proposal and design requirements study for a new Air-Sea Warfare (ASW) helicopter was
issued by the Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Air) Royal Canadian Navy (RCN). Canadair Limited, along
with the specialized assistance of the moderately experienced Hiller Helicopter Company of Palo Alto,
California, were co-sponsored on this specific RCN project study.
During November and December 1954, Canadair sent a small delegation of their Preliminary Design
engineering personnel to Hiller to assist in the conceptual design of the proposed single-rotored CL-45
A.S.W. helicopter. With power supplied by three General Electric T-58 GE2 engines, this helicopter, with
a 19.5 m (64.0 ft) diameter two-bladed main rotor, was to have a gross weight of 7,711 kg (17,000 lbs). It
was to have an overall length (main rotor tip to tail rotor tip) of 23.4 m (76.7 ft) and an overhead clearance
of 5.2 m (17.0 ft). Nominally, a crew of four would man the helicopter during typical flight operations.

Along with the intended search and attack mission roles for the stated A.S.W. helicopter, other tasks
included those of personnel or ambulance transport, rescue operations, cargo transport, and training.
Droppable weapons would be carried internally on three stations below the main cabin. From ship and
shore stations it could also be utilized as a crew trainer. Alighting gear configurations had a fixed 4.4 m
(14.3 ft) wide 4-wheel arrangement as basic with flotation bags or skids available as alternates. For
stowage aboard ships, the twin-bladed tail rotor section would be folded upwards and forward to rest atop
the rear fuselage section, then the main rotor would be folded aft, being stowed inline with the main
fuselage. Stowed dimensions were limited to 12.8 m (42.0 ft) long by 15.2 m (15.0 ft) wide.
The RCN had formed its first anti-submarine warfare squadron in July 1955, equipping it with the latest
version of the Sikorsky HO4S helicopter. A year later, ASW helicopter operations with the HO4S from
small warships was investigated and RCN service standardization with this type remained until the advent
of the much larger Sikorsky CHSS-2 Sea King in 1962.

Canadair CL-62 V/STOL Series Phase 1
From 1956 to 1959, at the instigation of the Canadian DRB, and with support from the Canadian
Department of Defence Production (DDP), Canadair conducted initial design studies of various logistic
transport vehicle configurations suitable for providing supplies to Army units in a dispersed battlefield
environment.
The US Army Study Requirements ASR3-60, for V/STOL transport specifications, called for an aircraft
capable of transporting a 2,268 kg (5,000 lb) payload over a mission radius of 402 km (250 miles), with a
total hovering time of 9 minutes. Canadair was awarded a contract worth $30,000 on 14 February 1958,
towards a design study of several VTOL aircraft configurations employing different arrangements of
achieving VTOL lift, per the Army requirements.
By mid-1958, an initial cadre of five relatively heavyweight designs for V/STOL aircraft emerged from the
Canadair design offices, with additional VTOL research and support being provided by the National
Research Council (NRC) in Ottawa. Comparative studies were conducted on these Phase 1 CL-62
designated model concepts, with each one exploiting a unique design philosophy incorporating most of
the perceived modes of achieving the optimum method to accomplish the proposed mission objectives.

To facilitate the design process, the CL-62-1 through CL-62-4 model configurations, conceived for low
altitude operations, employed a common multi-glassed cockpit, squared cross sectional cargo box,
clamshell cargo door arrangements, and empennage. A dorsal extension covered the routing of the tail
rotor drive shaft assembly. To ensure adequate propeller ground clearance, along with a convenient
cargo floor height, a high wing arrangement was chosen, the height of which was basically determined by
the propeller diameter, and the span by the need to have the slipstream pass over the entire wing to
optimize V/STOL operations.
The CL-62-5 model, incorporating turbojet propulsion, was designed to operate efficiently at a cruising
altitude of 13,716 m (45,000 ft), and therefore was to be pressurized, consequently it was not feasible for
it to have the common square cross-sectional fuselage design of the other four concepts. Also, due to the
relatively high placement of the cargo floor, it would appear difficult to load and unload, or airdrop cargo,
without compromising the rear pressure bulkhead. To minimize jet blast upon the sides of the fuselage, a
low wing placement and high landing gear design was chosen.

With a commonality of the basic fuselage design, a 1/7-scale model representing the mean configuration of the CL-62-1
and CL-62-2 airplanes was built in 1958, for aerodynamic testing on the Mobile VTOL Test Rig.

CL-62-1 Slipstream Deflection

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

This basically STOL variant had the slipstream that developed from the large diameter propellers, along
with the engine exhaust, deflected along the wing and vertically downwards by a large, powerful trailing
edge flap system, with lift in the transition being provided by the resulting reaction. With all flaps retracted,
conventional horizontal flight would be achieved.
CL-62-1 Specifications:
Generally, the high-wing design was of a conventional rectangular-shaped planform, with multiple section
full-span extendible flaps, mounted atop the constant 2.5 m (8.3 ft) square cross section fuselage. Atop
the cabin was a large mid-fuselage to vertical tail dorsal fin extension. A very sizeable amount of cockpit
glazing, for improved crew visibility downwards and to the sides, was incorporated. Large, upward curving
clamshell cargo loading doors were at the rear of the 7.6 m (25.0 ft) long cargo hold area.
A set of tall tricycle type, dual paired low-pressure nose and main gear tires, were to be incorporated as
standard, with the main gear retracting forward into large fuselage side pods. A retractable, single wheel
outrigger gear was mounted to the bottom of each of the outboard engine nacelles. A fixed tail skid was
provided, such that the aircraft could be tilted back on its main gear, and with the wing’s full flaps
deployed to a 20-degree angle-of-attack orientation, would thereby allow the aircraft to effect a short, near
vertical take-off when runway space was at a minimum.
The aircraft, with a gross weight of 14,946 kg (32,950 lbs), had an overall length of 17.5 m (57.5 ft), height
of 7.8 m (25.5 ft), and a wingspan of 23.4 m (76.7 ft).
Four 2,500-horsepower Lycoming T55 turboshaft engines drove four, 3-bladed, 4.7 m (15.5 ft) diameter
wide chord propellers, so arranged as to completely bathe the entire wing in the resultant slipstream. A
single, 2-bladed, 3.0 m (9.8 ft) diameter tail rotor, mounted atop the cruciform tail configuration, provided
longitudinal pitch control in the transition and low-speed portions of flight.

CL-62-2 Tilting Wing

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

The tilting wing concept had the engines providing not only propulsion for forward flight, but also
supplying lift for VTOL operations, when the wing and nacelles were rotated into vertical position via a
dual hydraulic screw jacks system at the tilt axis pivot point. The propellers would act in the manner of
rotors for VTOL operations.
A unique and difficult phase of flight occurs when the aircraft has to transition from the vertical to level
flight, and the propellers cease to act as rotary wings before the wing is actually working to keep the
aircraft in the air. Controlling the pitching moments of the aircraft during transition was a problem typical
for tilt-wing and deflected slipstream types of machines. The most efficient application of cyclic pitch
control was deemed to result if a tail rotor system were called upon to provide some of the lift during the
hover and transition phases. By the correct programming of the wing flaps, the pitch moments would be
effectively reduced to zero by a positive upload on the tail rotor, the configuration also aiding in
minimizing wing stalling.
CL-62-2 Specifications:
The 2.5 m (8.3 ft) square, box-like sectional fuselage had a generous amount of cockpit glazing for
sufficient visibility downwards and to the sides. At the aft end were large, clamshell type cargo loading
doors, providing access to the 7.6 m (25.0 ft) long cargo hold. The top mounted tilting wing, with 71.25 m²
(767.0 ft²) of area, had swept forward and leading edges, with full span leading and trailing edge flaps to
eliminate difficult handling problems, and provide ample control margin in the transition regime.
Low pressure, dual nose gear, and tandem main gear tires were to be supplied as standard. The squat,
C-130 Hercules style main gear, retracted upwards into fuselage side sponsons. A retractable, single
wheel outrigger gear was mounted to each outboard wing tip, lying flush under the wing during flight.
The aircraft was to have a gross weight of 13,703 kg (30,210 lb), an overall length of 16.0 m (52.5 ft),
height of 7.3 m (24.0 ft), and a wingspan of 23.4 m (76.7 ft).
Four 2,000-horsepower Lycoming T55 turboshaft engines, interconnected with cross shafting for
additional engine out safety, driving four, 3-bladed, 4.7 m (15.5 ft) diameter propellers, provided the thrust
for level and VTOL flight operations.

Alternatively, as the CL-62-2A concept, eight General Electric T58-GE-2A gas turbine engines, arranged
in a configuration of four pairs coupled within nacelles under the wing, would provide power. The two
engines within each nacelle would be connected to a single propeller by overrunning clutches and
gearbox array. A single, 2-bladed, 3.0 m (9.8 ft) diameter tail rotor mounted atop the vertical fin provided
longitudinal pitch control in the transition and hover portions of flight.
CL-62-3 Tilting Ducted Fan

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

The tilt duct propulsion concept consisting of cross shafted, tilting, ducted propellers had several virtues in
that the ducts augmented the propeller thrust and worked as additional wing surface area during takeoff
and conventional wingborne flight. Deflector vanes inside the ducts provided precise thrust and trim
control in the transition and hover, and any propeller turbulence was kept away from wing and tail control
surfaces. Precise control positioning of the ducted fans while rotating between the vertical and horizontal
was to be performed aerodynamically via moveable duct ailerons located at the top and bottom aft edges
of the ducts.
CL-62-3 Specifications:
The fuselage was also 2.5 m (8.3 ft) square boxed-shaped, with liberal glazing around the cockpit
affording excellent visibility to the crew during all aspects of flight. A sweep trailing edge wing design was
shoulder-mounted, with 4.6 m (15.0 ft) diameter propeller ducts mounted outboard, pivoting together at
the 25% mean aerodynamic chord. A bumper was affixed to the bottom side of each duct. Low pressure
paired dual nose gear and tandem main gear tires were standard, with the squat main gear retracting
upwards into fuselage side sponsons.
This variant had a proposed gross weight of 13,753 kg (30,319 lb), a length of 16.6 m (54.6 ft), height to
the top of the tail rotor was 7.1 m (23.3 ft), and it had an overall wingspan, inclusive of the propeller ducts,
of 23.4 m (76.7 ft).
Four 2,500-horsepower Lycoming T55 turboshaft engines, mounted in side by side podded pairs atop the
fuselage at the wing juncture, were to power the two, 8-bladed, 3.9 m (13.0 ft) diameter interconnected
ducted propellers via long shafts within the wings. A single, 2-bladed, 3.0 m (9.8 ft) diameter tail rotor was
to be mounted atop the vertical fin to provide longitudinal pitch control.

CL-62-4 Jet Lift Turboprop

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

This concept envisioned a dual propulsion type engine configuration that had a series of small lightweight
lift-jets aligned along each side of the fuselage providing thrust mainly for the V/STOL mode. Dual
standard arrangement of wing mounted turboprop engines would provide the propulsion for conventional
flight.
CL-62-4 Specifications:
This squat transport variant incorporated a high wing design with 71.25 m² (767.0 ft²) of area married to a
2.5 m (8.3 ft) square-shaped fuselage with a generously windowed cockpit. The 7.6 m (25.0 ft) long cargo
hold incorporated large clamshell type cargo doors at the rear. A fuselage to tail dorsal fin extension
terminated halfway up the cruciform type empennage. Unique full fuselage length side blisters contained
the lift-jets arrangement, with the jet exhaust expelled downwards and angled slightly outboard and to the
rear. Low pressure paired dual nose gear, and tandem main gear tires were standard, with the mains
retracting straight upwards into the central section of the side blisters.
This model had a projected length of 16.0 m (52.5 ft), height to the top of the tail of 6.6 m (21.6 ft), a 23.4
m (76.7 ft) wingspan, and was to weigh in at 14,579 kg (32,140 lb).
Two 1,850-horsepower Lycoming T55 turboshaft engines, driving 3-bladed, 3.5 m (11.5 ft) diameter
propellers for conventional flight, were to be augmented by the addition of sixteen 10.9 kN (2,450 lbf)
thrust each General Electric J85-GE-5 turbojet engines for V/STOL operations. The turbojet engines in
the fuselage side fairings were installed aligned in an arrangement of four-forward, and four-aft, of the
main landing gear. Atop the fairings were rectangular-shaped intake covers and guide vanes, with the
engine exhaust covers and directional control vanes below. Each engine had an inspection access door
on the exterior flat-faced side of the fairings. The extreme noise levels produced by such an aircraft would
have been intolerable at best to anyone in the vicinity of operations, an annoying aspect common to all jet
VTOL aircraft. Additionally, the exhaust temperatures associated with sixteen operating jet engines in
VTOL mode upon the ground surface, and the potential of hot air recirculation onto the fuselage and
landing gear would certainly pose a potentially serious problem. Utilizing this aircraft on unprepared sites
would be critically limited.

CL-62-5 Turbojet-Lift Propulsive Wing

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

A rather unique design concept, wherein all of the propulsive engines, seven per wing, are mounted
axially within the wings, thereby permitting undisturbed aerodynamic flow over the wings due to lack of
protrusions. The exhaust from the series of engines was to be expelled onto full trailing edge plug
ailerons, which would act as nozzles to deflect the thrust for vertical and conventional flight regimes.
CL-62-5 Specifications:
A fairly large jet aircraft for its type which differed appreciably from the other designs, the two-man flight
crew sat side-by-side under an enclosed Vulcan bomber style bubble canopy atop the forward area of the
pressurized, circular cross sectional fuselage. Visibility would be hampered, compared with all of the
other contenders, by the need to minimize cockpit transparencies in the pressurized fuselage.
It was to have a gross weight of 16,130 kg (35,560 lb), a length of 22.6 m (74.2 ft), a main fuselage
diameter of 3.0 m (10.0 ft), that tapered roundly at the forward end, and more pointedly aft at the
conventional style empennage. An overall height of 7.2 m (23.5 ft) was projected. The wing, with a
comparatively small 50.2 m² (540.0 ft²) of area, had a span, inclusive of the wingtip fuel tanks, of 13.7 m
(45.0 ft). The wing size was determined by the size of the small turbojets installed within the aft portion.
Unique, stalky, dual nose and main caterpillar-type track system undercarriage, were to be employed to
permit operations on unprepared areas and to distribute the aircraft footprint when carrying heavy cargo
loads to smaller airfields and unimproved strips.
A series of fourteen 10.9 kN (2,450 lbf) thrust General Electric J85-GE-5 turbojet engines, contained
within the aft rotating portion of the wings, with full span air intakes at the leading edge, would have
provided high altitude cruise propulsion economically, by utilizing only eight of the fourteen engines.

Each wing, with a rotating exhaust deflector, would provide VTOL lift by diverting all of the engines and
associated exhaust downwards. Fixed outrigger shock struts would be deployed from the wing/fuel tank
juncture prior to landing. Three side-by-side aligned General Electric J85 control engines deployed
vertically downwards from an enclosure immediately aft of the nose gear door to provide longitudinal pitch
stabilization for the transition, hover and VTOL lift portions of flight. However, precise control with the
nose jets seemed doubtful due to the long spool-up time required for these early jet engines compared
with almost immediate response when using rotor-type pitch stabilization systems.
Drag reducing fairings on the sides of the fuselage, forward and aft of the wings, produced a somewhat
area ruled shape, but the savings potentially gained in aerodynamics would have been offset by the huge
fuel consumption from the engines. With all of the propulsive jets mounted within the straight wings and
forward fuselage, and associated fuel carried in the large wing-tip type pods, much needed space in the
fuselage was available for cargo, the area accessed via dual rear clamshell-type doors and a relatively
steep loading ramp.
As with the CL-62-4 concept, the high velocity hot exhaust recirculation impinging upon the bottom of the
fuselage and landing gear units could have posed serious problems, and would also have made the use
of unprepared sites for VTOL operations impractical.

CL-62-6 Large Tilt-Wing

This basic 4-engine tilt-wing aircraft was designed in December 1959, also as part of the ASR3-60
specifications, following a later decision to proceed with further studies of a larger tilt-wing aircraft beyond
the previous Phase 1 concepts. It was tailored for the primary mission of a V/STOL logistic transport, and
with a secondary mission of VTOL tactical airlift, capable of supplanting both the Caribou transport and
Chinook helicopter, then in service. Distinct advantages of the tilt-wing concept for these missions
included the immediate choice of zero, short, or conventional length takeoffs and landings to match
terrain and/or load conditions, and zero or slow speed flight for search/rescue, cargo pickup and
dropping.
CL-62-6 Specifications:
This transport design incorporated a more conventional style cockpit window layout than those seen
previously in the five Phase 1 conceptions.
The 19.4 m (63.8 ft) long, 2.4 m (8.0 ft) wide fuselage incorporated a 7.6 m (25.0 ft) long cargo
compartment, accessed by large clamshell cargo doors at the 8.1 m (26.4 ft) high, upswept tail. The
cargo compartment could also accommodate up to 32 fully equipped troops seated in 8 rows. The
rectangular, high-wing planform had a span of 20.2 m (66.3 ft), with full-span, segmented trailing edge
flaps, and outboard spoilers. Wing tilt was accomplished by means of dual hydraulic screw jack
assemblies, located on each side of the upper fuselage, behind the cockpit. The all-moving horizontalstab rotation was coordinated with the selected wing tilt. Low pressure paired dual nose gear, and tandem
main gear tires were incorporated. The latter, being retraced into small fuselage side sponsons. This
aircraft was to have a gross takeoff weight of 16,012 kg (35,300 lb) in VTOL, 18,734 kg (41,300 lb) in
STOL, and up to 18,960 kg (41,800 lb) in the Ferrying roles.
Four 2,650 shaft-horsepower General Electric T64-GE-2 turbo-shaft engines, were to drive four, 4-bladed,
4.9 m (16.0 ft) diameter LH and RH controllable pitch propeller sets. A single down-facing 2.2 m (7.2 ft)
diameter, 4-bladed tail rotor was to provide longitudinal pitch control in the transition and hover.

Canadair CL-62 Series Phase 2
The results of the CL-62 Phase 1 design models were compiled in the paper called “VTOL Transport
Configuration Studies”, and were presented at a Canadian Aeronautical Institute meeting in 1958. The
conclusions to the tradeoff studies indicated that the deflected slipstream and tilt-wing types were
preferable for the given requirements, although it was recognized that the former was inefficient in the
hover, and the latter had undesirable transition characteristics. This resulted in a decision that a
combination of these two principles would avoid these disadvantages and yield the optimum
arrangement. This presented a vehicle with a variety of potential military and civil applications as a result
of performance and flexibility in both the vertical and short takeoff and landing regimes. From the
generalized configuration identified by these studies, it was decided to proceed with the design and
development of practical research vehicles, and test hardware to validate the conceptual principles, and
to develop the necessary technology, a somewhat bold new step for Canadair.
In 1959, Canadair undertook CL-62 Phase 2 research and advanced development design studies
towards optimizing a definitive tilt-wing/deflected slipstream configuration, against the requirement for an
Army logistic VTOL Transport, specified and partly funded by the Canadian DRB. What resulted included
two new model designs of the CL-62 (A and B) that warranted general aerodynamic studies on problems
associated with tilt-wing aircraft, and to assess the differences in characteristics between two- and fourpropeller aircraft configurations to the same given specification. At this same time, a funded Phase 3
study involved the design, construction and development of a Mobile Test Rig for aerodynamic tests on
actual tilt-wing VTOL scaled models.

CL-62A Tilt-Wing/Deflected Slipstream

The CL-62A tilt-wing/deflected slipstream V/STOL aircraft was conceived as a four-engine, small fourpropeller design. A more conventional cockpit window arrangement included large framing, and the
addition of a downward view window on each side.
CL-62A Specifications:
The 19.4 m (63.5 ft) long rectangular cross-sectional fuselage contained a cargo compartment that was
2.4 m (8.0 ft) wide, 2.0 m (6.5 ft) high and 8.5 m (28.0 ft) long, and incorporated rear clam-shell type
doors to permit direct loading from truck bed height onto the floor. The aircraft could accommodate up to
7,258 kg (16,000 lb) of cargo, or up to 32 fully equipped troops along with a flight crew of two.
The design VTO weight was set at 18,144 kg (40,000 lb), permitting a payload mission radius of
approximately 833 km (450 nm). The aircraft’s STO weight capability was up to 21,773 kg (48,000 lb),
with a payload mission radius of approximately 1,341 km (725 nm). These were based on a sea level
cruising speed of 250 knots (463 km/h / 287 mph) with fuel allowances for up to 10 minutes of hover. At
the STOL weight, the ferry range was 5,458 km (2,950 nm) at 340 knots (630 km/h / 391 mph).
The rectangular planform wing had a span of 21.7 m (71.1 ft), with an area of 73 9 m² (796 ft²), and
incorporated full span leading and trailing edge flaps. STOL performance of the CL-62A was to be
superior to that of the CL-62B design by virtue of its larger wing span and lower wing loading. Wing tilt
angles from 0 to 90 degrees was accomplished by means of dual hydraulically driven screw jack
assemblies located on each side of the upper fuselage. The dual nose and main tricycle-type landing
gear had low pressure tires, with the main units retracting forward into fuselage side sponsons and the
nose gear retracting aft into the fuselage.
Four 2,650 shaft-horsepower, General Electric T64-GE-2 turbo-shaft engines were to drive four shaft
interconnected, 4-bladed, 5.0 m (16.3 ft) diameter propellers. The multiple propeller interconnection
system ensured full controllability of the aircraft in the event of an engine failure.
Beneath the 8.2 m (26.8 ft) tall empennage was a single, down-facing 2.2m (7.2 ft) diameter, 4-bladed tail
rotor, to provide longitudinal pitch control.

CL-62B Tilt-Wing/Deflected Slipstream

The CL-62B tilt-wing/deflected slipstream design, in almost all-physical respects similar to the CL-62A
model, was a four-engine, large two-propeller design to assess performance characteristic differences
with the CL-62A.
CL-62B Specifications:
The proposed design VTO weight of 18,144 kg (40,000 lb) permitted a payload mission radius of
approximately 971 km (525 nm). The aircraft’s STO weight capability at 21,773 kg (48,000 lb) enabled a
payload mission radius of approximately 1,434 km (775 nm). These were based on a sea level cruising
speed of 250 knots (463 km/h / 287 mph) with fuel allowances for up to 10 minutes of hover. At the STOL
weight, the ferry range was 5,180 km (2,800 nm) at a speed of 344 knots (636 km/h / 395 mph). The
empty weight of the CL-62B was estimated at 590 kg (1,300 lb) less than that of the CL-62A.
The rectangular planform, 16.3 m (53.6 ft) span wing, with a total area of 55.7 m² (600 ft²), incorporated
full span leading and trailing edge flaps. Because of the lower drag and weight of the smaller wing, the
CL-62B had a better payload-mission radius capability compared to the CL-62A.
Four 2,650 shaft-horsepower, General Electric T64-GE-2 turbo-shaft engines, in a two pairs coupled
configuration, were to drive four shaft interconnected, 4-bladed, 6.9 m (22.6 ft) diameter propellers. The
large propeller diameter was selected to give a disk loading essentially equal to that of the CL-62A, and
would provide the same performance, stability and control in the transition. As a result of the large
propeller diameter, it was deemed necessary during ground operations to maintain a minimum of 15
degrees of wing tilt to provide adequate ground clearance during ground operations.
Another offshoot scheme proposed was the CL-62B-2 model, designed for the V/STOL logistic transport
role, with the aircraft modified as necessary for use aboard aircraft carriers.

Canadair-McDonnell Model 175
During April 1961, in conjunction with the
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, Canadair
submitted a highly detailed proposal to the
US military towards the US Tri-Service
V/STOL Transport Aircraft competition as
per Specification TS-152. Other similar
paper design entries were made by the
likes of aircraft manufacturing giants
Grumman, Boeing, Chance Vought, Bell
and North American Aviation. Some of the
contenders that eventually advanced to the
flying hardware stage in this competition
included the Curtiss-Wright X-19 tiltedpropeller design, the Bell Model X-22A
ducted-fan configuration aircraft, and the
LTV XC-142A tilt-wing V/STOL transport.
The combined Canadair-McDonnell team
submittal did not have the standard
Canadair project model number assigned
to it, and was therefore formally recorded
as the Model 175.
The primary mission of the tilt-wing Model
175 was to be a land-based or carrierbased aircraft that could rapidly transport
combat troops, support equipment and supplies, in both tactical and logistical operations, to and from
unprepared areas in a combat zone, similarly from amphibious assault ships, under all weather
conditions. In the carrier-based mode, the dimensional characteristics of the aircraft in the stowed
condition were to be compatible with the United States Navy LPH-2 and LPH-4 amphibious assault ships’
deck edge elevators and hangar deck clearance requirements. For land based operations, it was to be
capable of performing all tasks from unprepared fields.
An artist’s impression of the proposed joint Canadair-McDonnell
Model 175 Tri-Service V/STOL Transport entry.

However, this cooperative design effort eventually failed to progress further in the competition, with the
final winning contender being the LTV XC-142 tilt-wing, backed by its strong California/Texas consortium.
Model 175 Specifications:
Two 3,000 shaft-horsepower General Electric T64-GE-4 turbo-shaft engines drove two, wide-chord, 6.4 m
(21.0 ft) diameter, 4-bladed, variable pitch Curtiss-Wright propellers, to provide a maximum speed at
military power of 633 km/h (342 kts), with a nominal cruise speed of 250 knots (463 km/h / 287 mph). To
provide longitudinal stability in the transition and hover portions of flight, an upward facing, 2.7 m (9.0 ft)
diameter, 4-bladed tail rotor assembly was installed on an appendage extending from the top portion of
the aft fuselage between twin vertical tails.

The Model 175 design had a projected wingspan of 14.3 m (47.0 ft), providing a total wing area of 46.1 m²
(496 ft²). The constant square-cross sectional 20.3 m (66.5 ft) long fuselage, tapered upwards to the tail
from aft of the main gear sponsons to a height at the top of the vertical tails of 5.1 m (16.8 ft). The rugged
undercarriage arrangement consisted of quadruple, paired sets of gear, with low-pressure tires being
made available as necessary for the land-based role in unprepared field areas.

This drawing shows the general arrangement layout of the Model 175 transport aircraft with alternative large chord
propeller blades. Note the fixed set arrangement of the forward landing gear and retractable into sponsons rear gear.

A large, flat, retractable loading ramp at the rear provided simplified access to the capacious cargo
compartment. Additional large cockpit area glazing permitted ample look down, and partial look back,
capabilities for the flight crew. Depending upon the specific required mission requirements, takeoff
weights of the aircraft were in the range of 15,876 to 20,866 kg (35,000 to 46,000 lb).

McDonnell Aircraft conducted wind tunnel tests on a large-scale model of the Model 175 transport in March 1961. This
specific test has the specimen configured with the wing tilted in the transition phase of flight, and the tail rotor
configuration is of an inverted installation design proposal.

CL-62C Tilt-Wing

The NATO Ad Hoc Mixed Working Group AC/170 (1960-1962), issued NATO Basic Military Requirement
No. 4 (NBMR-4) specification towards research and development of a NATO V/STOL medium range
transport aircraft. A much re-designed CL-62 model was officially offered for NBMR-4 in November 1961,
to support the proposed NBMR-3 V/STOL strike fighter in operations from dispersed bases, as well as
operating in a variety of roles including reconnaissance, ground support, and search and rescue (SAR).
By mid-1962, this submitted design, along with one submitted by de Havilland Canada, had survived
through the first round of design eliminations. By March 1963, the CL-62C was apparently on the short list
of five entries for final selection in this competition.
CL-62C Specifications:
A standard cockpit window arrangement was proposed, with overhead glass panels and a generous
amount of additional downward looking windows on each side. A crew entry and emergency exit was
provided for by way of a small hatch with drop down steps, located under the downward looking windows
on the left-hand side. An integral drop down cargo door and loading ramps were at the rear, permitting
direct drive-on, drive-off capabilities for small vehicles.
The squared fuselage was 21.2 m (69.7 ft) long, incorporating a rectangular high wing planform spanning
23.0 m (75.3 ft), with full span leading edge and trailing edge flaps. The overall height of the aircraft, to
the top of the vertical fin, was 8.2 m (27.0 ft). An aft-extended fairing located at the base of the tail housed
the single, 4-bladed, 2.4 m (8.0 ft) diameter upward facing tail rotor assembly.

This variant had a proposed STO weight of 24,041 kg (53,000 lb) and a VTO weight of 20,412 kg (45,000
lb). A 4,082 kg (9,000lb) payload could be carried over a radius of action of 555 km (300 nm) during a
typical VTOL mission, while a STO ferrying mission at maximum weight could encompass a range of
3,959 km (2,140 nm) in a two-engine cruise mode.
The aircraft was to be powered by four General Electric T64 growth turbo-shaft engines, with an initial
military rating of 3,205 shaft-horsepower, having a capability to be upgraded to 3,750 shaft-horsepower.
All engines were to be mechanically interconnected via free wheel clutches in case of an engine out
situation, and they drove 5.3 m (17.5 ft) diameter, 4-bladed, Curtiss-Wright VTOL rated constant speed
propellers.

The relative size of the CL-62C design is shown in this drawing of a revised twin-tail layout for the NMBR-4 proposal. This
heavyweight proposal eventually lost out, as did virtually all other competitors.

The CL-62C proposal also fell by the wayside in its competitive bid when the supposed NATO V/STOL
fighter didn’t proceed, thereby obviating the need for the associated supporting transport aircraft.
One of the reasons for the demise of the large four-engine tilt-wing designs in North America of the late
1960s, came about from the propeller interconnecting cross-shafting, within the long span wings, being
intolerant of wing flex under certain flight conditions. As a result, loss of propeller control, and associated
component failures were witnessed on many of the full-scale test aircraft. Besides, the Vietnam War
machine was sucking up money and manpower resources at an incredible rate, with little to none left for
further studies to advance additional V/STOL research and development.
The somewhat STOL capabilities of the much larger, and in service, Lockheed C-130 Hercules transport
aircraft, with its ability to carry up to three times the payload over longer distances, coupled with available
large transport helicopters, quietly sealed the fate of further development of the big V/STOL tilt-wing
aircraft.

CL-72 VTOL Strike Reconnaissance Aircraft
NATO Basic Military Requirement No. 3 (NBMR-3), towards research and development of a V/STOL
Supersonic Ground-Strike and Reconnaissance aircraft, was issued from the NATO Ad Hoc Mixed
Working Group AC/169 (1960-1966). Canadair had started similar Preliminary Design (PD) proposals of
possible short range configurations in mid-1958 to RCAF requirements, which included a basic VTOL
ground attack mission, overload STOL mission, low level and high altitude reconnaissance, and the
ferrying role. In a tactical role, the VTOL aspects of such a design proposal permitted operations
independent from conventional airfields, or where airfields did not exist, and close to front lines, with
immunity from enemy attacks by means of launch/recovery base dispersal. The lethal weapon payload
designated to be carried was a selection between two 1,000 lb. bombs or a single 2,000 lb. tactical atomic
bomb. The aircraft designs allowed for only a single pilot with another crewmember available with the
associated launch and landing support equipment. The operational design aspects of such aircraft were
examined, and the following configurations were proposed and assigned specific Canadair “PD” numbers.
Horizontal Riser Configurations (PD 7200 and PD 7201)
The basic jet lift CL-72 VTOL strike aircraft was to be 18.2 m (59.6 ft) long, with a wing span of 8.8 m
(28.8 ft) providing a total wing area of 37.2 m² (400 ft²). The empty weight of the Horizontal Riser variants
was envisioned at 9,251 kg (20,395 lb), with the gross weight peaking at 18,144 kg (40,000 lb). Two
basic, but not standard, planform and engine layout designs were considered and some specifications
were written. The PD 7200 configuration was seen with a typical rounded fuselage incorporating a
conventional shoulder-mounted delta-wing. A delta-shaped horizontal tail arrangement was located on
the aft fuselage under a centered characteristic vertical fin. The PD 7201 design was seen as a long
narrow delta shape, almost a lifting body-type configuration, with flaperons at the flattened rear surface of
the combined fuselage and wing incorporating vertical endplates and rudders positioned fully outboard.

Conventional Delta Wing (PD 7200)

Narrow Delta Wing (PD 7201)

For the PD 7200 and PD 7201 configuration designs, the written specifications had called for four Orenda
PS-16 thrust engines and ten Orenda lift engines, all rated at 16.4 kN (3,600 lbf) of thrust. The thrust
engines were to provide general propulsion for conventional flight, or also providing double duty as a lift
engine, these being fed by a single dorsal intake and exhausting via jet exhaust pipes located under the
rear fuselage. The associated drawing for the PD 7200 configuration shows only two such thrust engines,
arranged inline and apparently side-by-side, being fed by a single, horizontally bifurcated dorsal intake.

Of the specified ten Orenda PS-16 lift engines that were to provide the jet VTOL lift capability, eight of
these are seen housed side-by-side in the forward fuselage area immediately aft of the cockpit, and two
others similarly arranged at the rear of the aircraft, bracketing the bomb bay. The less detailed drawing of
the PD 7201 configuration depicts a single combined thrust and lift engine with a swiveling jet exhaust
pipe under the rear fuselage, although it may be speculated that there could be two such engines
arranged side-by-side. There are apparently up to fourteen lift engines seen located at the mid-fuselage
area. There does not appear to be any interior space available for the carriage of the bomb load and
there is no mention of carrying exterior stores.
Assisted Take-Off Configurations (PD 7202 and PD 7203)
Various modes of achieving vertical launch and recovery
were studied for the proposed CL-72 assisted take-off
aircraft configurations. These design concepts offered
highly mobile systems to be sustained without the need
for large ground support facilities. They were to be
capable of increased operational flexibility particularly in
rough area conditions. One radical and tested approach
to the capability of getting military aircraft safely airborne
away from enemy targeted areas (namely civilian and
military airfields) was developed in the mid-1950s as the
mobile Zero-Length Launch (ZELL) technique. Deployed
openly or within hardened shelters near likely targets, the
aircraft with its load of conventional or nuclear weapons
would be virtually catapulted into the air at a moments
notice by a solid-fuel rocket thus obviating the need for
conventional runways or unprepared strips near the front lines. This launch method was used initially with
early large cruise missiles and reconnaissance drone systems, then tested extensively with such familiar
manned aircraft as the Republic F-84 Thunderjet, North American F-100 Super Sabre, and the Lockheed
F-104 Starfighter. For the proposed ZELL method of getting airborne, the conventional and narrow delta
CL-72 strike aircraft, mounted atop a tiltable platform, would have solid-fuel rocket motors attached to a
reinforced lower fuselage hardpoint for launch. Following a short burn time to get the aircraft into the air
and quickly up to flying speed, the rocket boosters would be jettisoned, the aircraft would complete its
mission under its own power, then recover like a conventional, or as a VTOL aircraft at a safe location.
Another method to get the aircraft into the air had a
modified CL-72 aircraft suspended, via a nose hook,
onto a “clothesline” pickup cable mechanism, on a
readily transportable, inverted “T”-shaped, tiltable launch
and recovery platform. The platform and attached
aircraft would be raised from the horizontal to the
vertical position by means of large hydraulic actuators
for the launch and recovery operations. As a single seat,
multi-jet tail-sitter, this particular design was to be a
variant of the long Narrow Delta Wing configuration, with
a central vertical stabilizer, squared fuselage side air
intakes, and dual jet exhausts at the rear. At the wing
tips were small vertical endplates extending above and below, and a single vertical fin was centered aft.

The lower portion of each had a skid plate installed as a buffer against the tiltable platform. The aircraft
would be launched vertically, then transition to horizontal flight in order to perform its mission, and finally
be retrieved back to the platform in a vertical orientation. This interesting method of operation was similar
to that perfected during the Ryan Aeronautical Company X-13 Vertijet flight-test programme of 19551958. With this particular CL-72 variant, a dedicated “Land-on Controller” was to be stationed atop the
platform to perform launch and retrieval operations in order to alleviate the aircraft pilot from these
demanding tasks, especially following a trying mission.
Composite Aircraft Configuration (PD 7204)
Truly the most unique and complex of the CL-72
vertical launch and recovery configurations, was the
ingenious VTOL composite aircraft idea. The mission
aircraft was to be mounted centrally upon a flatsurfaced, mobile lifting platform that was in itself
powered by multiple bypass lift and propulsion
engines. This was an idea similar to the English
Electric P.17A aircraft spelled out in General
Operational Requirement (GOR) 339 (the precursor
to the TSR.2) proposal, put forth in collaboration with
Short Brothers, who had developed the idea for a
P.17D VTO jet-lift platform in 1957. In this proposed
design scheme, sixteen Orenda lift and propulsion
engines of the Canadair lifting platform were to be
vertically mounted in tip pods interconnected by the
flat launch and recovery platform, with all engine
intake openings located at the top of the pods. The
platform’s pilot and a rearward facing “land-on
controller” were seen housed in a bulbous cockpit at
the forward end of the left pod. The composite
Composite Aircraft
aircraft combination sat high atop two fixed and
stalky forward undercarriage struts and two rear sets of wheeled gear attached to swept, downwardangled fins. To conserve the mission aircraft’s fuel, the platform would have to be positioned close to the
target area prior to launching the aircraft. Following completion of the operation, the mission aircraft was
to be recovered back aboard the low flying VTO platform, or alternatively to an available airstrip if
necessary. The successful landing and recovery of the mission aircraft back to the platform following a
stressful mission would have been somewhat problematic at best.
Not a Canadair product, but remarkably similar to the
PD 7201 planform layout was the LeBel experimental
VSTOL of December 1962. A singular example, in
poor condition, seen by the author in 1993 at the
Chino Airport, California, bore the long narrow delta
shape of the ‘7201. Its single turbojet engine powered
dual sets of wooden propellers mounted on a rotating
arm on the center fuselage. The operating propellers
would lie flush with the upper fuselage providing VTOL capability via controlled louvers at the bottom of
the fuselage. For forward flight, the propellers would be pivoted up and forward to a vertical position. Dual
vertical tails were located just inboard of the wingtips. Canada Patent No.654,548 appeared on the nose.

CL-41J VTOL Jet Trainer
In June 1961, preliminary studies were made by Canadair that were initially tailored to the NATO V/STOL
Supersonic Ground-Strike and Reconnaissance aircraft concept, to determine the merits of a highly
modified Canadair CL-41 aircraft design as a companion type VTOL jet trainer. The side-by-side seating
configuration would provide an ideal and efficient instructional environment, as had been evident with the
successful tests and demonstrations of the first prototype CL-41 aircraft.
With a standard Canadian Orenda-built J85-CAN-40 engine providing the forward propulsion, an
additional three Rolls Royce RB162 direct-lift jet engines, mounted inline vertically behind the cockpit in a
lengthened center fuselage, would have provided the VTOL capability for the proposed CL-41J. A
louvered, forward opening air inlet door would be raised to a canted position for the direct-lift engines’
operation during VTOL flight, then it would be retracted flush to the fuselage for the cruise portion of flight.
A variable exhaust system on the underside of the aircraft would have controlled the vertical thrust vector.
With four thirsty jet engines to feed, additional fuel would have been required and that would have
possibly been made available by the addition of bladder tanks in the inboard sections of the wings and in
the wing-to-fuselage side fairings. Jettisonable fuel tanks fitted to pylons under the wings would probably
have been necessary for any type of a satisfactory training mission to be accomplished. It is not known
how roll and yaw were to be controlled when the aircraft was to be operated in the VTOL regime. Pitch
may have been controlled possibly by modulating the thrust of the forward and/or rear lift jet engines.

The proposed CL-41J VTOL Jet Trainer did not progress much beyond this artist’s concept.

CL-73

The CL-73 was conceived in August 1958 as a small twin engine tilt-wing V/STOL reconnaissance / Army
liaison / light observation aircraft per US Army Study Requirements ASRI-60 sponsored jointly by
Canadair and the Canadian DRB. Comparative studies suggested that the proposed CL-73 could provide
the same or better capabilities as the combined Cessna L-19 light fixed-wing aircraft and the Bell H-13
helicopter, which were then in military service.
This concept was designed primarily as a flying test bed to provide full-scale data on transition
characteristics, stability and control of a hybrid tilt-wing/deflected slipstream V/STOL aircraft. This vehicle
would also investigate piloting techniques and operational procedures for the larger V/STOL transport
aircraft designs that Canadair was developing for the future.
Besides the basic design, no less than ten additional CL-73 model Army reconnaissance conceptions
were proposed, some with alternate engines and installation configurations, some of these employing a
selection of propeller diameters.
A 1/5th-scale wind tunnel model, built in 1959, designed slightly different from the 3-view version
presented above, was one of the first VTOL models tested on the Canadair VTOL Mobile Test Rig. Main
tests performed included the placement of the horizontal stabilizer in such configurations as the rear
fuselage, mid and high placement on a squared vertical tail to verify aerodynamic characteristics at
various wing-tilt angles.

This first windtunnel model of the CL-73 displays a midpoint installation of the horizontal stabilizer. In this
slipstream deflection mode, note the numerous flap
deflector actuators atop the wing.

The complete CL-73 model is mounted on the Mobile
Test Rig during tests of the lower placement
configuration of the all-moving horizontal stabilizer, in
November 1959.

CL-73 Specifications:
The basic CL-73 aircraft was to have an overall length of 8.4 m (27.5 ft) and a maximum height of 4.5 m
(14.7 ft) with the wing in VTOL mode. It was to sit on two low-pressure tires mounted on fixed cantilever
leaf-spring struts and a tail-skid gear. The rectangular planform wing with full-span slotted flaps had a
span of 8.1 m (26.5 ft) with an area of 14.8 m² (159.0 ft²). Power was to be provided principally by two
250 shaft-horsepower Allison T63-A-3, or alternatively, two General Electric T58 engines driving two 4bladed 3.6 m (12.0 ft) diameter LH and RH propellers and the 4-bladed 1.2 m (3.8 ft) diameter tail rotor.
Alternatively, as the CL-73A variant, power was to be supplied by two Allison Model 252-C2 engines,
each of which consisted of twin T63-A-3 engines with a common integral gearbox.
The CL-73 would nominally carry a crew of two in a side-by-side seating arrangement with a maximum of
two passengers, or alternatively, with the rear seats removed, could provide up to 1.5 m³ (53.5 ft³) of
cargo space. Gross takeoff weight of the basic aircraft in VTOL mode was set at 1,628 kg (3,590 lb), in
STOL mode at 1,962 kg (4,325 lb) and for the Ferrying role 2,223 kg (4,900 lb).
As the CL-73A, the VTOL and STOL weights were upped accordingly to 2,195 kg (4,840 lb) and 2,499 kg
(5,510 lb) respectively. At 200 knots (370 km/h / 230 mph), the cruise range in VTOL mode was 570 km
(308 nm), STOL was 566 km (306 nm) and the Ferrying range was set at 2,960 km (1,600 nm).

CL-74

A small desktop display model of the CL-74 from January 1959, posed in the proposed modes of operation, sports RCAF
roundels and the serial number 19101, the number officially assigned to the first Canadair-built CL-13 Sabre Mk 1 in 1950.

The CL-74 was yet another conception from August 1958 for a small, twin engined, tilt-wing/deflected
slipstream V/STOL Army liaison aircraft. Two versions were proposed, a typical 5 to 7 place variant for
production and from December 1958, the CL-74A, a smaller 2 to 4 place aircraft intended to be a flying
test bed with potential development, both being funded by Canadair and the DRB.
CL-74 Specifications:
The somewhat compact, yet bulbous fuselage likened to that of a helicopter, had a generous amount of
cockpit window area for added crew visibility in all directions. This large quantity of glazing would have
undoubtedly produced a greenhouse effect making it somewhat uncomfortable for the crew and
passengers. Double clamshell cargo doors were at the rear under the high placed tail boom arrangement.
Mounted midway up the vertical tail, the all-moving horizontal-stab rotation was coordinated with the
selected wing tilt. A combination wheel and skid main undercarriage was provided to facilitate off-runway
operations. The gear was retractable, being pulled up to fit up against the underside of the fuselage.
The proposed CL-74 was to have a projected length of 8.1 m (26.7 ft), height of 4.4 m (14.3 ft), and a
wingspan of 7.1 m (23.3 ft) with an area of 12.0 m² (130.0 ft²). The wing incorporated full-span slotted
flaps for slipstream deflection to improve the STOL capability and provide effective control during
transition.
The basic version was to be powered by two 1,250 shaft-horsepower General Electric T58-8 free turbine
engines driving 4-bladed, 3.0 m (10.0 ft) diameter, LH and RH controllable pitch propeller sets. For
longitudinal control, a 2-bladed, 1.4 m (4.5 ft) diameter tail rotor assembly was mounted atop the vertical
tail. With a 555 km (300 nm) maximum range, gross takeoff weight of the basic aircraft in VTOL mode
was set at 3,472 kg (7,655 lb), in STOL mode at 4,019 kg (8,860 lb), and in a STOVL mode was 3,684 kg
(8,122 lb).

CL-74A Specifications:
Similar in layout to the basic model, the CL-74A was to have a projected length of 5.9 m (19.4 ft), height
of 2.6 m (8.7 ft) and a wingspan of 5.2 m (17.0 ft). A fixed landing gear arrangement was to be provided.
It was to be powered by two 250 shaft-horsepower Allison T63-A1 engines driving 4-bladed, 2.6 m (8.5 ft)
diameter, LH and RH controllable pitch propellers. The gross takeoff weight in VTOL mode was to be
1,270 kg (2,800 lb), and in the STOL mode was calculated at 1,452 kg (3,200 lb).

Three representative cabin layout and loading arrangements of the CL-74 liaison airplane are illustrated in these proposed
interior cutaway diagrams.

This artist’s conceptual drawing shows a
scenario of a CL-74A, in VTOL configuration,
having delivered some military personnel to a
remote rocket launching complex. The compact
size of the airplane is readily apparent,
highlighting the need to raise the wing to the
vertical for personnel ingress and egress. The
placement of the dual wing tilt hydraulic jacks,
straddling each side of the cockpit interior, is
also noteworthy.

CL-84 Light V/STOL Original Concepts

After a detailed consideration of all factors involved, it was finally concluded, by early 1959, that the
hybrid tilt-wing/deflected slipstream configuration offered the most promise for a simple and practical
airplane. It was deemed that such a configuration could be designed and built without major development
problems and would be as efficient as more complicated types.
A small, two-engine tail-sitter design was conceived of as an inexpensive research vehicle, so a powered
1/7th-scale model was built and tested during low-speed wind tunnel trials at the Convair Low Speed Wind
Tunnel, from June through November 1960.
The earliest CL-84 was designed under US Army Study Requirements ASRI-60 as a twin engine tilt-wing
V/STOL aircraft for the army reconnaissance / liaison and light observation roles, jointly sponsored by
Canadair and the DRB. Other applications included emergency transport, artillery fire control, ground
support, and casualty evacuation. As was the case for the former CL-73 design, this CL-84 version was
proposed to replace the light observation aircraft combination of Cessna L-19 and Bell H-13 helicopter in
their diverse military roles.
This aircraft was intended to serve two primary purposes. As a flying test vehicle the airplane would
provide full-scale data on the transition characteristics, stability and control of the tilt-wing/deflected
slipstream configuration, and would permit detailed investigation of piloting techniques and operating
procedures of such VTOL vehicles.
Secondly, as a military vehicle, the CL-84 was designed to perform a reconnaissance mission with a crew
of two and up to 227 kg (500 lb) of equipment, or in the observation and liaison roles, could carry the
crew, three passengers and 45 kg (100 lb) of baggage. Additional passengers or increased payload could
be carried under STOL or normal airplane flight conditions.

CL-84 Original Specifications:

This first CL-84 incarnation, larger yet basically similar in configuration and detail design to the CL-73,
was to have a length of 10.1m (33.3 ft) and a height of 3.3 m (10.9 ft) while sitting upon elongated
cantilever leaf spring, fixed landing gear. The low aspect ratio wing with a span of 9.5 m (31.0 ft),
encompassing an area of 20.2 m² (217 ft²), was of a rectangular planform with full-span slotted flaps.
Mounted midway up the vertical tail, the all-moving horizontal-tail rotation was coordinated with the
selected wing tilt.
The aircraft was to be powered by two 500 shaft-horsepower Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) PT6B-2
engines to drive two, 4-bladed, 4.3 m (14.0 ft) diameter handed interconnected propellers, and the 4bladed, 1.3 m (4.3 ft) diameter tail rotor for pitch control in the transition and hover.
An alternative power plant arrangement was to include two Allison Model 252-C2 engines, each of which
consisted of twin T63-A-3 free turbine engines with a common integral gearbox. Available takeoff power
would be slightly increased using this engine configuration, however, this would be balanced by a small
increase in fuel consumption during the cruise specific portion of the flight such that the overall
performance is virtually unaltered.
Maximum speed at the military power setting was to be from 220 to 222 knots (407 to 411 km/h / 253 to
255 mph). The cruise range in VTOL mode was to be 483 km (261 nm) with slightly less, at 477 km (258
nm), for the STOL mode. For Ferrying flight, a range of up to 2,960 km (1,600 nm) was perceived.
The gross takeoff weight in the VTOL mode was to be 2,676 kg (5,900 lb), in STOL it was set at 3,182 kg
(7,014 lb) and for Ferrying was 3,502 kg (7,720 lb).

This first model design of the Canadair CL-84 configuration was basically a growth version of the former CL-73 V/STOL tiltwing airplane. Note the robust tail wheel gear design and the mid-tail placement of the horizontal stabilizer in these photos
realistically demonstrating the exquisitely handcrafted model’s articulating capabilities.

In this initial CL-84 design phase the complex flight control system was becoming more finalized towards
that to be used on a production V/STOL type of aircraft. One of the main factors required by Canadair
designers was to have the movements of the control column and rudder pedals produce normal aircraft
response under all flight conditions. Separate collective-pitch, with additional lever and yoke controls for
the transition and hover portions of flight were deemed too complex, and would possibly over tax the flight
crew, such systems having borne out these instances with some other manufacturer’s V/STOL aircraft
designs. Mechanical reliability with minimum complication was the key to the successful design of this
control system.

For a STOL or VTOL take-off and hover, the wing was to be mechanically tilted to an upright position by
means of hydraulically driven ball-screw jack assemblies. Altering the main propeller pitch while the
engine rpm remained constant would control the vertical motion of the aircraft. Roll would be controlled by
the differential variation of the main propeller pitch, and yaw would be controlled by a series of spoilers
located forward of the wing flaps within the propeller slipstream. Longitudinal pitch control in the transition
and hover would be maintained by varying the blade angle on the upward facing tail rotor assembly.
During the transition and forward flight regimes, the wing would be tilted to the horizontal position by the
screw jacks. Roll control would then be transferred via simple mechanisms to the spoilers, yaw control
would revert typically to the rudder, and pitch control to the horizontal tail as the tail rotor is stopped.
Movement of the horizontal stab and wing flap deflections would all be coordinated with the wing tilt so as
to minimize the pitching moments and increase lift. The main propeller pitch control would be transferred
to a constant speed drive unit and the aircraft’s forward speed would be determined by the engine power
setting. The propellers were designed to rotate in opposite directions to derive the maximum benefit from
the entire wing being bathed in the slipstream. Bevel gears and shafting interconnect the main propellers
so that both would continue to operate if one engine fails, the faulty engine becoming isolated by an overrunning clutch system. With this design concept showing great promise for further development into an
actual flying test article, additional analysis of VTOL propeller design, and intensive wind tunnel in
conjunction with Mobile Test Rig trials were continued over the next few years. Little focused activity took
place on this design until the completion of the US Tri-Service V/STOL Transport competition in 1961. A
great deal of knowledge was generated during the NATO design work phase and this was subsequently
used to update and improve this small CL-84 design. Finally, on 31 January 1963, the Canadian
Government announced that it had agreed to enter into an arrangement with Canadair Limited to support
the operational development of the CL-84 light VTOL tilt-wing aircraft.

By 1962, an improved light CL-84 design incorporates a new tricycle landing gear arrangement with a large tail bumper,
possibly to permit tilt-back takeoff capability (similar to the early CL-62-1 model). The wide-chord horizontal stabilizer has
now been relocated to the rear fuselage. Note how the propeller diameter appears too large for standard ground running
when the wing is in the fully horizontal position.

Initially two prototype aircraft, powered by two, 600 horsepower P&WC PT6 turbine engines, were
ordered built for testing and development towards potential future sales. Refinements to the design would
permit the accommodation of up to ten, including the crew. It was also to be capable of carrying a
maximum of 4 litters, or a modest cargo load with the cabin seats removed. This order was further defined
as building a principal prototype demonstrator aircraft, with the construction of a second complete set of
components to be used either as a spares source to support the test aircraft, or to be built up as a second
aircraft if justified.
The estimated cost of the new programme was $10 million CDN, with the Department of Defence
Production covering 75 per cent and Canadair picking up the remaining 25 per cent. Projected
development had prototype aircraft being built and flight tested within two years, with a follow-on
demonstration programme aimed at potential customers shortly thereafter. Not only were military
customers to be courted, civilian commercial markets were foreseen for such an aircraft in the realm of
surveying the vast tracks of northern territories, as well as being marketed as a short-haul transport
between remote regions and even urban city centers.

This general arrangement of the revised light CL-84 tilt-wing design details the interior layout and control systems
components. As well, a smaller rotating horizontal stabilizer assembly has been relocated from the original mid-tail
placement to a lower position on the aft fuselage.

Design studies of a larger developmental version of the CL-84 for the military, powered by either
Lycoming T53 or General Electric T58 engines, both rated in the 1000 shaft-horsepower range, were also
being seriously considered at this time. A want for more cargo and troop carrying capability with an
associated larger, rear located cargo door, and necessarily more powerful engines, drove the push for a
new revised design.

V/STOL Hardware Research, Development and Testing
Model and component testing at Canadair and the National Research Council (NRC) facilities in Ottawa
constituted a major research and development effort preparatory to the decision to proceed with the
design and construction of a viable prototype V/STOL type aircraft.

This small section of Canadair’s Experimental Shop showcases some of the various V/STOL model configurations and test
rigs that were constructed to support the early design efforts that eventually culminated in limited production of the
Canadair CL-84 aircraft. Suspended at the far left is the CL-73, then the 1/7th scale tailless mean configuration of the CL-621 and -2 airplanes, and at right a later twin-tail CL-62 version. The definitive CL-84 model is on a rack below, with a
selection of small-scale tested propeller shapes laid out on a table. In the center background is the orange and black
painted Propeller Test Rig, while the VTOL Mobile Test Rig, used to supplement wind tunnel tests for all of the V/STOL
model proposals, is parked with its Dodge pickup truck cab in the left foreground.

Canadair had created a new Experimental Engineering Test and Development department in the early
1950s originally to cover the flight test development and associated ground-based test rigs for the CL-28
Argus, F-86 Sabre and T-33AN Silver Star aircraft. A new extension to the Pre-flight and Experimental
hangar, sized specifically for the huge Argus, was also constructed at Plant 1 adjacent to the
Experimental Engineering offices. This department included extensive modern laboratories with state of
the art test equipment and a prototype manufacturing shop separate from the production organization, yet
with all of the facilities of the latter available. A specialized and fully equipped Model and Mockup Facility
was setup at Plant 2 that was second to none in constructing wind tunnel and other aircraft model
concepts that constantly sprang from the engineering design mindset.
Following is presented just some of the major developmental, support, and test hardware produced and
operated towards the production of the CL-84 series of V/STOL aircraft.

VTOL Mobile Test Rig
Conventional low-speed wind tunnel testing was found to be of limited value due to flow distortions from
the presence of the tunnel wall, so it was considered necessary to develop some kind of a mobile rig to
permit free air testing of models to supplement the wind tunnel data. Capable of speeds up to 97 km/h (60
mph), the Canadair developed VTOL Mobile Test Rig would be run along Cartierville Airport’s main active
runway, carefully coordinated between aircraft movements, with various combinations of the test model’s
wing tilt, two and four-propeller and engine configurations, or other design feature changes.

A powered scale model of the Canadair CL-73 proposal is seen mounted atop the VTOL Mobile Test Rig, in this case
investigating a mid-horizontal stabilizer placement on the vertical tail of the test specimen. The rear section of the Dodge
pickup truck cab was physically modified to haul the platform assembly. The right side of the cab was fitted with a test
operator’s position to manage controls for the test model’s individual engines, wing tilt incidence and recording
oscillograph. The ground effects platform was fronted with a leading edge flap to smooth or alter the airflow around the
model during the test run. Below the platform was arranged the test recording instrumentation, a diesel engine and fuel
tank, air compressor and hydraulics system to power the test article.

With some of the model’s representative engines powered by compressed air motors, the test article
being evaluated could be set at varying heights above a large ground effects board, with the recorded
thrust, aerodynamic forces and moments being measured by strain gauge balances. This test rig aided in
providing essential data for the critical hovering and low-speed transition regimes of V/STOL flight,
specifically revealing the necessity of measuring ground effects relative to true ground, rather than over
the simulated ground effects platform atop the rig. Other useful data obtained from this test rig
programme contributed to design decisions, predicting flying qualities and facilitating flight simulation
work.

The VTOL Mobile Test Rig was modified with a fixed outrigger assembly incorporating an articulated arm that maneuvered
the test article in actual varied height ground effect, whilst travelling up and down the runway, emulating flight in and out
of the transition regime at different wing tilt angles. These photos of the final representative configuration of the CL-84
depict tests conducted with the test article in conventional flight configuration over hardened tarmac surfaces and, at
right, in VTOL mode over a typical unprepared terrain.

Propeller and Rotor Test Rigs
When Canadair and the Canadian Government decided that the V/STOL tilt-wing / deflected slipstream
aircraft concept was to be developed, it was soon apparent that Canadair, as were many other
companies and organizations at the time, was found wanting for knowledge regarding the static thrust of
conventional aircraft propeller designs. High demands of static thrust and low-speed performance would
be absolutely essential for an aircraft of this type when in the vertical or transition phase of flight where
the propellers are to also serve as rotors.
Due to lack of adequate theory for propeller operations under these conditions, Canadair developed the
Propeller Static Test Rig under a $110,000 Government contract awarded on 31 March 1960. This rig
was to carry out thorough research into the forces and moments developed by varied propeller types
under a wide range of cross-flow conditions and thrust loadings. The resultant thrust and torque
measurements, as well as flow field surveys, on numerous samples from approximately half-scale up to
2.4 meters (8 feet) in diameter, made it possible to develop a propeller particularly well suited to the
unique V/STOL role.
So advanced was this mode of testing that a model propeller, representing the type selected for the LTV
XC-142A tilt-wing aircraft, was furnished by Hamilton Standard for tests on this rig as part of their own
propeller static thrust research programme.

Lacking data on the static thrust of propellers, Canadair
developed the Propeller Static Thrust Test Rig to gain
the necessary information on static and low speed
propeller performance characteristics. The testing of
various propeller shapes and sizes on this rig was
possible in an outdoor environment, or alternatively,
indoors for more control of the flow pattern tests.
However, with testing indoors in an available hangar at
Plant 2, the engineering personnel performing and
monitoring the test runs could not tolerate the
reverberating cacophony for very long. When weather
permitted, outdoor testing was preferred by all.

One of a series of static propeller inflow tests is being
conducted on the Propeller Static Thrust Test Rig.

The final CL-84 design was to employ twin, contra-rotating rigid rotors, and an associated gearbox for the
pitch control in the transition and hover portions of flight. This two-bladed, co-axial arrangement was
selected as the optimum control method compared to the single articulated set of rotors proposed in
earlier design concepts. The contract for development and testing of the CL-84 tail rotor system was
awarded to C. F. Taylor (Metal Workers) Limited, in collaboration with the design and development
engineers of Servotec Limited, London. The CL-84 rotor design evolved from a previous effort to develop
the small Rotorcraft Ltd. Grasshopper light helicopter, a collaborative effort involving Servotec and the
Mitchell Engineering Group.

A fixed Tail Rotor Test Rig, located at the
Servotec facilities, was developed to evaluate
the rotor performance and static thrust loading,
in order to identify potential mechanical
problems, and to evaluate function in extreme
cross-flow conditions. Static and fatigue tests
were conducted on the shafts, hubs and
gearbox, with particular tests concerned with
multiple starting and stopping, brake and blade
alignment performance. Such tests would be an
ongoing effort to examine and attempt to rectify
problems over the life of the CL-84 project.
Servotec’s CL-84 Tail Rotor Test Rig setup in England.

Wind Tunnel Tests

A powered 22% scale half model of the final CL-84 V/STOL aircraft configuration undergoing tests in the General
Dynamics/Convair low speed wind tunnel. The intermediate tilt angle position of the wing is representative of the STOL
and transition portion of flight operations.

A comprehensive programme of wind tunnel testing on varied scale models of the CL-62, the Model 175,
CL-73 and CL-84 variants was carried out to obtain aerodynamic data in the upper end of the transition
speed range and cruise condition, at Reynold’s Numbers higher than those achievable with the Mobile
Test Rig. Static full shape and half models were tested for aerodynamic design refinements, with some
dynamic, electrically powered models being designed to investigate engine installations, propeller cyclic
pitch and spinner design interactions.
These tests were performed at the various wind tunnels of the NRC in Ottawa, at the Convair facilities in
San Diego, and at the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis. By the end of 1963, more than 1500
hours of the wind tunnel test programme was completed on such areas as the effects in wing span
variation, development of high lift leading edge devices, effects of differential thrust variation, asymmetric
flap-aileron deflection, and spoiler deflection.

Fixed-Base Cockpit Simulator
Due to the lack of adequate basic knowledge regarding aircraft handling problems in the nonconventional phases of flight, Canadair engineers devised a crude ground based flight simulator with the
pilot eventually forming an integral part of the closed loop dynamic flight simulation. Operated solely in a
static mode by project pilot Stan Lebedis, and supporting Canadair engineers, its primary purpose was to
aid in predicting the flying qualities of the projected CL-62 and CL-84 prior to final design decisions being
made. Successful simulated “flights” in all regimes were accomplished in April 1962. Towards the primary
needs of the aircraft’s design, this first simulator was not equipped with indicators such as the master
caution panel and pressure gauges, items that would later be necessary when pilot training commenced.
A then, state of the art analog computing facility incorporating several analog function generators capable
of reproducing the non-linear functions of multiple variables was developed by Canadair making the
accurate simulation of a V/STOL aircraft in all six degrees of freedom practical. At the time, this was the
largest facility of its type in Canada. Later, as a procedures trainer, a fully instrumented representative
cockpit mockup, with a pilot in the loop concept, was added to determine additional instrumentation
displays and full control systems’ motions as an aid to study the flying qualities and control of V/STOL
aircraft. The objectives of the overall computer simulation programme established quantitative criteria for
flying qualities, determined the optimum requirements for the control system including the necessity for
auto-stabilization and examined the human engineering factors leading to a control arrangement resulting
in minimum pilot work load.

This is the updated incarnation of the first CL-62 / CL-84 cockpit simulator with additional instrument panel indicators
installed, circa early 1963. A simple single seat and very few basic instruments and controls bundled into a rudimentary
enclosure were all that were deemed necessary at the beginning of this aircraft simulation revolution within Canadair.

The simulation was found, by some personnel, to be somewhat degraded basically due to the lack of
motion and visual cues of the fixed-base simulator and thereby increased the pilot’s learning effort.
Dynamic scenery, such as realistic aerial landscapes and other real-world scenes were never a part of
this simulator arrangement. Such artificial environments were best left to the venerable Link Trainer as
well as Canadian CAE and British Redifon devices. The situation was improved somewhat with the
incorporation of a singular, analog-type, heads-up display (HUD) monitor in the windscreen ahead of the
pilot. Even so, a new pilot required a couple of hours to adapt to the simulator and then readapt to the
actual aircraft with real-life full pilot cues. Oftentimes flying the actual aircraft proved simpler than acting in
the immovable simulator, with the simulator losing some of its value as a teaching aid as a result.

These obviously posed photos depict a training session in progress on the CL-84 fixed-base flight simulator sometime
during March 1964. The former static, centrally pilot-positioned wooden cockpit mockup was revamped to be somewhat
more representative of the final CL-84 design envelope, incorporating the essential controls and instrumentation
necessary for performing simulated IFR flight. At right, the interior view of the full-scale simulator shows the sparse, basic
instrument layout and simple aircraft controls, along with a representative cathode-ray-tube analog HUD mounted above
the instrument panel in the pilot’s-side windscreen position. Some of the feeling but none of the fun of the actual flying.

As a supplementary learning aid, the manned quasi-cockpit simulator was instrumental in the
development and evaluation of various aircraft modifications, and helped to analyze problems later
encountered with the flying prototype aircraft. The mechanical fixed-base cockpit simulator, in conjunction
with the dynamic National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) Airborne V/STOL Flight Simulator
programme, produced a relatively efficient set of pilot training tools for flight test and detailed evaluation
of the proposed characteristics of the CL-84 V/STOL aircraft.
NRC / NAE Airborne V/STOL Flight Simulator
When development began on the design of a multi-engined VTOL transport aircraft in Canada in 1955,
studies and test work, in connection with the characteristics of the transition from vertical to forward flight,
were soon thereafter started at the various laboratories of the NRC.
By 1956, plans were advancing at the NRC for the construction of a new wind tunnel dedicated solely to
VTOL research. In the interim, practical V/STOL model tests were deemed necessary to advance the
ongoing research into the transition stage of VTOL flight. Towards this, the NRC manufactured two
mobile test rigs in 1957 for applications to their V/STOL aircraft studies. The smaller of these test rigs was
basically a Chevy station wagon, that would run up and down some of the long runways at Ottawa’s
Uplands Airport, with a fixture attached to the front that could accommodate test models and components
up to 1.5 m (5.0 ft) wide. The second, a much larger, towed rig, formally called the slipstream deflection
rig, was commonly referred to as the “Hay Bailer”. It was utilized to carry out tests and measurements on
large-scale models up to 3.7 m (12.0 ft) in span, in the speed range of 0 to 15.2 m (0 to 50 ft) /sec.

The first NRC aircraft purchased new for V/STOL flight research was the Flight Research Section’s Bell 47G-3B registered
CF-PDX-X. It, along with two sister ships, was used by the Airborne V/STOL Aircraft Simulation Facility for pilot training
prior to the first actual CL-84 flight. These helicopters subsequently served as simulation vehicles studying the handling
characteristics of other V/STOL aircraft, such as the Short SC.1, the Hawker P.1127 (precursor to the Harrier), and the VFW
SG 1262 flying test rig for the VAK 191B. (Photo Courtesy NRC)

In 1961, the NRC Flight Research Section of the NAE acquired, on a long-term loan basis from the US
Army, two Bell 47G (ex-H-13G) helicopters for V/STOL research studies. These helicopters were
subsequently modified as variable-stability research aircraft for the newly developed Airborne V/STOL
Aircraft Simulation Facility, and civil registered as CF-SCJ-X (ex-52-7972) and CF-SCK-X (ex-52-7965).
Due to heavy work demands, a third helicopter (CF-PDX-X) was purchased new for the NAE in 1963.
Visible modifications to these helicopters included the installation of the analog computers, electronics
and a recording oscillograph onto two exterior outriggers located just behind the cockpit, due to interior
space limitations. As necessary, other test equipment, instrumentation or test articles could also be
installed onto the skids and below the cockpit bubble.
For the CL-84 test programme, the right hand side of the cockpit of the assigned Airborne V/STOL
Simulator helicopter was modified to incorporate the primary flight controls and some instrument displays
through a fly-by-wire system according to the layout of the actual CL-84 aircraft. The evaluation pilot,
sitting on the right, would operate the flying controls, which would send a signal to the onboard analogue
computer, in turn, converting the signal to represent the equations of the motions of the CL-84. This
would then be transmitted to a high-gain autopilot to control the Airborne Simulator’s motions via a
hydraulically actuated, model controlled, variable stability system.

Bearing the early descriptive N.A.E. ownership logo on the sides of the cockpit, and the ‘last-four’ of its former US Army
serial number (52-7972) on the tail, this was the first helicopter modified as a simulation vehicle for the NRC/NAE Airborne
V/STOL Simulation Facility at Ottawa. Here, with crew aboard, it provides a backdrop to the descriptive function chart of
the simulator. (Photo Courtesy NRC)

During a typical training flight, the safety pilot
would occupy the left seat of the helicopter
ready to take over control if the unforeseen
should occur. Either pilot could disengage the
fly-by-wire system by pressing a button on
either control column, this apparently being
taken advantage of on numerous occasions.
The safety pilot was also responsible for setting
the desired test conditions prior to the flight,
without the evaluation pilot’s knowledge of what
was to transpire within the planned test card.
The simulated cockpit of the CL-84 is seen on the right hand
side, installed in the NAE Airborne V/STOL Simulator. The
metal panel at center separates the evaluation pilot from the
safety/evaluator pilot. To this side of that panel is seen the
CL-84 Power Lever and Engine Condition Levers quadrant.
(Photo Courtesy NRC)

The initial simulations were used primarily to investigate control cross coupling and determine the
acceptable limits of backlash and flexibility in the various control systems in normal operations, as well as
during and following Stability Augmentation System (SAS) failures. One of the changes incorporated in
the CL-84 design was the replacement of the height control lever from a helicopter collective type, to
which the pilots were accustomed, to a throttle type that was uniquely different from other similar V/STOL
aircraft at the time.

By maintaining standard aircraft flight controls, and avoiding the addition of rotorcraft type control
systems, simplification of operation of the proposed CL-84 was proven favorable by the pilots following
their initial simulation flights.
In order to evaluate pilot proficiency, three Canadair test pilots were exposed to a variety of flying and
control system characteristics that thoroughly prepared them for the subsequent flight tests in the actual
CL-84 aircraft. Later, for the US Tri-Service evaluations of the CL-84, conducted in 1967, six pilots
chosen from the ranks of the US Army, Navy and Air Force, utilized the NAE Airborne V/STOL Flight
Simulator and the Canadair fixed-based ground simulator as part of their basic training syllabus.
The thoroughness of the NRC/NAE V/STOL Flight Simulator programme proved invaluable to the
practical design and operation of the CL-84, as well as correctly answering many theoretical questions
posed by Canadair designers who had never previously worked on helicopter concepts.

CF-SCJ-X was formerly 52-7972 with the US Army. The
outriggers carry some test and instrumentation boxes.
(Photo Courtesy NRC)

CF-SCK-X was with the US Army serialed as 52-7965.
Note the NAE Flight Research “Goose” badge on the
tail. (Photo Courtesy NRC)

CL-84 Operational Concept

New CL-84 operational mission requirements stressed versatility and were aimed primarily at the US
military market. These new roles envisioned tactical assault transport and casualty evacuation,
reconnaissance and surveillance, search and rescue (SAR), aircraft carrier liaison, anti-submarine
warfare (ASW), armed helicopter escort and close air support (CAS). Suggested commercial applications
for this aircraft design included surveying, remote northern transport, air ambulance, and short-haul
passenger transport between urban city centers. The DHC-6 Twin Otter would later assume these roles.
A comparative analysis of the CL-84 against several other prototype V/STOL aircraft with respect to
performance, operational characteristics, suitability for various roles, and cost was undertaken shortly
after the CL-84 programme go-ahead in early 1963. The varied experimental research and testbed
aircraft which were considered for this comparison study were: the Curtiss-Wright X-19 tilt-propeller, Bell
X-22A tilting ducted propellers, Lockheed XV-4A Hummingbird augmented-thrust jet, Ryan XV-5A
Vertifan fan-in-wing, along with the production version of the Bell UH-1D Iroquois helicopter.

Curtiss-Wright X-19

Bell X-22A

Lockheed XV-4A

Ryan XV-5A

The helicopter, which was then in wide operational service with the US Army, was included as a typical
VTOL vehicle, in the general size category of the CL-84 then under consideration. In the end, the XV-4A
and XV-5A were found to be difficult to compare with as they were mainly smaller, high-speed fighter-type
vehicles intended for combat roles. They did not possess the fuselage volume necessary for the cargo
carrying capability, as did the other, larger aircraft under consideration, and their jet engines were far from
fuel efficient. The UH-1D had similar range capabilities, yet could only carry substantially less payload
and was not nearly capable of the cruise or maximum speed envisioned for the proposed CL-84. The
basic helicopter had a forward speed limit of about 148 knots (274 km/h / 170 mph), which could only be
increased through enormous research and development expenditures and high risk1. Particularly within
the military community, a need existed for an aircraft having V/STOL capabilities, together with a speed of
at least 244 knots (451 km/h / 280 mph), and having a substantially greater load capacity than existing
helicopters. Therefore, only the X-19 and X-22A aircraft merited serious consideration as the principal
competitors to the CL-84. Against these two rivals, it was determined that the proposed CL-84 had better
VTOL payload-range characteristics, and by virtue of the highly efficient lift at low speeds obtained with
the deflected-slipstream, tilt-wing concept, could carry appreciably more payload in the STOL regime.
Coupled with more low-speed maneuverability, it was apparent at the time that the small CL-84 was the
only one of the competitors that would be able to fight and operate effectively in the typical STOL and
helicopter-operating environments.
The only other experimental tilt-wing V/STOL transport aircraft flying at the time was the bulky, United
States tri-service, LTV / Hiller / Ryan XC-142A, built in Dallas, Texas. While of the same titled tilt-wing
category as the CL-84, it was in a completely different size class, being the largest V/STOL aircraft to fly
until the advent of the Dornier DO.31, and was intended initially for strictly transport tasks. Therefore, the
XC-142A was not included in the Canadair comparative analysis, although close comparisons were
inevitably made in the popular aviation press media, due to the similar ‘look’ of these V/STOL aircraft.
Also, there was no reason at this time for Canadair to duplicate the large V/STOL transport flight test
research base first explored by the sole Hiller X-18 experimental transport aircraft. Nor was there impetus
to repeat the research that was further developed with the five flying examples of the huge LTV XC-142A,
or the design experience gleaned from the previous heavyweight Canadair CL-62-series design studies.

Relative size comparisons of the CL-84 and contemporary V/STOL experimental and service aircraft types.

1

Finally, in 2010, the once seemingly improbable sustained level speed record for helicopters of 250 knots (460 km/h / 290 mph)
was achieved successfully by the co-axial rotor Sikorsky X2 research helicopter. Years earlier, during a specific research flight in
June 1967, the Lockheed XH-51A compound helicopter had attained a top speed of 263 knots (486 km/h / 302 mph), an unofficial
record for a rotary-wing aircraft.

Canadair, in its efforts to prove the concept of a viable developmental V/STOL transport and eventually
produce a saleable item, in deciding to broaden the initial mission concepts for the CL-84, there was a
resultant increase in aircraft size and weight, with a corresponding requirement for extra power. The initial
selection of the Canadian Pratt & Whitney PT6B turboprop engine for the earlier, smaller CL-84 design
layout was deemed inadequate for the newer redesign efforts, with detailed Canadair studies
recommending that the more powerful 1,100 shaft-horsepower Avco Lycoming T53 engine would be
more suitable for the task. This proven powerplant was already in wide use with the US Army in their Bell
UH-1 Iroquois series of helicopters and the Grumman OV-1 Mohawk fixed-wing aircraft.
The Lycoming T53 was also the core engine of choice for various other VTOL / STOL research and
experimental aircraft being developed and tested at the time for the proposed military and civilian
markets. These included the Vertol Model 76 (US Army designation VZ-2), Ryan Model 92 Vertiplane
(designated as the VZ-3), Doak’s Model 16 (the VZ-4), the Curtiss-Wright X-100, Vanguard Omniplane
2D, and later, in an uprated version, was to be employed on the Bell XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft.

One of the four new Avco Lycoming T53 turbine engines, destined for the prototype CL-84 aircraft, is seen on a
maintenance test stand at Canadair following delivery from the US Army. At left is the adapter section that attaches the
engine to the wing’s front spar. The unique propeller gearbox assembly and propeller are to be fitted forward of this
adapter section. The light-coloured section to the right of the adapter is the air inlet housing, then the core engine
assembly. The exhaust diffuser and extended exhaust cone is at far right.

In an attempt to keep costs low on this aircraft development programme, Canadair obtained on a bailment
loan agreement from the US Army (the primary potential CL-84 customer) in January 1964, four modified
Lycoming T53 (LTC1K-4A) engines for the proposed two new CL-84 prototype aircraft.

One set of two engines was assigned to the first flying aircraft with the second pair to be used for form
and fit installations, static thrust ground tests, and to be made available for the second flying airframe, if it
was to be built. Engine modifications peculiar to the unique operations in the V/STOL aircraft included
new oil seals and lubrication system to permit extended functioning of fuel and hydraulic systems in the
vertical, tilted and horizontal modes of flight. Additionally, these engines were uprated from their original
1,100 SHP output to 1,400 SHP due to increased power requirements.

In early 1963, this artist’s rendering of a larger, remodeled CL-84 design was released. The final basic shape and
equipment placements were still being refined. Note the wingtip oil cooler inlets, which were eventually relocated beneath
the engine nacelles and the singular tail rotor arrangement soon to become a contra-rotating system. The entire
empennage would also undergo a major redesign effort and an engine change was in the works due to the power
requirements of this larger aircraft configuration.

The CL-84 prototype specifications called for this particular V/STOL aircraft to be potentially suitable for
military demonstration primarily in a variety of armed and unarmed combat air support roles, with utility
transport roles being a secondary consideration. The prototype aircraft, when completed, was to be
essentially a compromise configuration for test and demonstration in both of these roles, with the VTOL
requirement taking precedence over the STOL requirement in case of conflict. Following the completion
of the Canadair ground and flight test programme, the prototype would then be made available for
specific military user evaluations.

Early in the design process, consideration was given to a tandem seat arrangement to facilitate
demonstrating many of the Army support roles. However, it was determined that such an arrangement
would be a detriment to demonstrating the various utility transport roles envisioned. It was eventually
decided, after lengthy discussions with potential military users, that a two-man, side-by-side seating
arrangement, with the capability of being operated by a single pilot, would be the optimum layout for the
majority of projected roles.

Proposed for varied operations from land or from various available ship types, some of the initial
prospective military and civilian roles for CL-84 evaluations included:
Ø

Armed Helicopter Escort / Destroyer – armed with a nose mounted 7.62mm Minigun, dual Folding
Fin Aerial Rockets (FFAR) pods on outboard fuselage pylons, and a 20mm gun pod on a central
fuselage pylon.

Ø

Close Air Ground Support – armor plated cockpit with internal self-sealing fuel tanks, capable of
carrying a combination of conventional armament- 7.62mm Minigun, and dual 19-round FFAR pods
on the center and outboard underfuselage pylons respectively.

Ø

Surveillance / Reconnaissance – armor plated cockpit, with internal self-sealing fuel tanks, carrying
a variety of camera systems in the nose and on underfuselage pylons, with flare packages provided
for camera operations at night.

Ø

Assault Troop Transport – to carry up to 12 fully armed troops on bench seating or 6 litters for
casualty evacuation, with provision to carry two 454 litre (120 gallon) external fuel tanks on
underfuselage pylons.

Ø

Priority Cargo Transport – to carry internal payloads from 1,429 kg (3,150 lb) for VTOL operations,
up to 2,540 kg (5,600 lb) for STOL missions, in 5.7 m³ (200 ft³) of available cargo space.

Ø

Search and Rescue – armor plated cockpit, outfitted with a powered rescue hoist system at the rear
cargo door. Equipped with provisions for bunk-style arrangement of three litters and an attendant at
one side of the cargo compartment, and a single, internal self-sealing, fuel tank along the other side.

Ø

ASW / AEW – two of the projected naval roles included those of Anti-Submarine Warfare and
Airborne Early Warning.

Ø

Command Liaison

Ø

V/STOL Aircraft Trainer – for military and civilian customer operations.

Ø

V/STOL Systems Development Vehicle

CL-84 Dynavert Prototype

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

With the final engineering design details settled upon by August 1963, the building of an accurately
detailed full-scale wood and metal mockup to aid in confirming the aircraft layout, component placement
and wire harness routing was soon started. Construction of the first - and eventually to become the only prototype CL-84 test and demonstrator aircraft began in November 1963. The initial scheduled first flight
was targeted for July 1965. Much of the manufactured hardware was duplicated towards construction of a
second prototype aircraft, however once the requirement for the second aircraft evaporated the now
surplus stock was stored, later being retrieved and used to build the follow-on CL-84-1 series.
A somewhat small, dedicated design and resourceful Experimental Shop manufacturing team in a “Skunk
Works” type of fashion assembled this, the second new aircraft type to be designed and built by Canadair
Limited. This manufacturing method had also worked well previously with the first Canadair designed and
production built aircraft, the CL-41 two-seat jet trainer, that eventually went on to become the successful
CL-41A/CT-114 Tutor for the RCAF and the CL-41G Tebuan for the Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF).
This prototype aircraft design was to serve four main purposes:
1. To function as a flying test vehicle to provide full-scale data on stability, control, and transition
characteristics of the hybrid tilt-wing/deflected slipstream concept;
2. To permit the investigation of piloting techniques and operating procedures;
3. To allow quick and easy conversion to any of its multiple combat air support and assault transport
roles; and
4. To be utilized as a sales demonstrator.

This photo shows the construction of the full-size wood
and metal space and functional mockup of the CL-84 in
progress in March 1964. By now most of the rear cabin
was done, the cockpit was nearing completion, the lefthand side inboard wing, and a fully configured metal
engine nacelle and propeller were installed. The metal
center section wing to fuselage fairing with the extended
leading edge Krueger flap section is seen being
positioned in place. The wing installation was capable of
being manually positioned at various angles to verify
clearances in the different flight regimes for control
runs, hydraulic lines and wiring layouts. Crew access
and cockpit accommodations could be verified as well.

The full-scale CL-84 mockup’s cockpit included a silkscreened representation of the cockpit instruments, and
some actual controls installed along with crew seats.

This is the first prototype CL-84 undergoing construction in the main assembly jig, at the end of August 1964. The aircraft
exterior, from the cockpit slant bulkhead with central crew access opening, aft to the tail, appears to be well along to
completion. The compartmentalized main floor structure for the cockpit and nose section is seen at right.

On 1 November 1964, a major milestone was realized with the mating of the first CL-84 wing to the fuselage of the
prototype. In the photo at left, the wing assembly is being rolled into position next to the aircraft while attached to an
overhead crane. Then, at right, workers carefully align the suspended wing with the dual wing pivot fittings on the fuselage
prior to inserting the large pivot pins. Hydraulic and electrical connections would follow. The aircraft’s nose cap is seen on
the shelf in the fight foreground. In the background is the final assembly line of Canadair’s first in-house developed
aircraft design, the CL-41A Tutor jet trainer.

The first prototype CL-84 is seen on 14 November 1964 nearing completion in the final assembly area. The wing assembly
had been mated to the fuselage two weeks prior and since then the dual engine nacelles and ground test use only engines
have been installed. Final work on the right engine’s chin air intake is ongoing in the right foreground. The remnants of the
full-scale CL-84 space and functional mockup can just be seen behind the vertical tail.

CL-84 Prototype Characteristics:
The CL-84 prototype aircraft was powered by a pair of 1,400 shaft-horsepower Lycoming T53-L-11
(civilian version designation LTC1K-4A) turboshaft engines modified for continuous operations in both the
horizontal and vertical modes, driving 4-bladed, 4.3 m (14.0 ft) diameter lightweight propellers. The
Curtiss-Wright Corporation developed all the foam-filled fiberglass blades, main gearbox units, shafting
and governing systems for this aircraft. The interconnected propellers were handed with the left-hand
propeller turning clockwise and the right-hand turning counter-clockwise canceling their torque effect. In
the event of an engine failure, the dead engine is automatically declutched from the system and both
propellers absorb the available power from the remaining engine via the interconnected shafting and
gearbox arrangements.

A simple drawing details the geometry of the wing tilt of CF-VTO-X. At right, the connection of the wing tilt actuator can be
seen between the wing and fuselage. The size and location of the hydraulic actuator and its pivot point necessitated the
faired protrusion at the side of the fuselage behind the cockpit.

At first glance the 10.2 m (33.3 ft) wingspan appears too short compared to contemporary fixed wing type
aircraft. Longer span wings in this case would have posed additional weight and drag penalties negating
the effectiveness of the propeller wash over the entire useable wing surface, thereby reducing the
performance of the aircraft. The entire wing was variable in tilt from 2 degrees to a maximum of 102
degrees, with the outboard section of the full-span trailing edge flaps functioning also as ailerons. The
wing was tilted about two hinges aft of the wing main spar via a single wing tilt actuator located forward of
the wing spar on the right hand side of the fuselage. The actuator consisted of a 6.350 cm (2.500 in)
diameter ballscrew assembly powered by two 75-horsepower hydraulic motors, each supplied by a
separate hydraulic system. At the wing full down position a wing lock was engaged on the left side of the
fuselage. Full-span leading edge Krueger flaps were extended progressively as the wing incidence was
increased up to 70 degrees, beyond which they would be retracted. The larger central leading edge flap
section was extended at all wing-tilt angles greater than 23 degrees and was employed as an
aerodynamic fairing cover between the fuselage and wing when the wing was down and locked in the
horizontal position. With the entire 2.1 m (7.0 ft) wide, constant chord wing completely bathed in the high
energy slipstream of the large propellers, along with the deployment of the Krueger flaps, a considerable
improvement in lift and stability was produced. These features helped to preclude the possibility of
dangerous wing stall and associated degradation of aircraft control during the slow-speed regime in the
transition phase of flight.

Each side of the wing contained a fuel tank that consisted of four interconnecting bladder type cells
feeding into a collector tank. The collector tank housed a booster pump supplying fuel under pressure to
the engine and was located in a fairing beneath each wing. The capacity for each fuel tank was 455 litres
(100 Imperial gallons) of JP-4 Grade fuel.
The low placed variable-incidence horizontal stabilizer, with elevators and sweptback vertical endplate
fins, was automatically programmed to move from zero to 30 degrees in conjunction with the wing tilt
during the transition phases of flight, thereby remaining within the slipstream to minimize longitudinal trim
changes. When wing tilt to VTOL flight mode was achieved, the tail unit returned to the horizontal.
Coupled with the large central fin, the outboard tail fins were added within the slipstream field in an effort
to provide good directional stability and reduce the aircraft’s responsiveness to wind gusts at low aircraft
speeds and in the transition to alleviate potential Dutch Roll characteristics.
The upward facing 2.1 m (7.0 ft) diameter, 4-bladed, contra-rotating, tail rotor assembly, produced by
Rotol, provided precise longitudinal pitch and additional upward lifting control during the hovering portions
of flight. During the transition and low-speed maneuvering phases of flight, the tail rotor provided pitch
control in conjunction with the elevators. In an effort to reduce drag during conventional flight, the tail
rotors were declutched, braked to a stop, and aligned fore-and-aft with the fuselage.

These photos highlight the contra-rotating tail rotor assembly and central empennage on the prototype bearing Canadian
civil registration CF-VTO-X. In the left photo, the hydraulic actuators for the tilted horizontal stabilizer are just visible in the
opening below, at center. The tail rotor blades were of wood and glass fiber construction. The aerodynamic top cover
between the rudder and tail rotor protects the tail rotor drive shaft assembly. It was left off during the initial taxiing and
first flight hops to permit visible monitoring of the mechanism during operation.

The Control Mixing Unit, or Mechanical Programming Unit, oftentimes just called the “Mixing Box”,
designed by Canadair’s Karlis Irbitis was the focal point of the entire control system. Its unique design
was the main reason for the successful operation of the CL-84 where other aircraft designs had failed due
to control problems. Peter Stuckey, of Flight Controls Engineering, did the detailed mechanical design of
the Mixing Box per Irbitis’ early concept. Basically, it was a mechanical computer that translated the pilot’s
movements of the conventional control column and rudder pedals to programme propeller pitch,
flap/ailerons, horizontal stabilizer and tail rotor pitch functions by means of six cams and a series of levers
operated by the wing tilt motion. Using the wing tilt angle as a basic flight parameter, the Mixing Box
provided normal aircraft response to the pilot’s movements of the controls under all flight conditions. For
vertical take-off and hover, the hydraulic jack first tilted the wing to an upright position with the vertical
motion controlled by altering the main propeller pitch while a governor maintained constant engine RPM.

Roll was controlled by differential variation of the main propeller pitch, yaw was controlled by the
flap/ailerons along with differential propeller pitch, and pitch of the aircraft was controlled by varying the
blade angle of the tail rotor. For transition and forward flight, the wing was gradually tilted to a horizontal
position. Simple mechanisms transferred roll control to the flap/ailerons, yaw control to the rudder, and
pitch control to the horizontal stabilizer. Flap deflection was automatically coordinated with wing tilt to
minimize pitching moments and to increase available lift. As transition proceeded, the tail rotors were
stopped, and differential variation of main propeller pitch, which assisted yaw control at low speeds, was
then phased out. Control of the main propeller pitch was then transferred to a constant-speed unit, and
forward speed was determined by the engine power setting.

This view looks forward on the upper wing deck of CF-VTO-X detailing the placement of the Control Mixing Unit to the left
side in the opening. The primary drive shafts for the engines are interconnected via the large diameter wing cross shaft
seen traversing across the open hatch at the forward end. The smaller central rod going from forward to aft is the tail rotor
drive shaft, with its protective cowlings opened.

The pilot regulated engine power via a seemingly standard looking throttle lever, however this multifeature Power Lever Grip also functioned as the controller for propeller blade speed and angle of attack.
A top-mounted thumb switch controlled wing tilt – switch aft to raise the wing and push switch forward to
lower the wing, an air relight button for both engines was provided as was a press-to-talk switch on the
forward part of the grip handle. Moving the lever forward increased the power, height and speed.
The aircraft was designed to be flown by a single pilot from either seat in all modes of flight. There was no
collective pitch lever as was the convention in helicopters and other tilt-rotor/wing aircraft at the time,
thereby greatly simplifying the overall aircraft handling.

The basic aircraft flight control system and displays were designed to be completely familiar and
conventional to permit pilots of transport type aircraft easy transition to the CL-84. An automatic Stability
Augmentation System (SAS), perfected for operation by means of testing with the NAE Airborne V/STOL
Simulator, was incorporated to assist the pilot in maintaining proper aircraft attitude at all times. Cables
and push-pull rods running along the top of the cabin mechanically operated the hinged control surfaces.
With the new fly-by-wire flight control systems still in their infancy, and still costly for development and
testing, Canadair designers opted for the old tried and true mechanical linkages to operate the hinged
control surfaces. The control stick grips came from surplus stocks of the earlier CL-13 Sabre programme.
At the start of ground testing, the cockpit contained a fixed, red-coloured, padded seat for the pilot and a
similar drop-down jump seat on the right for the test observer. Initially, the solid overhead panel above the
test observer / co-pilot’s station incorporated only a forward hinged, outward-opening hatch to facilitate
crew escape in the event only of a ground or ditching mishap and their being prevented to exit the cockpit
to the cargo compartment door due to blockage by cargo. A frangible acrylic panel was above the pilot’s
side seat position preparatory to the installation of his Douglas Aircraft ESCAPAC 1C-4 ejection seat for
the first series of hover and flight trials. The incorporation of ejection seats was unusual for the flight crew
of a transport-type of aircraft, but due to its somewhat risky experimental research duties, including these
seats was a move that later proved to be fortunate for two sets of CL-84 crew. Once full-scale flight tests
commenced in mid-1966, and due to the somewhat experimental nature of the aircraft, the co-pilot’s fixed
seat, as had been the pilot’s, was also replaced with the Douglas ejection seat. Both were modified with
the Stencel Aero “DART” (Directional Automatic Realignment of Trajectory) stabilization system to
eliminate seat tumbling. The seats had no command ejection, so were to be fired independently of each
other through frangible acrylic roof panels.
Except for the windshield, all of the cockpit windows were made of lightweight frangible acrylic providing
satisfactory views overhead, down over the nose and to the sides. Both of the side windows could be
opened slightly at the aft edge to permit some cockpit ventilation while on the ground, and in an
emergency could be removed completely or readily shattered. All of the large cockpit transparencies
while good for crew visibility made the aircraft somewhat prone to the greenhouse effect. The air
conditioning system was not up to the task required of it and cockpit overheating continually plagued this
and the follow-on CL-84-1 aircraft.
On the inclined section of the rear fuselage bottom was the large main entrance/cargo door. It was hinged
at the upper rear and was opened inwardly via a handle, and secured to the overhead of the cargo
compartment. A small 51 cm (20 in) wide by 81 cm (32 in) long bailout escape hatch with window was
provided for in the center of the door later in the flight test programme. It could be readily jettisoned in an
emergency by a handle on the hatch.
The floor bed of the cargo compartment was 109 cm (43 in) above the ground and required the use of a
portable four-step metal stand for aircraft entry and egress. Cargo would have been limited in size
because of the interior structure of the aircraft with loading and unloading proving somewhat difficult with
standard forklift type equipment due to the low clearance of the tail section of the aircraft and the ground.
At the outset, the interim tricycle undercarriage arrangement was solid and fixed in place for the rollout,
ground rig tests, primary taxiing evaluations and the first VTOL hops. Later, the final main landing gear
assembly comprised dual sets of low-pressure tires that retracted forward to stow semi-recessed into
fuselage side sponsons. The twin wheel nose gear fully retracted rearward into the nose section of the
fuselage and was able to castor through 360º for ground taxiing and handling.

CL-84 Prototype Specifications:
CL-84 c/n 1 CF-VTO-X
Dimensions:
External:

Fuselage Length Overall
Fuselage Width
Fuselage Ground Clearance
Height Overall at 90° Wing Tilt
Height Overall at 0° Wing Tilt
Wing Span
Horizontal Tailplane Span
Krueger L.E. Wing Flaps Span
Krueger Center Section Flap Span
Propeller Tips Span
Propeller Diameter
Propeller Centers
Tail Rotor Diameter
Main Gear Track
Wheelbase

14.4 m (47.3 ft)
1.6 m (5.3 ft)
0.9 m (3.0 ft)
5.2 m (17.1 ft)
4.3 m (14.2 ft)
10.1 m (33.3 ft)
5.1 m (16.7 ft)
6.3 m (20.8 ft)
1.6 m (5.4 ft)
10.5 m (34.6 ft)
4.3 m (14.0 ft)
6.3 m (20.8 ft)
2.1 m (7.0 ft)
3.1 m (10.2 ft)
4.3 m (14.0 ft)

Cargo Compartment Width
Cargo Compartment Height
Cargo Compartment Length

1.4 m (4.6 ft)
1.3 m (4.4 ft)
3.0 m (10.0 ft)

Areas:

Wing (including flap/ailerons)
Vertical Fins Total
Horizontal Tailplane
Cargo Compartment Floor Area

20.7 m² (223 ft²)
6.9 m² (74.1 ft²)
8.1 m² (87.5 ft²)
4.3 m² (46.7 ft²

Weights:

Empty (including pilot)
Gross STOL
Gross VTOL
Max. Payload VTOL
Max. Payload STOL

3,402 kg (7,500 lb)
6,668 kg (14,700 lb)
5,594 kg (12,200 lb)
1,406 kg (3,100 lb)
2,540 kg (5,600 lb)

Dimensions:
Internal:

Performance: STO Takeoff Run
STO Takeoff Run over 50-foot obstacle
STO Landing Run
Max. Level Speed at 3,048 m (10,000 ft)
Cruising Speed VTOL
Cruising Speed STOL

43 m (140 ft)
152 m (500 ft)
46 m (150 ft)
287 knots (531 km/h / 330 mph)
274 knots (507 km/h / 315 mph)
271 knots (502 km/h / 312 mph)

Range:

562.4 km (304 nm)
529.1 km (286 nm)

Max. VTO Fuel at 3,048 m (10,000 ft)
Max. STO Fuel at 3,048 m (10,000 ft)

CL-84 FLIGHT CONTROL FUNCTIONS
(Best explained via this page from a Canadair CL-84 PR brochure)

CL-84 Prototype Cockpit

This was the preliminary test configuration of the CL-84
prototype’s cockpit arrangement. The aircraft was
initially fitted with an ejector seat for the pilot and a folddown seat for the flight test engineer. The pilot’s side
frangible clear overhead panel has been removed and
the ground escape / ditching hatch is seen open.

This paste-up photo labels the pilot’s principal controls
in the actual CL-84 prototype. The arrangement basically
followed the designs of standard aircraft layouts without
the unnecessary, additional controls found commonly in
helicopters and other contemporary V/STOL aircraft
designs of the era.

A central annunciator panel dominates the layout of the
CL-84
pilot’s
instrument console.
Flight
test
instrumentation event recording console is at the lower
right, arranged for the direct viewing and usage by the
pilot during flight.

The flight test instrumentation recording console,
mounted to the right and under the main instrument
console, was directly accessible to the pilot. It was
mainly utilized during the early part of the test
programme.

Pilot’s Center Comms Console

The eyebrow panels contained the engine starting controls, fire extinguishers, the Stability Augmentation System (SAS)
switches and the control surfaces position display. The standby compass is mounted on the center post.

By early 1967, with lessons learned from the early flight trials of the prototype, the cockpit instrument panel was updated
and rearranged to suit the training and evaluations of this aircraft by pilots from other organizations.

Also by 1967, the right side of the prototype’s cockpit
had been fully fitted out with a detailed instrumentation
console layout and full aircraft controls for additional
pilot training duties.

A high-speed cine camera, used as a flight data photo
recorder, was mounted to the bulkhead behind the
pilot’s seat, recording these instrument readings onto a
large spool of 35mm film. Following the test flight, the
film was immediately removed and developed.
Appropriate frames, having been denoted by an event
logger during the tests, would be printed up and
examined by the test engineers.

Canadair seemingly paid homage to then US parent company, General Dynamics, by formally naming a
few of its products prefaced with the “Dyna” nomenclature. Thus, the new CL-84 prototype V/STOL
aircraft became known as the “Dynavert”, following on from the lead of previous projects like an early
concept of the Canadair CL-227 VTOL Remotely Piloted Vehicle known as the “Dynacopter”. The later
proposed STOL airliner could have been the “Dynastol”. A Convair electronics package subcontract had
been dubbed the “Dynavolt”, an in-house telephone system was “Dynanet”, and the Canadair CL-91
articulated all-terrain tracked vehicle, originally destined for the US Army, was called the “Dynatrac”. The
“Dynavert” moniker, chosen from a name suggestion contest amongst Canadair employees, was widely
used in reports, the media, and public relations information, and it was applied to each side of the nose of
the prototype aircraft for the official rollout ceremonies. The second-choice name had been “Hoverhawk”.

The grand, formal unveiling and christening of the prototype Canadair CL-84 “Dynavert”, now civil registered appropriately
as CF-VTO-X, was held in Building 117 in front of a large assembled crowd of VIP’s, dignitaries and employees on 9
December 1964. The Canadair Limited C-L logo shield emblem adorned each side of the nose under the side window. The
“Dynavert” name was bestowed and briefly emblazoned solely on this prototype aircraft, but never really caught on except
initially with the popular media, generally everyone else calling it simply the “84”.

On 9 December 1964, during a grand unveiling and naming ceremony held in Canadair’s Building 117,
project pilot Stan Lebidis in the cockpit of the prototype CL-84 airplane, displayed the aircraft’s unique tiltwing feature to the distinguished guests. The guests of honor at the lavish ceremony were the Honorable
C.M. Drury, Minister of Industry and Defence Production, and his wife. Mrs. C. M. Drury, accompanied by
Canadair President Geoffrey Notman, had the distinction to unveil and officially name the new aircraft
“Dynavert” as she pulled away the gold coloured drapes that had covered the “Canadair Dynavert” name
on each side of the cockpit. Following remarks by CL-84 program manager Fred C. Phillips, the guests
were permitted to walk around and inspect the aircraft and tour around other displayed Canadair products
statically exhibited in an adjacent cleared area.
The official rollout of the CL-84 prototype was held immediately following the christening ceremony, with
the little aircraft being pulled outside of the Canadair preflight building on this cold, snowy and overcast
autumn day. With some fanfare, the event included coverage by many national and international media
types, as well as numerous photographers shooting the unique Canadian-designed airplane from all
angles. Later that same day, the aircraft was towed to the fueling pit area for a full fuel system checkout
prior to the start of engine runs.

After the official ceremony, Canadair Dynavert, CF-VTO-X slowly emerges from the dark Building 117 hangar into the
bright, snow covered tarmac area for the first time, formally escorted by white-uniformed Canadair personnel.

For the unveiling and rollout, as seen here, the lower half of the aircraft fuselage, engine nacelles and spine were painted
in the company’s dark blue house colour scheme, which complemented the otherwise highly polished finish. The upper
section of the nose, the wingtips, auxiliary tail fins tips and above the cockpit were a medium gull grey. The propeller’s
spinners were a bright red. CF-VTO-X sat upon temporarily installed fixed sets of sturdy landing gear for all ground tests,
taxiing runs and the first VTOL hops. Note in the top view photo the short, stubby wing planform and large diameter
propellers, the single pilot’s clear, overhead blowout escape panel, and the smaller test observers forward-hinged hatch.

Project pilot Stan Lebidis in the CL-84 Dynavert prototype with an auxiliary power source cable attached at the nose,
demonstrates it’s unique wing-tilt capability publicly for the press, shortly after the christening and rollout.

With white-uniformed Canadair personnel standing guard around the aircraft, the world’s media crowd around the
Canadair CL-84 Dynavert taking photographs and filming every detail of the new aircraft from all angles. The full-span wing
flaps can be seen below the civil experimental registration CF-VTO-X.

Finally alone on static display with the wing now set at a slight tilt angle, the highly reflecting and polished skin surfaces
are clearly evident. In preparation for ground and flight tests, a short pitot tube would be soon added to the nose.

All major component items required significant qualification testing, particularly the redesigned engines
and gearbox arrangements for vertical flight operations. For the Pre-Flight Rating Test (PFRT), a massive
T-shaped ground test rig was constructed with large steel I-beams, then located and affixed to a runup
area on the tarmac in back of Plant 1. The CL-84 was firmly attached to the rig via its temporary fixed sets
of landing gear. This tie down rig was vaguely similar to one that was employed on the larger Hiller X-18
tilt-wing research aircraft following completion of its short flight test programme. That Ground Effect
Simulation test stand elevated the X-18 out of ground effect, in order to gather data for the forthcoming
XC-142A aircraft. The Canadair rig did not raise the aircraft out of ground effect, and therefore, the CL-84
suffered from recirculated slipstream buffeting with the wing at the vertical position, and, in one case,
resulted in a fracture in the tail rotor blade support. The first PFRTs were eventually completed and the
aircraft was soon cleared to begin taxiing and limited flight tests.

Prior to the first flight of the CL-84 prototype, exhaustive testing of the Lycoming engines, operating at different wing tilt
angles and varied power settings was carried out on the Canadair tie-down rig, which was firmly anchored to the ground.
This initial test run, in January 1965, shows the wing tilt first at a 15 degree, then up to 86 degrees angle of incidence. In
the left photo, a panel on the engine nacelle has been removed to permit visual monitoring of the engine for leaks. By now
the original blue paint scheme on the spine, the lower half of the aircraft and engine nacelles had been stripped off, with
the sole remaining remnant being the side nose panels bearing the Canadair C-L logo shield.

The initial ground-testing phase of the CL-84 PFRT programme was completed by early May, qualifying
the propulsion and control system to be free from vibration, instabilities or other problems. Just prior to
this, the fixed ground based flight simulator studies had indicated potentially good hover flying qualities of
the aircraft, thereby paving the way for an imminent first flight attempt by prototype CF-VTO-X.

The first CL-84 taxi preparations in progress. Note the long tail skid / bumper.

The two man flight crew conducts a full system run-up
check of engines, wing tilt and flap operation, seen in
progress on 25 April 1965, prior to the first taxi runs of
CF-VTO-X. Test instrumentation harnesses snake
across the wing and nacelles from various monitoring
locations on the engines and flap/aileron.

The series of initial taxi runs of CF-VTO-X performed at
the Canadair facilities at Cartierville Airport stretched on
into the dark hours of 28 April 1965. Note with the wing
tilt selected, the full span deployment of the wing
leading edge Krueger flaps, and the central fuselage
Krueger flap and wing to fuselage fairing.

On 7 May 1965, the prototype CL-84, solo piloted by company chief experimental test pilot William (Bill)
Longhurst, replacing former project pilot Stan Lebidis, tentatively lifted off vertically from the tarmac area
at Canadair. Longhurst performed four short series of VTOL and hover maneuvers just in and out of
ground effect to become familiarized and confident with the aircraft. The CL-84 was at a gross weight of
4,854 kg (10,700 lbs). Seven additional flight test hops were performed that same week exploring aircraft
operations at zero and low hover airspeeds, with the ‘84 logging a total of 37 minutes of flight time.

Chocks away and a large contingent of Canadair
onlookers gather anxiously along the tarmac as CFVTO-X prepares to taxi out for the first Canadian fixed
wing V/STOL aircraft hover flight. A smaller, retractable
tail bumper was employed on these first taxi and hover
series of tests to preclude the possibility of tip-back.

Canadair test pilot Bill Longhurst performs the brief first
hover test hop of CF-VTO-X on 7 May 1965. Note the
absence of cowlings around the tail rotor assembly and
open panels on the inboard side of the engine nacelles.
The nose landing gear doors and main gear sponsons
were not required for fixed landing gear operations.

Some two weeks ahead of schedule, Longhurst puts the prototype CL-84 Dynavert through its paces, only in the hover, a
few feet above the tarmac, on one of the first series of flight hops. Note the castoring nose wheel is turned to the left.

Following the successful first flights, the aircraft resumed additional ground tests in the PFRT series to
obtain further data on engine and propeller stresses. It was also necessary to complete a 50-hour
endurance test prior to committing to the full-scale flight test programme. Propulsion hardware was then
removed and inspected in detail with components overhauled as necessary prior to their reinstallation on
the aircraft. For marketing and publicity efforts, it was also decided at this downtime to redesign and
install more prominent and identifiable house markings for the aircraft.

The second series of the Dynavert flight trials programme, again piloted by Bill Longhurst, resumed at
Canadair on 5 August 1965. Some of the tests accomplished during this series comprised evaluating lowspeed flying handling from VTO to forward flight up to a speed of 33 knots (61 km/h / 38 mph), and then
return to the hover. Demonstrations of flying qualities were also ascertained with the SAS off. Additionally
flights were performed with a VTOL gross weight of 5,534 kg (12,200 lb), and with the aircraft being
maneuvered sideways, rearwards and executing turns while in and out of ground effect. The ability of the
aircraft to fly sideways and backwards was a measure of its ability to perform hover turns in a strong wind
while remaining on station, and to handle cross winds during take-off, transition and landings. With the
wing tilted back to its maximum, the aircraft could fly backwards at 30 knots (55 km/h / 34 mph) or hover
on-station in a sustained strong tailwind.

For this first hover flight at the start of the second series of flight tests, CF-VTO-X now sported a new livery. Still basically
bare metal overall, “Canadair” along with parent company name “General Dynamics” were highlighted on each side of the
rear fuselage within a white-bordered blue lightning stripe. The “CL-84 Dynavert” appellation was reinstated also within
the stripe at the forward fuselage. Note the pole-mounted anemometer installed at the top of the central tail fin, and that
some of the across-wing instrumentation harnesses, as well as the retractable tail skid/bumper have been removed.

The successful hover excursions, low-speed flights and extensive ground test rig trials provided most
encouraging results with the total flight time increased to almost two hours by early August. It was time to
determine the characteristics of the airplane at lower wing tilt angles and as a conventional airplane prior
to attempting transition flight tests.
An additional PFRT was performed in the static ground test rig. These tests resulted in a decision to
strengthen the tail rotor blade retention structure following the discovery of a small crack. The tail rotor
assembly was removed and returned to Servotec to be refurbished following the PFRT failure. A
temporary, non-operational unit was installed for a public relations ground-based photo shoot, with
members of Canada’s Royal 22nd Army Regiment performing seating and load tests in the CL-84.
Prior to the commencement of the conventional flight series of tests, the aircraft had received an updated
revision of the house colour and markings scheme. The wide blue lightning-type stripe on each side of the
fuselage was restyled and repainted in a bright red blending into a mostly red-painted nose. The outer
wingtips and the outside surfaces of the endplate tail fins were also painted in the hi-viz red markings. A
new, longer unpainted instrumentation boom was installed on the nose for more detailed inflight data
gathering purposes. The “CL-84 DYNAVERT” title was retained and relocated under the cockpit side
windows above the red cheat line, and the “CANADAIR-GENERAL DYNAMICS” branding was
repositioned above the fuselage cheat line on each side.

Additional modifications were made to the aircraft preparatory to continuing the flight test programme. The originally
installed solid fixed sets of undercarriage were replaced with fully retracting, but not yet operational units, with faired
sponsons added to the sides of the fuselage for the later storage of the retracted main gear. The third “CL-84 Dynavert”
paint and markings scheme was applied and is seen displayed here on the shiny aircraft on 13 October 1965.

In the push for acceptance by the military, a Canadair public relations film and photo shoot was arranged in October 1965.
This purported to show that up to 15 fully armed and equipped troops (these, of the famed Royal 22nd Regiment from
Valcartier, Quebec) could be accommodated within the CL-84 for the troop transport role. Without equipment, theoretically,
17 soldiers could be seated comfortably. For soldiers riding in most transport aircraft, the definition of ‘comfortably’ is not
the same as that known to civilians. In reality, for this particular test and evaluation aircraft, that personnel loading and
comfort accommodation scenario was far from being possible.

Servotec had not completed the strengthening modifications to the damaged tail rotor assembly prior to
the start of the conventional flight trials, so the aircraft would perform those initial flights without the tail
rotor installed. A temporary aerodynamic fairing was installed at the aft end of the aircraft.
With a gross weight of 4,990 kg (11,000 lb) and the wing locked down at 15 degrees of incidence, the first
conventional take-off, flight and landing of the CL-84 took place on 6 December 1965, lasting a little more
than 20 minutes. This was the 17th flight of the new aircraft. Additional conventional flights were
conducted over the next four days, with the Dynavert achieving a top speed of 174 knots (322 km/h / 200
mph). The aircraft’s landing gear remained in the down and locked position for all flights.

Having the wing locked down securely at 15° for the flight, CF-VTO-X is seen clearing the Runway 28 markings behind
Canadair’s Plant 1 in the last of the original conventional flight test series, performed on 10 December 1965. Note that the
complete tail rotor assembly is not installed on the aircraft at this time.

With the refurbished tail rotor reinstalled, and operating, a final checkout hover flight was performed on 12 January 1966,
to verify all systems prior to attempting the transition in the next phase of test flights. This would also be the last time the
aircraft was flown as the “Dynavert”, the marketing derived name being removed, never to again grace the fuselage.

A second Canadair test pilot, Doug Morrison, designated as the backup to Longhurst, was also checked
out in the Dynavert for the January transition and subsequent flight tests. Pilot Morrison later earned the
unique distinction of being the only pilot to have flown all three flyable examples of the CL-84 aircraft.

Incremental transition flights of the CL-84 were made on the 15 and 16 January 1966, with the first
complete transition from vertical take-off and hover, to forward conventional flight and back to a vertical
landing, being made the next day, almost eight months ahead of schedule. On average, it took only 12
seconds to perform a transition from forward to hovering flight. Pilot Bill Longhurst once again put the
aircraft through its paces exhibiting stable characteristics with no handling difficulties encountered,
despite the 21.7 knots (40 km/h / 25 mph) gusting winds and light blowing snow conditions at the
Cartierville facilities. Again, the landing gear was not yet capable of being retracted during these flights.

With the powerful exhausts sending sizeable chunks of ice and snow flying in all directions, the prototype performs its
first transition over the main Cartierville runway. The composite photo series shows the first transition flights of CF-VTO-X
performed from 15-17 January 1966. A simple “CL-84” brand is now seen below the cockpit window array.

Investigations into low-speed handling over the full range of wing-tilt angles to confirm the full STOL
capability of the aircraft were completed satisfactorily. Examinations of flying qualities with simulated
failures in the Stability Augmentation System were also explored all leading up to where the transition
became a relatively routine maneuver.

During January in Montreal when there’s snow on the ground and a deep blue sky then it must be frigid cold. By 25
January 1966, some 20 full transition flights had been performed by both of the Canadair CL-84 test pilots in this type of
weather. Here, VTO-X takes off vertically and hovers before moving outbound on one of the final full transition flights in
this series prior to being grounded for inspection and modifications to permit full gear retraction and unrestricted flight at
the maximum design speed. Note that the gear was still non-retractable at this time as evidenced by the faired over
forward portion of the main gear sponsons. The inclined main entry/cargo door with its clear bailout escape hatch window
is clearly visible just aft of the main gear.

CF-VTO-X is seen in the transition from hover to forward conventional flight, then flying like a traditional aircraft over the
snow covered landscape of the suburbs west of Montreal, trailed by a Canadair CL-41A jet trainer photo / chase aircraft.

Next in the series of wringing out the aircraft systems was the first retraction and extension of the landing
gear in flight, which occurred during Flight 53, on 16 February 1966. The main gear sponsons were
modified at the forward end with a cutout allowing the forward retracting wheels to be faired somewhat
flush when stowed. This flight was followed nearly a month later by a conventional climbing flight to 1,829
m (6,000 ft) with the wing locked down horizontally in place for the first time on a complete aircraft.
In early March 1966, commander of Mobile Command, Lt. General Allard, stated a requirement for a
multi-mission aircraft having a vertical lift capability of 12 to 15 fully equipped troops or 1,134 kg (2,500
lbs) of cargo, with a speed capability of nearly three times that of a comparable helicopter. This aircraft
should also have a load capacity of up to 2,268 kg (5,000 lbs) in the STOL configuration. It was also
recommended at this time that three CL-84 aircraft be purchased for evaluation by the Canadian military
as soon as possible. The Department of National Defence (DND) expressed some interest at this point.
However, by the beginning of April - April Fool’s day to be exact - in a letter from a DND HQ official to the
Director General of the Air Force, there was an apparent turnabout by a statement of a lack of interest by
the air force when it was declared that;
“The CL-84 itself is not, and cannot be, developed into a useful military vehicle.”
“…the CL-84 is an experimental vehicle only and much work is required to ascertain its detailed
performance capabilities before even one or two of these aircraft can be considered ready for
operational role evaluation by the Canadian Forces.”
On the positive side, on that same day, various governmental departments were requested to assist in
preparing a document establishing the DND position regarding the Canadian military evaluation of the
CL-84 aircraft in the absence of any other follow-on programme. Later, a proposal by Canadair and the
Department of Industry suggesting procurement of two or three CL-84-1 aircraft for operational evaluation
was supported providing airworthiness could be officially established. A quick estimate of the necessary
test programme suggested that three or four test aircraft would be required to complete both the ground
and flying test programme within a couple of years. Further development would be predicated upon a
potential market for sales of this aircraft outside of Canada.
During the long, drawn-out years of military and political wrangling of requirements and justifications for
the CL-84 aircraft, positive remarks for continued development and future production acquisitions were
met equally with potential project postponement or outright cancellation proposals.

For this flight on 5 April 1966, the aircraft is seen cleaned up in level flight with the landing gear fully retracted. The main
gear wheels normally remained exposed, semi-recessed at the forward end of the sponsons. The tail rotor is still seen to
be operating – normally it was to be braked to a stop during conventional flight mode, however the declutching and
aligning system was not yet ready for inflight test. Once again, a new company aircraft branding logo, “CL-84 by
CANADAIR”, was now emblazoned in black below the cockpit side windows.

A 200-hour inspection period grounded the airplane once again, and during this time, it was prepared for
its first heavy weight hover flight attempt, to be conducted on 23 April. For this particular endeavour, the
aircraft performed a successful hovering flight with a gross VTOL weight of 5,563 kg (12,265 lb).
One of the original envisioned roles proposed for the CL-84 tilt-wing concept was that of a viable search
and rescue (SAR) capable aircraft for the military and civilian agencies requiring minimal internal
modifications from the basic transport or cargo aircraft configuration.

Powered by the CL-84’s utility hydraulic system, a representative rescue hoist assembly was mounted at
the upper aft end of the cargo compartment of the prototype aircraft. The useable cable length, in excess
of 61 m (200 ft), was routed down through the large, fully open cargo door for simulated rescue
evaluations to be carried out. To first proof test the overall hoist system, an overland “rescue” operation of
a mannequin was performed successfully at Cartierville, paving the way for a live subject rescue.

On 27 April 1966, CF-VTO-X was tasked with the feasibility of performing a simulated search and rescue demo, part of its
original design criteria. In a hover, the CL-84 is seen “rescuing” a mannequin from the Cartierville tarmac. Off to the side, a
ground crewman maintains a stabilizing tether line to the subject. Other tarmac “rescues” were also performed later that
day with that same popular volunteered mannequin being hoisted from a standard rubber dinghy as well as a Stokes litter.

The prototype soon made its first foray away
from homebase at Canadair with a short, crosscountry trip to RCAF Station Uplands in Ottawa,
for its first public demonstration tour intended for
numerous military, political and civilian
spectators on 10-12 May 1966. This was the
furthest journey westward undertaken by any of
the CL-84 aircraft. Reports written in some
popular public press-media suggesting that the
CL-84 traveled as far as Edwards Air Force
Base in California for additional testing were
totally erroneous. Minister C. M. Drury, the
guest of honor at the CL-84 Dynavert’s official
rollout ceremony, was present at the
Chief Test Pilot Bill Longhurst puts the CL-84 Dynavert through demonstration to see the aircraft, that his wife
all of its paces in front of an attentive audience of high-ranking
had formally christened, finally in action.
officials at the Uplands Airport. (UP66-285-10)
Canadair test pilot Longhurst deftly flew the
aircraft during six satisfactory demonstration flights in the VTOL, STOL, and conventional modes of
operations. These demo flights, and the static ground display, impressed the many hundreds of military
and government officials that were there to witness the product they had helped to fund and support.
Even the political ‘naysayers’ were awed by the performance of the little Canadian designed vehicle, yet
they all still searched for a viable military operational capability in the CL-84.

A DND Project Officer was designated to determine the type of programme that DND might want, e.g.
probably a larger aircraft than the CL-84. Still, in the absence of an established military requirement, a
governmental CL-84 Interdepartmental Study Group issued a recommendation to support four phases of
the V/STOL programme as follows:
Phase I
Definition of the roles to be demonstrated.
Phase II
Category 1 Tests – 250 flying hours by Canadair with the existing prototype aircraft.
These particular tests are designed to open up the aircraft’s flight envelope, demonstrate
adequacy of aircraft installations, and to develop techniques for various operational roles.
Phase III
Category 2 Tests – 750 flying hours by CEPE.
Phase IV
Evaluation of the results.
The Interdepartmental Study Group also strongly recommended a review of alternative evaluation
programmes and that DND obtain three slightly larger and modified CL-84 aircraft towards flight test and
evaluation. The Study Group also stated that with the three new aircraft;
“The minimum number of aircraft required for a test and evaluation programme is dependent
upon the test objectives, timing and acceptable degree of risk. A comprehensive exploration of
the adaptability of the CL-84 to various potential roles could be completed within three years
from the “go ahead” with three CL-84-1 designated aircraft whose characteristics are almost
identical to those of the CL-84 prototype.”
The proposed expenditure for this evaluation exercise was set at an estimated $13.1M, and was not
expected to exceed $15M. However, the DND was reluctant to support the development costs at this
time, as there was no official military requirement to have anything to do with the CL-84.
In a further attempt to impress potential customers, particularly those with military connections south of
the border, a brief demonstration by CF-VTO-X, on its 100th flight, was made to the US Secretary of
Defence, Mr. Robert McNamara, at Montreal’s Dorval International Airport on 18 May 1966. Earlier that
same day, Defence Minister Paul Hellyer, hosted by CL-84 Programme Manager Fred Phillips and
Canadair President Fred Kearns, visited the Canadair facilities in Montreal to personally witness yet
another series of impressive demonstration flights of Canadair’s unique aircraft.
Just two days later, CL-84 Flight Number 105 was conducted up to the aircraft’s initial design altitude of
3,048 m (10,000 ft), then, speeds up to 200 knots (370 km/h / 230 mph). These significant milestone
accomplishments further increased the CL-84’s operating flight envelope.

During Flight No. 110, on 9 June 1966, CF-VTO-X suffered a hard landing on Runway 15 at Cartierville. The cause of the
incident was due to propeller RPM speed control instability causing serious impairment of height and longitudinal control.
During the final descent from 12 meters (40-feet), a rapid loss of thrust occurred that caused the aircraft to impact the
runway, shearing off the nose gear assembly, damaging the right main gear and destroying both propellers. Note that only
the right hand side propellers sport the “Curtiss Electric Propeller” decals. The Canadair test pilot on this particular flight
was Doug Morrison who put the overhead ditching hatch to good use, and he walked away from the wreck luckily none the
worse for wear. Some 44 hours and 35 minutes of test flight time had been accumulated on the aircraft by this time.

The overall accident scene. Note the sheared off nose gear assembly lying on the runway at the impact point at the far left.

Over the following months repairs and modifications
were made to the damaged aircraft. Two hover flights
were performed on 10 September 1966 to verify design
improvements to the aircraft following the hard landing
suffered in June. As a result of that experience, a series
of design changes to the aft end of the engine nacelle
were made, with one of the aims being to reduce drag
and to help optimize the tail pipe thrust in conventional
flight. A shortened, more rounded, low-drag design
exhaust diffuser area replaced the previous long tapered
shape. CF-VTO-X was finally fitted with full dual controls
in the cockpit to aid in pilot training, and a new frangible
acrylic roof panel was incorporated above the second
pilot’s newly installed ejection seat. The nose data boom
also acquired a red and white candy-stripe scheme for
added visibility. The aircraft’s overall paint and
markings remained unchanged.

World aviation history was made on 18 September 1966, on CL-84 Flight 115, when the first ever,
simulated rescue of a live subject from land by a V/STOL aircraft, other than a helicopter, was performed
at the Canadair facilities. With the CL-84 prototype maintaining a rock steady position, and hovering at a
height of 12.2 m (40 ft) above the tarmac, a standard rescue sling was lowered to the test subject, and he
was hoisted up on the cable into the rear of the aircraft in about one minute. Aircraft turbulence and
downwash flow during the approach and throughout the simulated rescue were deemed acceptable.

Canadair’s CL-84 Marketing Director, and now a new flight-test volunteer, Robert (Bob) Simmons, secures the horse-collar
around him, and is then winched up to the yawning rear-hinged cabin door of CF-VTO-X. CL-84 pilot Bill Longhurst easily
maintained a low, station-keeping hover over the Cartierville/Canadair tarmac during the exercise. Simmons wore a
standard aircraft crew jumpsuit and reported no problems with accomplishing this feat, the first of its kind.

A couple of days later a short series of search and rescue related flights, and hover in-ground-effects
tests were conducted with VTO-X at different altitudes, in the hover and during transitions over local grass
areas. These investigated the size and effects of the rotor downwash on objects, vehicles, and personnel.

Just nine days after the simulated land “rescue” was successfully performed, and the accomplishment
heralded in the world’s aviation and non-aviation related press, a similar feat was replicated by the same
cast of characters. This time the special achievement of Flight 124 was the world’s first simulated rescue
of a live subject from a dinghy in open water by a tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft. All went relatively smoothly
during this media-garnering event performed in Lac Saint-Louis, not far from the Canadair facilities.
The previous land “rescue” had been performed at a height of approximately twelve meters (forty feet)
over the tarmac while the water “rescue” was more than doubled that. It was a long haul up to the aircraft,
and unfortunately for the rescuee, the hoist cable started to rotate faster and faster under the load until
the volunteer was spinning almost horizontal beneath the aircraft. He was eventually recovered, a bit
dizzy and quite damp, into the welcoming arms of his compatriots waiting in the cargo bay of the CL-84.

Following a gentle, playful dip into the water (note the
wake) by Longhurst, volunteer Bob Simmons is seen
being “rescued”, once again, from aboard a rubber
liferaft, adrift near Isle Bizard, just west of the Canadair
plant. Rotor downwash ripples radiate away from the
test subject, and were noticeably less intense than that
from an equivalent helicopter.

According to some observers in the area, as the water
“rescue” progressed, volunteer Simmons started to
rotate faster and faster on the cable, to the point where
he was almost a horizontal rotor himself. A stabilizing
tether line, like that used during the first mannequin
trials back on the Canadair tarmac, would have been
beneficial at this point.

Similar land and water rescue evaluations were also performed nearly a month later by the only other tiltwing V/STOL aircraft flying at the time, the larger XC-142A, aircraft serial number 62-5921, near Dallas,
Texas. Due to the tremendously turbulent four-engine downwash, and the associated cacophony of
engine and propeller noise, these rescue simulations were performed at a much higher altitude than
those accomplished by the prototype CL-84. At around the same time, the second Ryan XV-5A lift-fan
VTOL research aircraft was involved in developing preliminary techniques to lift a mannequin, via a pilot
operated hoist and sling system, as part of SAR testing. A live subject was never “rescued” by the Ryan
machine due to a fatal crash of this aircraft on 5 October 1966 during the course of these tests.
In snowy and cold November, Canadair’s Marketing Director-cum-rescue volunteer, Bob Simmons,
having not learned his lesson, was once again “rescued” from land for a SAR demonstration, again
utilizing a horse-collar arrangement during a rescue demo conducted at Canadair for the US Air Force.
Having been flown exclusively by Canadair test pilots Longhurst and Morrison and accumulating more
than 70 hours of flight time it was felt that performance evaluations of the CL-84 by pilots from other
organizations, and not directly related to the programme, could be beneficial. This was critical in order to
see possible improvements in design and flight procedures for operational use from other than a
company test pilot’s and engineering personnel’s perspective.

In September 1966, five selected pilots, one each from the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE),
Canadian Army, and Royal Air Force (RAF), along with two from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) were invited to come to Canadair and evaluate the prototype CL-84 aircraft. These
pilots were quickly, but well versed in the cockpit layout and techniques of flying the CL-84 using the
fixed-base cockpit simulator. Before any other pilot’s flight evaluation could occur, the aircraft’s newly
installed dual controls on the right hand side were wrung out successfully starting on Flight 133.

On 12-13 October 1966, LCol. R.E.R. Borland of the
Canadian Army (seen to the left of check pilot
Longhurst), on familiarization flights, performed the first
evaluation flight of the CL-84 aircraft flown by a nonCanadair pilot. He was reasonably typical of Army
service pilots with considerable experience flying
helicopters and liaison-type fixed-wing airplanes. He
performed a total of five flights in this particular V-STOL
aircraft, logging 2.8 flight hours. His impressions of the
flight and handling were very enthusiastic and quite
complimentary towards the prototype.

From the 15 to 17 October, senior NASA test pilots Bob Champine and Jack Reeder from the Langley
Research Center had their opportunity to perform some four and a half-hours of engineering flight tests
and evaluations of the prototype CL-84. These particular pilots’ evaluations and criticisms were highly
regarded as they had a broad range of research flight test experience previously with US V/STOL aircraft
concepts like the Vertol VZ-2 and LTV XC-142A tilt-wing aircraft, as well as with the UK Hawker P.1127.

A prestigious event occurred on 13 October 1966, when
famed aircraft designer Professor Willy Messerschmitt,
developer of the famed Bf 109, Me 262 and Me 163
Komet, paid a visit to Canadair to witness a
demonstration flight of the prototype CL-84 during a
tour of various aircraft industries in Canada. Here he
poses next to CL-84 test pilot Bill Longhurst, and with
Canadair President F. R. (Fred) Kearns – a former
Spitfire pilot during the war who had flown missions
against some of the Professor’s (in)famous products.

Canadair’s Chief Test Pilot Bill Longhurst is flanked on
the left by famed NASA Test Pilot Robert (Bob)
Champine, and at right is Langley Chief Research Test
Pilot John P. (Jack) Reeder. Champine had been a NACA
pilot flying the Bell X-1 and Douglas D-558-1 and D-558-2
series of early experimental research aircraft. Reeder
had been the first foreign pilot to fly the P.1127
(precursor to the Harrier), and had the preeminent
position as the world leader in the flight testing of
V/STOL aircraft types.

The various pilots’ discussions coupled with NASA research inputs afterwards helped Canadair to
improve the flying qualities and rate-of-descent characteristics, which had a positive input towards the
later CL-84-1 Tripartite simulated Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) test programme.
Immediately following the NASA pilot’s evaluation, familiarization flights were performed by NAE test pilot
D. McGregor and RAF pilot W/C J.M. Henderson to complete this first phase of non-Canadair pilot flight
operations. Another Canadair test pilot, Mr. Ian MacTavish, was brought up to speed on this aircraft with
his first flight in VTO-X occurring on 25 November 1966. MacTavish was well versed in Canadair flight
tests having performed all of the primary and operational development flights of every version of the first
wholly Canadair-designed aircraft, the CL-41 (later named CL-41A/CT-114 Tutor) jet trainer.
A significant flight event occurred during Flight 183, on 19 January 1967, when the starboard engine
suffered a sudden and complete loss of power while the aircraft was starting an outbound transition. The
flight crew, thereby literally proving the merits of the engine cross-shafting design, landed the aircraft
successfully back at the Cartierville-based facilities without further mishap.
In early 1967, the prototype was put under contract to the United States Army and was made available for
evaluations by a combined US Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force Tri-Service V/STOL Test Team.
The primary objectives of the evaluation were to determine the characteristics, capabilities, and limitations
of the CL-84, and to assess the feasibility of using it for military missions, with emphasis on the search
and rescue mission. The US Tri-Service evaluations were conducted in two phases at Canadair, from late
April thru late August 1967, under the auspices of the US Army Aviation Laboratories (USAAVLABS),
headquartered at Fort Eustis, Virginia. The seven engineering test pilots selected for the evaluations
were: Lt. Col. J.K. Campbell (USAF), Major J.S. Honaker (USAF), Major R.A. Chubboy (US Army), Major
T.C. West (US Army), Cdr. W. Davies (USN), Major E. Larsen (USMC) and Major L.W. Freeman (USMC).
All had been familiarized with the aircraft, it’s systems and operations prior to flight tests by using the
Canadair fixed-base cockpit simulator and the NAE’s variable stability Airborne V/STOL Flight Simulator.
A series of five low-speed familiarization flights, totaling 1.5 hours, were performed in February 1967.

One of the Tri-Service engineering test pilots gets familiar with the controls and handling of VTO-X in a low hover, while a
Canadair safety/check pilot monitors his actions and reactions from the left seat of the aircraft.

On 26 April 1967, in this commemorative photo, Canadair’s test pilot Bill Longhurst heads the group of posing Tri-Service
Team engineering test pilots and their support personnel while CF-VTO-X undergoes some pre-flight maintenance
preparatory to the official start of the flight evaluations. On the aircraft, note the long yaw string and angle gauge centered
on the upper nose ahead of the windscreen, as well as the opened clear overhead pilot’s escape hatch.

The primary test flight in the first phase of the Tri-Service V/STOL evaluations took place on 28 April,
however, on 6 May, this phase of flight tests was temporarily postponed when cracks were discovered in
the left hand propeller pitch change unit. During this downtime, future Commander of the CAF’s CX-84
Detachment at Canadair, Major (RCN) Leonard (Larry) Zbitnew, had some early test flight involvement
with the CL-84 prototype. A training flight with the NAE’s Airborne V/STOL Simulator was followed by a
short familiarization flight on 15 May in VTO-X with Canadair’s Ian MacTavish at the controls. The next
day he flew with Bill Longhurst, and his final CL-84 flight was conducted on 4 June, again with Longhurst
in the left seat. Zbitnew mentioned that during his flights with Longhurst in the prototype aircraft;
“…at any given time, four or five warning lights would appear. Bill would calmly pull the
circuit breaker and the warning disappeared!”
Such is the popular and often-quoted “right stuff” of a typical aircraft test pilot that is so in tune and
confident with his aircraft and its systems.
An eagerly planned public appearance of the CL-84 prototype to star at the Paris Air Show in June 1967
unfortunately did not materialize due to the flight evaluation commitments placed upon it with the US TriService Team flight trials. Small, articulating and powered models were displayed there instead along with
public relations boastings in print, photos and film of the unique accomplishments of this aircraft.

Following
maintenance
and
functional
check
flights
by
Canadair personnel, the second
phase of the CL-84 Tri-Service
evaluations commenced on 10
July. A periodic maintenance
inspection grounded the aircraft for
nearly a month, with flying
resumed on 24 August. One of the
second
phase
evaluations
performed included the simulated
rescue and recovery of a dummy
from densely wooded rough terrain
With CF-VTO-X all dirtied-up, Longhurst banks hard to port during a check using a standard United States Air
flight between the first and second phases of the US Tri-Service evaluations.
Force “jungle-penetrator” device
and cable hoist. This accomplishment was an essential step towards winning an important technical
American competition for the interim Combat Aircrew Recovery Aircraft (CARA) against the USAF’s new
Sikorsky HH-53B air-refuelable, armed and armored helicopter. With its high-speed performance and
ability to access tightly confined areas with little downwash affecting the rescue efforts, these, and similar
tests conducted previously by the CL-84 in September 1966, proved that land or sea recovery of downed
aircrew or astronauts was entirely feasible by an aircraft of this type. Unfortunately, because of the huge
deficits incurred with the ongoing war in Southeast Asia, the CL-84 CARA requirement was eventually
dropped in favor of utilizing existing, less expensive, more capable and developed aviation assets.

With little disturbing downwash, compared to existing helicopters, CF-VTO-X hovers low over a grove of 18.3 m (60 ft) high
trees near the Canadair facilities, conducting forest penetrator and simulated rescue evaluations as part of the
requirements for the CARA competition. Even a detailed and positive examination in print with many photographs of the
CL-84 CARA trials was reported in the popular Aviation Week & Space Technology periodical didn’t help the cause.

Another series of flight tests performed by CF-VTO-X included close formation flying and variable stationkeeping positions and other maneuvers with a Canadair-built CL-41A from the Royal Canadian Air Force.
Simulated air refueling with the two-seat jet trainer positioned just off the wing of the CL-84 was also
conducted successfully, demonstrating good controllability with an aircraft in close proximity, indicating
that air refueling was potentially a feasible concept for such an aircraft type.

Major Freeman performed the last of the Tri-Service evaluation flights on 29-30 August 1967, closing the
books on this phase of flight tests. In total, the Tri-Service Test Team recorded a little over 20 hours in the
air during thirty-three flights, all without recording a major incident. There was a minor incident, however,
when one of the visiting pilots landed successfully to the runway, then, while slowly taxiing in, put the
wing-tilt to zero degrees, resulting in the glass fibre propeller blades being slightly shortened in diameter a
smidge. The eight damaged blades were replaced and the flight evaluations continued.
In their final report, the USAAVLABS commented on the evaluation of the prototype CL-84 by the TriService pilots. In part, they stated that the aircraft was mechanically simple, generally easy to maintain,
and relatively easy to fly. However, it was unsuitable for military service use due to numerous hardware
deficiencies resulting somewhat from programme austerity, which also affected reliability, performance,
and stability and control. It was suggested that the tilt-wing concept exemplified by the CL-84 prototype
be developed to fill search and rescue (SAR) mission requirements and was deemed suitable for use in
surveillance, light-transport, and utility type missions. It also had the potential to meet the performance
requirements of most current and future missions.

What would turn out to be the final air-to-air photo shoot of the CL-84 prototype aircraft occurred on 11 September 1967.
This was same day as the official rollout of the prototype CL-215 Waterbomber - the third Canadair designed and built
aircraft after the CL-41 Tutor and this CL-84. Note the dual, semi-recessed main gear wheels that have now acquired
smooth, external hubcaps. The side-opening nose gear doors appear to have a slight bulge at the middle for tire clearance.

On 12 September 1967, while on its 306th flight, CF-VTO-X crashed, having become uncontrollable while
in conventional flight near the suburb of Duvernay, Laval, just north of the Canadair facilities at
Cartierville. The flight test crew of Bill Longhurst and flight test engineer Colin Harcourt had taken off from
Canadair a little after 3:00 p.m. local time for a routine test flight. The aircraft was flying in conventional
fixed-wing mode at approximately 975 m (3,200 ft) and 150 knots (278 km/h / 172 mph) when, during a
brief series of uncommanded yaw excursions, it suddenly yawed hard to the left and pitched nose down
causing the aircraft to become uncontrollable. With no time to spare, the crew successfully ejected from
the stricken aircraft and parachuted to safety while the prototype CL-84 plowed into an open field nearby,
just short of local Highway 25, caught fire and burned. The subsequent Canadair and Department of
Transportation accident investigation revealed that the crash was basically due to yaw coupling from
differential propeller blade angle settings resulting from propeller speed control inadequacies.

Amidst all this charred destruction seen in Laval of CF-VTO-X came much in the way of salvation and confidence towards
the subsequent order and building of a promising series of three improved tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft. These, destined for
the Canadian Armed Forces, were to become something akin to the proverbial Phoenix rising from the ashes.

The final flight statistics for the prototype CL-84 were 305 flights, accruing 145.5 total flight hours and 405
total operating hours. Three company test pilots and fifteen visiting pilots flew the aircraft through all flight
regimes. They successfully accomplished some 346 VTOL sorties and 151 complete transitions with this
second-generation tilt-wing and first operational Canadian V/STOL aircraft.

Canadair CL-84-1 / CX-131 / CAF CX-84

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

As early as March 1966, a preliminary requirement was put forth for a multi-mission V/STOL aircraft
capable of carrying 12 to 15 fully equipped troops, or alternatively, up to 2,268 kg (5,000 lb) of cargo, at
nearly three times the speed of a comparable helicopter. At this time, the purchase of three CL-84 aircraft
was recommended for military evaluations by the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF), to progress in a 4Phase development and flight test programme:
Phase 1 - Definition of the roles to be demonstrated.
Phase 2 - Category I tests consisting of 250 flying hours by Canadair.
Phase 3 - Category II tests consisting of 750 flying hours by the CAF.
Phase 4 - Evaluation of the test results.
The intention by the Government’s Department of Defence Production to purchase three new Canadair
model CL-84-1 aircraft, at an initial cost of $13.1 million CDN, for an evaluation programme, was originally
announced in July 1967. It was hoped that other markets (say mainly the US military) would be open to
further development of the production CL-84-1 besides the CAF.
Delays associated with the negotiations between the Government and Canadair for certain modifications
to the original prototype CL-84 design resulted in the contract signing finally taking place on 26 February
1968. The initial programme schedule had the first aircraft to be completed by 15 August 1968, with its
first flight proposed for 15 September 1968. The delivery of the third and final aircraft was set for 15
March 1969.

CL-84-1 / CX-84 FUSELAGE GENERAL LAYOUT

The Canadair model designation for these new aircraft was CL-84-1, with the official CAF type designator to be CX-131
upon entering service. Seen here is a retouched photo of the CL-84 prototype in proposed Canadian Armed Forces
markings, and registered as C13104 on the tail. Eventually the Canadian Forces designation was changed to CX-84 prior to
the start of the aircraft’s ground and flight trial programmes, with the serials carried by the three aircraft officially prefixed
with ‘CX’. A few paint schemes were proposed for the CX-84, one, the bare metal scheme, was eventually chosen. Other
finish and markings schemes included an overall lo-viz dark grey (Spec 501-109) or an overall lo-viz dark green (Spec 503120). The PR name “Dynavert”, bestowed upon the prototype CL-84, did not follow to this series of aircraft.

CL-84-1 Registrations:
Canadair
CL-84-1
c/n 2
c/n 3
c/n 4

Canadian Armed Forces
CX-131
CX-84
13101
CX8401
13102
CX8402
13103
CX8403

In an effort to capitalize on the valuable design experience and test programme results conducted by the
earlier prototype CL-84, and due to budget restrictions, modifications to the CL-84-1 design were kept
fairly simple, with many desirable items and modifications for this version being left out. Some of these
changes would have been incorporated for the projected CL-84-1C production model, comprising a
fuselage stretch of 28 cm (11 in) and more powerful 1,800 shaft-horsepower Lycoming LTCS-2 engines.
The most significant redesign efforts concentrated on increased strength, fatigue resistance and the
increased reliability of control systems components, in all some 150 design changes. Additionally, much
useful information had been gleaned from the results obtained during the investigation into the crash of
the original prototype aircraft, and this was also applied to the redesign efforts. However, these numerous
design changes, along with pilot criticisms and suggestions, were not accounted for in engineering time,
cost and manufacturing capabilities, thereby resulting in significant programme delays.

Ease of manufacture was now a major design consideration and the same simple lines of the prototype
aircraft were employed so that limited new tooling would be required. Much of the tooling, jigs, and even
some spare formed sheet metal components, along with other surplus stock prepared for the CL-84
prototype(s) were used as a cost and time saving measure. Some of the aircraft and systems
improvements over the original CL-84 prototype consisted of:
Ø

More powerful Lycoming T-53 engines with an internal self-start capability.

Ø

Fuel system cross-feed and additional fuel flow capability.

Ø

Engine intake duct anti-icing system.

Ø

Improved propulsion system with a reliable and fail-safe Propeller Control Unit (PCU).

Ø

Improved and more reliable Aircraft Control System (ACS).

Ø

More reliable and fail-safe Stability Augmentation System (SAS).

Ø

Improved avionics complement.

Ø

Complete separation of hydraulic systems.

Ø

Wing tilt actuator to be hydraulic failure proof.

Ø

Three external fuselage hard points for fuel drop tanks, external stores and minigun pod.

Ø

Provision for auxiliary internal fuselage fuel tank.

Ø

Stronger and better functioning nose gear assembly.

Ø

Dual cockpit controls with pilot on left side and no need for a co-pilot.

Ø

Two North American Aviation LW-3B cockpit ejection seats providing escape clearance at all speeds
and aircraft wing tilt angles.

Ø

Frangible emergency egress roof panel on right side of cockpit.

Ø

Cockpit side ventilation windows internal and external releases for ground escape.

Ø

Impact resistant windshield with de-icing and rain repellant system.

Ø

Instead of a single, rear hinged main cabin access door, two side hinged doors to be installed.

Ø

Kick-out emergency exit in rear main entry hatch.

The United States Army and NASA provided limited funding support for research and development
purposes initially supplying test equipment and apparatus on loan for flight test, along with valuable
technical assistance.
As with most new cutting edge aircraft designs, in general, production schedule slippage’s were the norm
rather than the exception, with the threat of cancellation always hanging in the balance. However, as has
been observed countless times, yet still seemingly unlearned, the termination of a committed and funded
project has severe cancellation penalties that quickly add up to equal or even drastically exceeding the
original cost of continuing the programme to its fruition.

Insufficient government funding continuously constrained the CL-84 programme from proceeding at the
most expeditious pace and very often the programme virtually stopped because of financial restraints. A
proposal to reduce the number of aircraft to two in a bid to offset these restraints was offered and
rejected. And so, production continued. Not all components could now be manufactured in-house in the
tried and true “Skunk Works” method as was done with the first prototype aircraft. Due to overall
workforce shortages, other new production contracts, and higher priority shop commitments, much work
had to be farmed out to subcontractors with a resultant delay in parts availability and schedule slippages.

With scheduling conflicts aplenty, a major production milestone was met when the first CL-84-1 airframe was removed on
schedule from the initial assembly jig, seen here, to its floor position on the final assembly line on 10 September 1968.

By March 1969, some forty-eight personnel of the CAF’s Aerospace Experimental and Proving
Establishment (AETE) Detachment from Uplands, Ontario, were temporarily based at the Canadair
facilities preparing to organize and operate the first ever military fixed-wing V/STOL transport programme
in Canada. These CAF personnel, commanded by Lieutenant Commander (LCdr) Leonard T. Zbitnew,
were preparing to conduct the third phase (Category II) of the test programme along with the operational
field evaluations after Canadair’s tests were completed. CAF Commander Peter Charlton had assumed
the CX-84 Project Manager duties at NDHQ in October 1968.
A CAF Bell CH-118 (CUH-1H) Iroquois helicopter, serial number 118105, was assigned to the AETE
Detachment to keep the CAF pilots assigned current in helicopter flying techniques. It was also tasked as
the low-speed chase aircraft for the CL-84-1 when in V/STOL test modes. During the high-speed trials,
Canadair-built CL-41A Tutor jet trainers, serial numbers 26065, 26001 and 26003 on loan from the CAF,
were used as the chase aircraft.

The personnel complement of the AETE CX-84 Detachment assigned from December 1968 to May 1970. (via Larry Zbitnew)

Some of the AETE CX-84 Test Detachment, CAF, and Canadair personnel pose next to the proclaimed, “First CL-84-1 For
Canadian Armed Forces” on the production line in late 1968. Canadair’s CL-84 Programme Manager, Mr. Fred Phillips is
seen third from the right with the light-coloured coat draped over his arm. (via Larry Zbitnew)

The three Canadian Armed Forces ordered variants of the CL-84-1 aircraft are seen during construction on the assembly
line in Building 202 at Canadair’s Plant 2 complex during February 1969. The first aircraft is in the foreground mated with
the wing and engine nacelles, with the second aircraft following immediately behind. The fuselage of the third article is
seen taking shape in the jig at the right background. In the photo at right, the first aircraft is seen having the finishing
touches being made to the wing installation and the placement of the engine in the left-hand nacelle assembly. These
airframes were originally scheduled to be rolled out at three-month intervals starting in the first quarter of 1969.

The strain on government funding was eased somewhat with the intermixing schedule of the company
and military flight-test programmes. The originally envisioned schedule proposed that Canadair would be
responsible for the calibration and R&D programme of each of the three CX-84 aircraft, to be conducted
from mid-June to October 1969. The AETE Detachment pilots would perform performance stability and
control tests prior to specific tasks dedicated to each aircraft. The first aircraft would be used for training
purposes, with the second slated for hoisting, load slinging and conducting airdrops. The third aircraft, still
in the equation at this point, was to be dedicated to armament testing. All aircraft would then report for
dedicated CAF field trials in mid-April 1970.
At one point it was thought that naval shipboard trials, including STOL landings without use of arresting
gear, would be first conducted from the Canadian Majestic-class aircraft carrier, HMCS Bonaventure
(CVL 22), with a view towards later deployments on other such carrier types in North America. A
capability to deploy the aircraft aboard Canadian St. Laurent-class Destroyers (DDH) with helicopter
landing pads, as well as an operational supply ship was also going to be explored. However, the era of all
fixed wing flying ended for the “Bonnie” in 1969. She was officially retired on 1 July 1970, and these
proposed Canadian at-sea deployment scenarios of the CL-84-1 could not be played out as planned.

Canadair artist’s concepts of the CL-84-1 operating with Canadian naval vessels.

The LTV / Hiller / Ryan Tri-Service XC-142A had performed at-sea ship trials on 18 May 1966, when a/c No. 5, USAF serial
number 62-5925, was deployed to the Essex-class aircraft carrier, USS Bennington (CVS-20), cruising off the coast near
San Diego, California. (Bill Upton Collection)

CL-84-1 Specifications:
Powerplants: Engines for the production CL-84-1 were the newer Lycoming T53-L-13 (LTC1K-4C)
turboshafts rated at 1,500 shaft-horsepower.
Eight –4C engines were initially delivered for the CL-84-1 programme. Three of these
were converted to the –4J version, modified to provide a hot-day capability for the USN
lease programme with CX8401, conducted from April to August 1973.
Dimensions:
Exterior:

Dimensions:
Interior:

Fuselage Length Overall
Fuselage Width
Height Overall at 90° Wing Tilt
Wing Span
Propeller Tips Span
Horizontal Tailplane Span
Propeller Diameter
Tail Rotor Diameter
Main Gear Track
Wheelbase

Cargo Compartment Width
Cargo Compartment Height
Cargo Compartment Length

14.4 m (47.3 ft)
1.6 m (5.3 ft)
5.3 m (17.5 ft)
10.1 m (33.3 ft)
10.5 m (34.6 ft)
5.1 m (16.7 ft)
4.2 m (14.0 ft)
2.1 m (7.0 ft)
3.1 m (10.2 ft)
4.2 m (14.0 ft)

1.4 m (4.6 ft)
1.3 m (4.4 ft)
3.0 m (10.0 ft)

Weights:

Empty
Internal Fuel Capacity
Maximum Gross
Gross VTO

3,827 kg (8,437 lb)
726 kg (1,600 lb)
6,668 kg (14,700 lb)
5,715 kg (12,600 lb)

Areas:

Wing
Vertical Fins Total
Horizontal Tailplane

21.6 m² (233 ft²)
5.5 m² (59.1 ft²)
8.1 m² (87.5 ft²)

Performance: STO Takeoff Run
STO Takeoff Run over 50-foot obstacle
STO Landing Run
Max. Level Speed VTO Weight.
Max. Diving Speed

43 m (140 ft)
152 m (500 ft)
46 m (150 ft)
280 knots (518 km/h / 322 mph)
360 knots (666 km/h / 414 mph)

Range:

546 km (295 nm)
516 km (279 nm)

Max. VTO Payload/Wing Fuel at 3,048 m (10,000 ft)
Max. STO Payload/Wing Fuel at 3,048 m (10,000 ft)

CL-84-1 Systems:

CL-84-1 PROPULSION SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT

CL-84-1 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT

CL-84-1 FUEL SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT

CL-84-1 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT

On 10 April 1970, the three CL-84-1 production aircraft were seen posed together in Canadair’s preflight hangar, Building
117. In the foreground of the photo above, CX8402 exhibits the wing in the full up VTOL / hover position and has the
unique Canadair-designed mixing box displayed on a table behind. Aircraft CX8401, with the RHS flight crew upper escape
hatch open, is seen behind with the wing in the STOL or transition position, while CX8403 is shown in cruise mode with an
array of stores displayed under the fuselage. Unlike its two sister ships, ‘403 was not fitted with a nose mounted flight test
instrumented boom. In the reverse view photo below, following in the well defined footsteps of the earlier CL-41 Tutor and
the CL-84, some of the Series 1 examples of the third wholly Canadair designed and built aircraft, the CL-215 amphibian,
are seen in the background, ready to be delivered to customers.

CL-84-1 CX8401
With full fanfare, the first CL-84-1/CX-84 aircraft, bearing CAF serial number CX8401, was rolled out, as
per the original schedule, on 31 March 1969, albeit in an uncompleted state (interior appointments and
equipment mainly) in an effort to meet the contractual obligations. The status of the unfinished aircraft
initially led to the refusal of the military to officially accept the first CX-84.

A relatively low-tech rollout for such a high-tech
machine, the first of three CL-84-1 production aircraft,
serial CX8401, is seen making its appearance from
Building 117 at Canadair’s Plant 1. The aircraft emerged
just 13 months after Canadair received the go-ahead on
the project. (CF Photo REC69-10061)

Resplendent CX8401 is seen on static display, during
ceremonies on the tarmac at Canadair, surrounded by a
large gathering of various military, government,
company representatives, and international press corps.
None of the follow-on CL-84-1 sister ships received near
such treatment.

Devoid of all but specific Canadian Armed Forces markings for the rollout, the local and international press, and important
visitors get a detailed look at the interior and around the highly polished aircraft.

On hand to witness the event were Canadair President F. R. Kearns, senior military personnel of the
Canadian Armed Forces led by Brigadier General S. M. Davis, officers of the US Army and the Royal Air
Force, along with Canadian government representatives.
Following the ceremony, which had been broadcast on many local and national television media, the
aircraft remained on static display and was made available for in depth inspection and review by many of
the personnel on-hand. Later, it was returned to the hangar where work resumed to complete the aircraft
for ground tests, taxiing and its first flight.
By May 1969, a revised test schedule was presented that showed this aircraft would begin ground testing
by 6 June 1969, and then flight testing to commence by 15 September. The Canadian Forces portion of
the flight trials was slated to begin on the 20th of December.
Also in May, Canadair completed tests on a model of a new cyclic pitch propeller in the vertical wind
tunnel at the NAE, Ottawa. The propeller was mounted to the original CL-84 half-model used previously in
the early 1960s. The cyclic pitch propeller, which can change its pitch automatically during each
revolution, could make the tail rotor system on tilt-wing aircraft, such as the CL-84, unnecessary.
Eventually after much political wrangling and an unprecedented effort by Canadair employees to
satisfactorily complete the aircraft, the first CX-84 was accepted by the military, and soon thereafter, it
was bailed back to Canadair for preliminary ground tests, as well as the first round of flight trials.

The initial ground running of the new, uprated engines for the CL-84-1 variant took place in early August 1969 on the
Canadair tie-down rig. Note that the horizontal stab assembly is not installed on aircraft CX8401. This was done to avoid
the turbulent recirculation of the propeller slipstream reflection, prevalent at high thrust settings, which caused damage to
the prototype CL-84 in 1965 during similar engine ground tests.

CX8401 Cockpit

Pilot’s Overhead Eyebrow Panels

The standard airplane layout of the pilot’s instrument
panel in February 1972 photo. The unique CL-84 power
lever and dual engine condition levers are at the far left.

The red guarded wing tilt switch on the co-pilots power
lever is seen in the central foreground. At the far right is
the underfuselage pylons armament controls box.

Production CX-84s also utilized a data photo recorder
panel for instrumentation readings during flight tests.

This was the original configuration setup of the RHS
controls of CX8401 seen sometime in September 1969.

During the maiden flight of this CAF-marked CL-84-1 / CX-84 aircraft, performed late in the afternoon on
a frigid cold 19 February 1970, CX8401, piloted by Bill Longhurst, initially completed two short hover
maneuvers, of ten minutes total, in and out of ground effect. The new aircraft was readily flown forwards
and backwards in the gusty wind conditions at the time. In spite of the 19 knot (35 km/h / 22 mph) winds,
control response was determined to be good by Longhurst and the ease of handling was deemed
exceptional, establishing a sense of accomplishment and confidence in the modified design concept.

This first production model of the new CL-84-1 series, and Canada’s first military tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft, takes to the air
from its home facilities for its premiere flight. As he had done with prototype CF-VTO-X, test pilot Bill Longhurst tentatively
lifted off vertically into a hover to get a feel for the aircraft. He then traversed across former Runway 33, and then air taxied
along Runway 28. The long, nose mounted data instrumentation boom has been added for standard flight test purposes.

CX-84 Category 1 flight-testing included pilot familiarization and wringing out the new V/STOL aircraft to
determine its safe operating envelope. This was performed in incremental steps at Cartierville with little
flight time recorded during the first half of the year. By the fourth flight, partial transitions and extended air
taxiing were attempted. In May, a specific series of short takeoff and landing operations were performed
eventually culminating in regular landings at the minimum recommended 15°wing-tilt angle.
As a result of his contributions to V/STOL technology and design, culminating with the success achieved
with the first flights of the CX-84 production variant for the CAF, the 1970 J.A.D. McCurdy Trophy was
awarded to CL-84 programme manager Fred Phillips. Senior Advanced Design engineer Karl Irbitis was
also mentioned in the award’s citation for his devoted assistance to the project.

In June, a significant failure occurred when the tail rotor drive shaft sheared during one of the ground test
rig runs. Detailed inspection showed that multiple tiny surface cracks were prevalent on many of the
shafts used for the lift-propulsion system. These cracks apparently resulted from a change in the
manufacturing techniques that were used on the prototype CL-84. All specimens were inspected,
reworked or replaced as necessary for each aircraft, and a test shaft was tested to destruction to assure
quality constraints had been met. The 75-hour aircraft inspection was also conducted at this downtime.
Following a merger of the three Canadian military services in 1968, the RCN and the RCAF’s two flight
test units were amalgamated into the AETE. With the AETE’s CX-84 Detachment Team deployed at
Canadair since January 1969, and now responsible for conducting the test programme, flight testing of
CX8401 began in earnest, with conventional flight speeds being incrementally increased up to 230 knots
(426 km/h / 264 mph). Led by LCdr Larry Zbitnew, the team included Qualified Test Pilots (QTP) Major
Ernie Booth (Senior Project Pilot), Major (USAF) Dave Thomas, and Captain V.R. (Butch) Miller; Support
Pilots were Captains John Moore and Cliff Hansen (both fixed-wing), and Captains Dave Simmons and
Terry Wolfe-Milner (both rotary wing). The Detachment’s Qualified Flight Test Engineers (FTE) were
Captain (USAF) Jack Pierson and Captain Bill Benner. Major (USAF) D.W. (Dave) Thomas and Captain
Pierson were both from Edwards AFB, and Mr. Richard I. Adams, a civilian Flight Test Engineer, was
from the US Army AAVLABS, Fort Eustis, Virginia. The Senior Project Engineer was Major (RCN) G.D.
(Dave) Bennett. Captain Gil Redekopp was tasked as the Detachment’s Aircraft Maintenance Officer. The
AETE CX-84 Detachment at Canadair was officially closed out on 30 July 1970.
A series of three hover tests, performed in December 1970, was a comparative evaluation of the effects
of the propeller downwash / outflow from the CX-84 and a CH-124A (CHSS-2) Sea King helicopter, from
CAF Maritime Command, upon personnel and equipment deployed within the downwash field. The final
results showed conclusively that the ’84 recorded fewer effects than that from the Sea King.
Numerous modifications were made to the aircraft during its 100-hour inspection period including a
changeout of the Mixing Box Unit, and a redesign and development of a two stage tail rotor clutching
system. When test flying resumed in April 1971, another Canadair test pilot, Mr. F.D. (Doug) Adkins, was
fully checked out on the aircraft, having replaced Bill Longhurst as the CX-84 Chief Pilot in January.
A joint Canadian Forces, Royal Air Force and US Naval Air Test Center (NATC) flight evaluation of the
CX-84 as a potential IFR research vehicle was conducted at the Canadair facilities starting from 16 June
1971, and was completed by the beginning of August. The RAF evaluation included verifying whether the
CX-84 was suitable as a test bed for the Hawker Siddeley AV-8A Harrier V/STOL fighter’s IFR
development. A total of six brief evaluation flights were performed to satisfy interest expressed by the
Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Canadian Armed Forces, and later, the US NATC organizations that
the CX-84 would be a suitable air vehicle for their respective forces. The evaluation pilots who
participated in the IFR development programme included:
Major J.E. Booth
CAF
Sqdn Leader J.T.S. Lewis
RAF (Aero Flight RAE Bedford)
Mr. F.C. Hoerner
USN (NATC)
Mr. D. Morrison
Canadair
The thorough qualitative assessment of the aircraft’s handling characteristics received favorable
comments that eventually led to the decision to select and configure aircraft CX8402 to continue
development of an Electronic Display System (EDS) suitable for studying blind flying approach patterns
using V/STOL aircraft.

An additional evaluation flight conducted for the US Navy was conducted on 30 June 1971 to determine
the capability of the aircraft to be used as a test bed for the development of a V/STOL approach-terminal
guidance display for the industry.
It seemed that in a short span of time almost everyone wanted to perform some V/STOL development
work using the CX-84 aircraft as it was the most reliable and simplest to use of its type at the time. Most
of the evaluations conducted by the CX-84 showed satisfying results specific to the tasks performed. As a
prototype development and research vehicle, it met the study criteria required by all organizations, but as
a full fledged ready-to-go into production military aircraft, that was far from the case with many pilot’s
comments reflecting that fact. That is all part of the development process and constructive criticism was a
necessary part of the learning curve and welcomed. Refinements to the aircraft’s systems, cockpit layout,
and handling were made based on many of the criticisms, in the long run helping future CX-84 trials
progress more smoothly.
A series of varied external stores carrying and drop trials were conducted at Canadair to demonstrate its
capability for use as other than a simple cargo/personnel carrying V/STOL transport aircraft. The
underfuselage hard points permitted the CL-84-1 to carry three smaller stores, up to two 454 kg (1,000 lb)
general purpose bombs. Alternatively, two jettisonable auxiliary fuel tanks, each with a nominal capacity
of 456 litres (100 Imperial gallons) permitted long-range ferry operations up to 4,410 km (2, 740 mi).

Unmodified F-86 Sabre drop tanks were painted in bright yellow and black for added visibility during external stores
carriage trials. An aft facing, high-speed, test-recording camera is seen mounted under the nose of the aircraft to record all
aspects of the carriage and drop sequences. This RCAF-marked Tutor photo / chase aircraft, serial 26070, closely paced
the ’84 to witness the drops. The available fuel tanks were dropped singly and in pairs, full and empty, at a variety of
aircraft speeds and wing configurations to assess the stores dropping capabilities of the aircraft.

During August and September of 1971, full water-ballasted drop tanks were carried and jettisoned from
CX8401 on the grassy expanse of the Canadair property at varying speeds up to 170 knots (315 km/h /
195 mph), with the undercarriage up and down, to verify the stores separation characteristics. Clean,
incident free separations were accomplished on all test runs with the aircraft remaining straight and level
throughout, demonstrating successfully its potential use as a weapon-dropping platform.
Some early design proposals and small display models showed the CL-84 with provision for 7.62mm
guns mounted in a nose turret for the armed escort role, with an additional belly mounted 30mm turret for
use in the close support role. Eventually, after much study towards quick feasibility proving efforts, it was
deemed that a single belly mounted gun pod would be sufficient to test the practicality of the CX-84 as a
potential V/STOL gunship.

To test the gunship role feasibility, a single, fixed General Electric (GE) SUU-11A/A 7.62mm Minigun,
obtained from the US Air Force, was fitted in a pod under aircraft ‘8401. Calibrations, adjustments, and
test firings were performed in the Canadair Gun Butt prior to the aircraft departing for live firing trials.

CX8401 performs a calibrating firing test of the Minigun in the Gun Butt near Plant 2 during August 1971. Years later, this
same Gun Butt would eventually become the temporary home for aircraft CX8402 following the end of its flying career.

The live firing trials with CX8401 were conducted at the DND Proof Engineering and Test Establishment
(PETE) range located at Nicolet, on Lac St. Pierre, Quebec, east of Montreal, during September 1971.
Basing for the flights and all maintenance of aircraft ‘8401 at the Nicolet gunnery test range was confined
to a 21 m (70 ft) diameter concrete pad set in a large open area for the duration of the live firing exercise.

Enroute to Nicolet, Quebec, CX8401, piloted by Canadair test pilot Doug Adkins, sports the belly mounted GE minigun pod.

The first CL-84-1 / CX-84 takes off from its small pad at
Nicolet for a series of handling flights with the GE
7.62mm Minigun pod attached to the left underfuselage
hard point. Note the Canadian Forces emblem has now
been added aft of the “401” on the nose.

CX8401 is seen in the standard hover-firing stance with
the Minigun pod slung underneath. Multiple tracking
cameras are mounted under the nose and forward of the
main entry hatch on the belly of the aircraft, each offset
to starboard of the gun pod installation.

Minigun firings were made during maneuvering flight at single and multiple targets, with the aircraft in
conventional, hover and STOL regimes, all with good accuracy. Firing while in the hover resulted in 71%
of hits on the target while hits on target in conventional flight were about 30%. During a 45 knot (83 km/h /
52 mph) run in the STOL configuration, a high of 84% of hits on target was achieved. Unfortunately for
the accompanying Canadair test support crew and PETE personnel, whether on dry land, or most often in
the large marshy areas, projectile hits to each of the targets had to be counted onsite manually. This was
usually performed from leaky, small row boats with more than one unwitting Canadair person, clad in
some heavy waterproof gear, taking a unwanted dunking in the cold, slimy water areas while inspecting
the large target surfaces for holes. Solid footing in the shallows of all of these target areas was made all
the more difficult due to a nearly knee-deep accumulation of spent brass shell casings covering the mud.

During a low-level, high-speed firing pass in the PETE target area, CX8401, in full conventional flight mode, has off its wing
the Canadair CL-41G light attack prototype aircraft, serial 26015, performing observation and photo / chase duties. During
some other firing flight passes, a Canadian military Bell Twin Huey helicopter served as an observation chase. For other
Canadair photo / chase duties for public relations purposes, a contracted Hughes Cayuse helo was sometimes employed.

CX8401 makes a low-level gun firing pass over the target-strewn wet marshland area of the vast PETE Nicolet test range.

With a visible tracer round frequency of 1-in-5, and the
Minigun belching smoke and shell casings, CX8401 in
the hover, fires on the 1.4 m² (14.5 ft²) standard target at
Nicolet. Canadair test pilot Doug Adkins performed all of
the firing passes in full manual control of the aircraft,
and using a simple reflector gunsight.

In a unique CX-84 maneuver, the aircraft pitches, while
in a steady hover, to rake fire up and down at a specific
area in front of the target. In real world battlefield
conditions, a hovering aircraft with a large ‘barn door’,
by no means a visual or radar-evading shape, would be
a most inviting target for an entrenched shooter.

These gun firing trials also served to demonstrate that adequate suppressive fire could be maintained
during a rescue operation, without the need of a turret-mounted gun, using simply directional and wing tilt
controls while in a hover. To achieve this, the aircraft fired at a fixed ground target, then was swung, or
yawed, rapidly to another target a short distance to the side. Then, by depressing the nose, the pilot
raked the fire along a line at right angles to the targets. This maneuvering capability gave the CX-84 a
distinct advantage over the helicopter, in that the helicopter automatically translates forward or backward
when the nose is depressed or raised.
This was the first and last time in the CX-84 test programme that the Minigun pod was utilized, although
two similar gun pods had been displayed under aircraft CX8403 during a PR photo shoot in the preflight
hangar at Canadair in April 1970.

For evaluating the presumed utility transport role, a short series of exploratory maneuvering
flights were performed in October 1971, highlighting the practicality of cargo sling operations. The
113 kg (250 lb) load was attached to the central fuselage hard points. For some reason, aircraft
CX8401 also carried the civil experimental registration “CF-VTO-X” near the top of the central fin
at this time. This had been the registration formerly worn by the original prototype CL-84 aircraft.

An East Coast demonstration tour of the CX-84 for the US military was mounted in February 1972. At the
invitation of the United States Navy, CX8401, flying non-stop with two external fuel tanks, arrived at the
Pentagon in Washington D.C., on 14 February. Support crew and the prototype CL-41G photo / chase
aircraft arrived later. This first visit by a VTOL-type aircraft was unprecedented, performing four spirited
demonstration flights to a watching audience of high-ranking military and government officials. In
somewhat high and gusting wind conditions, the aircraft was put through its paces, skillfully piloted by
Doug Adkins, with ever-present Flight Test engineer Colin Harcourt aboard, within the tightly confined
space of the Pentagon’s 30.4 m (100 ft) square heli-pad, and its performance prowess was easily
demonstrated. Some of the manoeuvers witnessed by the onlookers included VTO into multiple 360degree hover turns, then a full transition into conventional flight outbound, a whispering quiet high-speed
pass, and finally an inbound transition to a hover landing with a significant tail wind.

A multitude of high-ranking officials in attendance outdoors, other personnel with their faces plastered to their office
windows, and vehicles slowing and stopped on a busy adjacent highway were all privileged to view the spectacle of VTOL
aircraft operations in a confined space. Canadair test pilot Doug Adkins easily handled the hover and maneuvering of
CX8401 over the Pentagon’s small heli-pad in variable and often gusting wind conditions for the astonished onlookers.

During the demo tour, aircraft ‘8401 was also seen and demonstrated at Washington’s busy Dulles
International Airport, Andrews Air Force Base, and at nearby Norfolk Naval Air Station, Virginia. Senior
United States military officers comprising two Admirals, two US Naval Captains and a US Army Brigadier
General received familiarization flights in the aircraft, all being suitably impressed and expressing their
enthusiasm on the attributes of this unique aircraft’s design and performance capabilities.

At Dulles International Airport, Washington, D.C.,
CX8401, now festooned with nose decals and badges,
readies for a familiarization flight with US Army General
William J. Maddox Jr. aboard, sitting next to Canadair’s
Doug Adkins. A small entourage watches as the
General’s assigned Huey VIP transport helicopter leaves
the area in the background.

At some point during the East Coast demo tour, A/C
8401 had acquired multiple naval units and aircraft
badges ‘zapped’ onto its nose. It also prominately
sported a “FLECOMPRON TWO WILL DO” unit badge of
Fleet Composite Squadron Two (VC-2) Falcons on the
port side forward fuselage, as well as upon the front
face of the nose gear door.

On 22 February 1972, the CX-84, piloted by Doug Adkins, partnered with US Navy Commander Don
Beck, advising on carrier operating procedures, was ferried from Norfolk Naval Air Station out to sea.
They soon rendezvoused with the small Interim Sea Control Ship USS Guam (LPH-9), located some 32
km (20 miles) off the Virginia coast, and the first ever operations of a CL-84 aircraft aboard a ship began.
Adkins had formerly been a RCAF fighter pilot, flying Vampire and Sabre jets in Europe and Canada.
Later, he spent the greater part of his flying career at Canadair Limited, becoming its longest serving
company test pilot, but he had had no previous aircraft carrier or other ship deck operations experience.

In the capable hands of Adkins and Commander Beck aboard, CX8401 performs a slow air taxi along the full length of the
deck of the USS Guam. This was an investigative exercise to determine if any turbulence from the edge of the deck,
around the island superstructure, or over the bow would present any significant concerns of aircraft control. On arrival at
the bow of the ship, the CX-84 performed a vertical landing and then a takeoff to explore any adverse effects at the bow
while underway. No problems whatsoever were experienced by the new, naval-novice Canadair test pilot and his aircraft.

Before committing to its first normal landing attempt on the USS Guam, a cautious series of two STOL
and two vertical touch-and-go landings were performed to the deck with the ship steaming along at about
5 knots into somewhat gusty winds. This was the first time that a Canadair product operated from a ship
at sea. Later, the Canadair CL-227 VTOL RPV, derived from CL-84 technology, would also prove its
mettle, successfully operating from small naval vessels and US Navy frigates in 1989, 1991, and 1994.

This sequence shows the first STOL approach and touch-and-go of CX8401 as witnessed from the plane-guard / photo
chase helicopter’s position. Following a centerline approach over the stern, touchdown is between Landing Spots 7 and 6,
then is off the deck aft of the island at Spot 5. It is well on its way as it clears the island. (Photos via V.R. “Butch” Miller)

Seen from the shaky photo/chase helicopter, this top view of the USS Guam shows CX8401 at the stern, ready for takeoff.

The first full stop landing onto the deck
was from the vertical, and the ship’s
aircraft handlers performed a nominal
practice tiedown exercise. CX8401 then
embarked on a series of V/STOL takeoff
operations from the aft deck, with wing tilt
angles set at 40°, 30° and 25°. In all
cases, Adkins was successful in getting
the aircraft fully airborne before reaching
the island superstructure. V/STOL flights
from the carrier were also conducted in
varied wind conditions and directions,
with a difficult crosswind vertical landing
Following the ship’s centerline, CX8401 slowly passes by the island. In and takeoff successfully performed from
the background is a large US Marines Sikorsky CH-53 Sea Stallion that
the stern of the ship upon its final
was employed as the safety plane-guard and photo-chase platform
departure near Norfolk, Virginia.
during this somewhat unique combined military forces naval exercise.

The last flight from the carrier had CX8401 aligned 90° at the stern for a takeoff into the wind as the ship entered the busy
Hampton Roads channel. Remnants of the NATC Flight Test badge can be seen between the yellow rescue placards and
FLECOMPRON TWO fuselage-side badge along with some of the nose ‘zaps’. A hovering CH-46 Sea Knight helicopter
maintains plane-guard duty in the distance. Adkins then made a final low-level high-speed pass alongside the Guam that
culminated in a spontaneous, climbing full right-hand victory roll salute to the ship to the amazement of all the onlookers.

Following this outstandingly successful three-week demonstration tour, CX-84 CX8401, along with the
prototype CL-41G (serial 26015) chase aircraft and all support crew returned home to the Cartierville
facilities on 29 February 1972. The newly naval-experienced CX-84 aircraft had performed 21 flights in 20
days for a total of 15.4 hours in the air. It had accomplished its longest endurance, set new distance
records, and recorded its highest maximum take-off weight for the return trip at 6,577 kg (14,500 lb).
The first CX-84 was then put into temporary storage at Canadair while development, ground and flight
tests with the second aircraft were beginning to ramp up following its own extended period of storage
after a somewhat low-key rollout. In September, ‘401 was put back to good use supporting the secondbuilt CX-84 aircraft with the initial pilot training for the NAE, CAF, RAF/RAE and USN/NATC pilots
selected for the upcoming CL-84 Tripartite Evaluation programme.

Canadair flight crew Adkins and Harcourt team up once
again, in CX8402, during a joint formation flight display
of the two flying CAF CX-84 series aircraft around the
Canadair / Cartierville facilities on 29 November 1972.
This very impressive public relations film and photo
shoot of the two differently configured aircraft extolled
all the flying virtues of the CL-84 V/STOL design.

CL-84 CX8401, crewed by Doug Morrison and LCol Barry
Gartner (CAF), demonstrates a formation hover and
slow air taxi at Cartierville airport with sister ship
CX8402. The left side of the nose of ‘401 displays the
zapped decals acquired during its earlier East Coast
tour. The nose of ‘402 has the triangular Tripartite badge
prominately displayed on the black anti-glare area.

Canadair CL-84 test pilot Doug Morrison holds CX8401 in a near stationary hover position over the main Cartierville
runway awaiting sister ship CX8402, with Doug Adkins banking it hard in a 360-degree right turn in the background to
formate in this joint public relations sanctioned flight. All aspects of the aircraft’s capabilities were demonstrated here.

Tripartite programme training support continued into February 1973, whereupon the aircraft was
grounded towards engine modifications and associated preparations for the forthcoming US Navy lease
programme. To give the aircraft a hot-day capability, three of the existing Lycoming LTC1K–4C
powerplants were converted to the LTC1K–4J configuration (two for operational use and a spare). In July,
CX8401 was re-engined with two of the uprated Lycomings, flat-rated at 1,500 shaft-horsepower with no
decrease of power up to 35°C (95°F). Up to 1,800 shaft-horsepower was available for short durations up
to 15.5°C (60°F) ambient temperature.
Following extensive ground and flight tests at Canadair, the aircraft was delivered via a non-stop flight, on
12 July 1973, to the US NATC facilities at Patuxent River, Maryland, to commence trials for the USN
lease programme. Familiarization and training flights were conducted over the next week for two pilots
from the US Navy, and one pilot from the US Marine Corps, with the first flight in the USN evaluation
project taking place from Pax River on 26 July 1973.
On 8 August 1973, during Flight 208, aircraft CX8401 with the USN and USMC project evaluation flight
crew flying from the NATC, while performing a maximum power climb in conventional flight configuration,
suffered a catastrophic failure in the LH propeller gearbox. That failure led to the complete LH propeller
assembly and gearbox departing the aircraft with a subsequent immediate development of an
uncontrollable left yaw which could not be corrected with full lateral and directional control. The crew,
Lieutenant Commander J.N. Donis, USN and Captain T.W. Carter, USMC ejected successfully from the
stricken aircraft, and it crashed into the Chesapeake Bay with both engines apparently still operating
satisfactorily right up to impact with the water per the data telemetry.
The departed propeller and attached gearbox, misidentified by civilian witnesses as being a small
helicopter, were found relatively intact in shallow water near the shore, aiding immensely in the
subsequent crash investigation towards determining the eventual cause of the accident. Modifications to
the gearbox assemblies on aircraft CX8402 were immediately made to preclude a similar incident and to
permit continued flying.
Conventional twin-engine airplanes are designed to be capable of remaining inflight and under some
relative control following the loss of a single engine. The fact that CX8401 was lost in a catastrophic
single engine out situation while in a classical high-speed flight regime would be unacceptable in a future
production variant.
Aircraft CX8401 had accrued a total of 296.6 total operating hours encompassing 161.4 flight hours in
208 flights during its 3½ years of flight-test and demonstration service.
With knowledge and popularity of the CL-84 programme expanding, requests for information and
photographs of the aircraft quickly poured in to Canadair. These requests, in the forms of telephone calls
and letters, were forwarded to the Marketing Department to handle. One particular letter request was
worth remembering. One day, someone from outside of the company, called the Marketing Department
with a media request for photographs and any public relations information on the CL-84. The person was
told to make a formal, written request to the CL-84 Marketing group located at Plant 4. After a while, the
letter request duly arrived addressed to: “Canadair Limited, CLAT-4 Marketing Department, Plant 4”!
Pronouncing the misnomer as ‘Klat-Four’, some of the Marketing group thereafter jokingly referred to
themselves by that name when answering the telephone or verbally referring to their own department.

CL-84-1 CX8402

In February 1969, the construction of CX8402 had reached the point where the installation of the large forging with the
wing pivot fittings on the sides had been completed onto the top of the fuselage. Cladding of the exterior was also nearing
completion at this time. The first of many scheduled dates for the rollout of this aircraft had been slated for 28 May 1969.

A further revised target schedule date of May 1969 for the rollout of the second CX-84, serial number
CX8402, was actually realized on the 24th of August 1969. On 28 October 1969, the government’s
Director of Aeronautical Engineering formally granted the authority to accept aircraft 8402, even with its
deficiencies. Then, finally putting CX8402 to some kind of work, specific investigative ground run based
tests were conducted in the Canadair tie-down rig from 21 November 1969 to May 1970. These were
performed in an attempt to analyze and rectify numerous nagging issues with multiple tail rotor structural
failures both at the UK manufacturer’s facility and on aircraft CX8401 during some of the ground run tests.

Pristine CX8402 is seen here securely locked onto the special CL-84 tie-down rig assembly behind Canadair’s Plant 1
facility in December 1969 during ongoing tests and examinations of the troublesome tail rotor unit and its components.
Note the removed fairing panels behind the vertical tail leading to the tail rotor assembly. Not an active participant of the
CX-84 flying test programme as yet, the aircraft does not have the specialized typical nose instrumentation boom installed.
(V.R. “Butch” Miller Photos)

A proposal was officially made In December towards the possible use of CX8402 by the NASA Langley
Research Center as a vehicle for the evaluation and development of V/STOL terminal area approach
systems. NASA Test Pilot Robert Champine was assigned to the project as he had been briefed earlier
on the prototype CL-84 and had flown the test aircraft with Longhurst at Canadair in October 1966.
Following an investigative series of tail-rotor tests, the as yet to be taxied or flown aircraft ‘402 was put
into a fairly lengthy, extended period of storage, in part due to ever-present budgetary restraints. The
overall programme efforts were to be more concentrated on the test flights and evaluations of aircraft
CX8401, as well as the ground rig testing of tail rotor components as necessary to certify them as safe for
flight. However, an employment rundown (aka, layoffs) at Canadair on 27 January 1970 threw a most
serious wrench into all work aspects of Canadair engineering, manufacturing, production, and test
departments. If it wasn’t for the large production sales of the Surveillance Systems’ CL-89 (AN/USD-501)
unmanned surveillance drone system to NATO partners, and their generous, well received payment
cheques, the lights in all of the buildings of Canadair Limited may well have been turned off for good.

CX8402 in Canadair’s preflight hangar in April 1970 undergoing routine maintenance between ground runs prior to being
put into extended storage status starting in June. An unpainted instrumentation boom has now been added to the nose
pending the eventual start of its flight test programme. At the rear of the aircraft, a yellow-coloured Mixing Box, “rednecked” as not for flight purposes, can be seen on the table under the left outboard flap / aileron.

CX8402 was eventually selected for use in a joint Canadian, UK and US Navy Tripartite simulated IFR
programme pertaining to the flight evaluation of a head-up and head-down Electronic Display System
(EDS) by a V/STOL aircraft. The installation of the EDS, associated radar and test instrumentation
supplied by all of the Tripartite participants into CX8402 began in earnest during December 1971.

CX8402 Cockpit
Following the upgrades to the second aircraft, one of the most prominent features in the newly revised
cockpit was the addition of a Smith’s Industries Limited of England electronic head-up and head-down
weapon aiming display system located upon the right-hand side of the instrument console. The head-up
unit was similar to that as installed in the RAF Jaguar fighter fleet at the time. Retractable blind flying
screens were installed between the pilot’s seats, along the starboard cockpit side windows and at the
right hand side front window for the blind flying trials portion of the flight test programme. The evaluation
pilot, in the right seat, would therefore have no forward or peripheral vision of the outside world when all
of the screens were drawn in position. A CX-84-rated safety / check pilot would always be in the left seat
during these flights to take back control of the aircraft in case unexpected problems should arise.

This is the cockpit layout of aircraft CX8402 as seen in
September 1972, following its reinstatement to test
status. The new Head Up Display (HUD) dominates the
upper section of the instrument panel, aligned on the
centerline position of the right seat. A new larger
attitude indicator was also fitted at this time and was
similarly installed later in CX8401.

This July 1974 photo shows the fully configured cockpit
layout from the Tripartite trials complete with drawn
down forward blind and Universal Head Down Display
(UNIHEDD) installed. The HUD was mounted to a
retractable mounting fixture to provide for automatic
retraction of the unit out of the escape system envelope
if crew ejection was initiated.

The EDS configured CX8402, in preparation for the Tripartite flight test programme, began ground tests in
July 1972, with the first flight, in a hover only, taking place on 15 September 1972. It was piloted by
Canadair’s new Chief Test Pilot Doug Adkins and quietly
dedicated Flight Test engineer / observer Colin Harcourt aboard.
All three of the CX-84 aircraft carried standard fully bilingual CAF
era markings with English displayed on the LH side and French
on the RH side. For the upcoming EDS configuration flight trials,
CX8402 was also smartly spruced up with additional and unique
Tripartite related badge designs. A large CL-84 Tripartite trials
badge displaying the flags of the three participating nations
Tripartite Nose Emblem (Bill Upton Photo)
surrounding a triangular CL-84 logo, was pasted on the forward
upper surface of the nose of aircraft CX8402. Smaller decal versions of this emblem were prominently
applied and centered on the bright red outer surface of each of the rotating vertical stabs.

On 29 November 1972, aircraft CX8401 and CX8402 performed a joint PR flight at Canadair. Doug Morrison and LCol Barry
Gartner (CAF) man ‘401, while Doug Adkins and Colin Harcourt fly around in ‘402. Aircraft CX8402 is carrying dual,
jettisonable long-range fuel tanks, from in-house stocks of former F-86 Sabres, on the outboard underfuselage pylons.

For this public relations photographic formation flight of the two CX-84 aircraft, two flight operations were
carried out. The first flight demonstration had aircraft CX8401, with Doug Morrison at the helm, pose as
the centerpiece displaying the hover and low-speed virtues of the design in a dirtied flight condition.
Meanwhile, aircraft CX8402, piloted by Doug Adkins would literally fly tight rings around ‘401 to display its
high manoeuverability capabilities. The second flight exercise was basically a series of close formation
flying with each aircraft having a turn as the lead in the two-plane passes of the Canadair facilities.

On the second joint public relations flight of the day, aircraft CX8401 and CX8402 demonstrate a late afternoon, high-speed
formation pass down Cartierville’s Runway 28. Aircraft ‘402, on its 28th flight, is seen leading the duo. The famed Montreal
Mount Royal skyline is always seen in the background in this view of Cartierville’s Runway 28.

Following the low-level pass, a dual simultaneous landing and taxi back was also performed to this runway. With the wings
at 15-degrees, aircraft ‘8402 leads ‘8401 on final approach as the propellers on both stir up small clouds of dust from the
runway prior to their slow vertical landings and tandem rollout.

Some thirty development and test flights had been conducted at Canadair with the second CX-84. Then,
on 7 December, the aircraft was ferried non-stop on a delivery flight to the Naval Air Test Center (NATC)
at Naval Air Station Patuxent River (familiarly known as Pax River), in Maryland, for the start of the IFR
research, EDS flight test programme. Canadair’s Doug Adkins was accompanied by Canadian Forces
pilot and programme Flight Safety Officer LCol Barry Gartner during the 2.8 hour flight down south.

There were three primary objectives to be accomplished during these flight test trials and they were:
1. Research and development flight testing in V/STOL terminal-area guidance and control requirements
for IFR conditions.
2. Evaluation of the transition and steep approach characteristics required of V/STOL aircraft.
3. Evaluation of the potential of the CL-84 type of vehicle for instrument flight operations.
A small group of Tripartite trainee test pilots, engineers and ground support technicians were enrolled in a
Canadair provided Ground School as a prelude to the training of Tripartite pilots in aircraft CX8401. The
selected Tripartite Evaluation Team test pilots consisted of:
Mr. W.S. Hindson
NAE
LCol B.L. Gartner
Canadian Forces
Cdr D.E. Beck
USN/NATC
LCdr K.N. Rauch
USN/NATC
F/L R.G. Ledwidge
RAF (RAE)
S/L C.C. Rustin
RAF (RAE)
Phase 1 of the EDS development Tripartite programme conducted from the NATC lasted from 19
December 1972 to 28 April 1973, and was directed by the RAF personnel with support from Smiths
Industries Limited. This phase was dedicated to evaluating the Smith’s Head-Up Display and a modified
IFR display format specifically for use in the Hawker Siddeley Harrier jet V/STOL aircraft. The CX-84, as a
sort of inflight simulator, was to perform the instrument approach and transition to hover profiles
representative of typical British RAF Harrier V/STOL operations.
The overall flight plan for these trials was further broken down into a series of interrelated blocks of flight
tests, instituted to prevail upon scheduling requirements and flight time allocation within the constraints of
limited available resources.
Block 1 constituted six flights performed to provide some of the selected pilots with familiarization of the
EDS system and displays, with training emphasis on the approach profile geometry and aircraft
configuration parameters. The blind flying screens in the cockpit were not used during these flights.
Block 2 consisted of a series of eleven flights assessing the display capability and verifying the approach
profile geometry under simulated instrument flight conditions with the blind flying screens drawn.
Block 3 had the remaining pilots perform a series of seven flights for aircraft flight training, incorporating
some EDS system and associated display familiarization.
Block 4 flights were curtailed when aircraft ‘8402 had to merge these tasks with those remaining from
aircraft ‘8401 following its crash. A series of seven flights systematically reviewed the HUD concept with
respect to display information content and approach angle during visual and simulated flight conditions.
The first of the Tripartite training test flights to be conducted at the NATC took place on 19 December
1972, with test pilots Barry Gartner and C. C. Rustin performing a basic shakedown flight of 1.3 hours in
aircraft CX8402. This premiere training mission was notable in that it was the first flight of a CL-84 aircraft
without any Canadair personnel on board.

For many of the initial new pilot training flights at Pax River, CX8402 was fitted with a retractable tail bumper similar to that
employed during the first prototype CL-84 hover tests at Canadair in 1965. This was to prevent the possibility of overrotation during takeoff and tip-back upon landings during the shore based trials, and was also used later during some of
the at-sea trials aboard the USS Guadalcanal.

The formal flight testing in this phase commenced on 11 January 1973 with the first IFR approach to IFR
hover being performed on 9 February. During the course of these flights a significant pioneering event
occurred in the CL-84 flight test programme. On 5 April 1973, the first ever full transition from
conventional flight to a hover and vertical landing while flying blind – the world’s first for a convertible
aircraft type was made. It was successfully performed in aircraft CX8402 by F/L Ron Ledwidge of the RAF
with LCol Barry Gartner aboard as the safety pilot. With all of the translucent blind flying screens drawn,
Ledwidge took over control of the aircraft from safety pilot Gartner at a height of 457 m (1,500 ft) on the
downwind leg of the circuit while at a speed of 150 knots (278 km/h / 172 mph). Flying solely on
instruments, he intercepted the glide path, made a descending, decelerating approach transitioning to a
hover, and accomplished a successful vertical landing. The RAF pilot had a total of 14 flights with ‘402.
The Phase 1 test flying was deemed completed by 20 April 1973. Phase 2 of the Tripartite programme,
with aircraft ‘8402, was conducted principally for the US Navy from 30 May to 8 August, with the first flight
performed on 1 June. The first Phase 2 IFR approach to IFR hover was done on 17 July.
Following the loss of aircraft CX8401 in August 1973, it was rapidly decided to prepare CX8402 towards
continuance of the Phase 2 trials originally started by ‘401. With the aircraft grounded pending the
accident investigation results, modifications were made to ‘402, as a result of the crash, to preclude the
possibility of a recurrence of the problem.

Flight trials were resumed on 14 October, with aircraft ‘402 combining its assigned tasks with those
previously assigned to ‘401, and also performing some preliminary Phase 3 (Canadian Forces)
exploratory flying. Some additional technical evaluation test flights were performed in November and
Phase 2 flying was declared completed in December.
Some twelve land-based flight tests were conducted from 26 February to 12 March 1974 in direct
preparation for upcoming carrier suitability trials aboard the assigned US Navy helicopter carrier USS
Guadalcanal (LPH-7).
Some modifications were made to the flight deck of the Guadalcanal in preparation for these trials. A
yellow, axial centerline was painted the length of the deck, displaced 4.0 m (13 ft) to the left of the ship’s
physical centerline, similar to that on the LPH carriers with the USMC AV-8A Harrier deployed, to allow
ample wingtip to superstructure clearance. A white, short landing touchdown target, simply called the
“dog bone”, was also painted between deck Landing Spots 7 and 5 to allow the pilots to “spot the deck”
during the final stage of landing. An unstabilized, Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS) was
located aft of the island superstructure. The FLOLS was to be used principally for touch-and-go
approaches and all short landings.
On the morning of 15 March 1974, aircraft CX8402 was ferried by US Navy Commander Don Beck, from
NAS Patuxent River, to a landing on the small carrier, which was located dockside at the always busy
Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. This landing event was certainly something that the local civilian and
military personnel just didn’t get to see every day.

As CX8402 slowly taxis along, the Navy ‘yellow shirts’ move out on deck of the docked USS Guadalcanal to formally greet
and marshal the arrival aboard the carrier of the new aircraft type that was to be temporarily added to the ship’s roster.

CX8402 arrives aboard the USS Guadalcanal (LPH-7)
while berthed at Norfolk, Virginia on 15 March 1974.
Deck crews immediately began in-port exercises
including deck taxi tests, aircraft towing, and transfers
of the aircraft between the flight deck and down to the
hangar deck via the elevators.

Two carrier deck hands state the obvious with a handmade sign about the unique new arrival onboard the
Guadalcanal during marshalling and deck handling
exercises. The carrier also sports emblems of two other
truly unique craft recovered onboard; the Gemini 10 and
Apollo 9 manned spacecraft.

The following four military test pilots were responsible for performing all of the CX-84 carrier suitability
trials aboard the USS Guadalcanal:
LCol B.L. Gartner
Canadian Forces
Cdr D.E. Beck
USN/NATC
LCdr K.N. Rauch
USN/NATC
Capt T.W. Carter
USMC
The USS Guadalcanal left port and put to sea with the second CX-84 and its associated crew and support
staff aboard on 18 March. The first familiarization flight by CX8402 from the ship was performed that very
same day with the crew of Gartner and Beck at the controls. The carrier spent the at-sea trials cruising
some 97 km (60 miles) off the Virginia coast in order to permit adequate diversion capability to a nearby
shore base of the CX-84 in the event of an emergency.
This aircraft had the two external outboard stores pylons affixed under the fuselage. Previously stores
handling trials had proved the carriage and release of jettisonable long-range fuel tanks, and on CX8401,
a fixed G.E. 7.62mm Minigun in a SUU 11A/A pod had been successfully demonstrated.

Tripartite pilot LCdr Ken Rauch checks the tie-downs on
the aircraft after the loading of two dummy bombs. The
crew had autographed personal greetings in paint on
the bombs, one marked with “Curse You Red Baron”
and the other translated to “Maudit Baron Rouge”.

For these first shipboard flight operations with aircraft
‘8402, inert, US Navy supplied 227 kg (500 lb) Mk.82
and 454 kg (1000 lb) Mk.83 low-drag general purpose
bombs were used, mainly as ballast to obtain a wider
range of aircraft gross takeoff weights. Nominally, the
gross weight of the aircraft was 5,643 kg (12,440 lb).
With the addition of two Mk.82 bombs this was upped
to 6,096 kg (13,440 lb). The maximum gross weight of
6,536 kg (14,410 lb) was achieved carrying two
Mk.83s. This method of aircraft weight control was
chosen for the ease of loading and jettison capability,
and that these bomb types were readily available in
the USN inventory.

A series of all-up weight short takeoffs and high gross weight landings, following jettison of the bombs in
varied configurations, were conducted with aircraft stability and control relatively unaffected. All bombs
separated cleanly from the aircraft and fell away into the ocean.

With a full complement of inert bombs loaded under the
fuselage, CX8402 performs one of its first heavyweight
STOL launches from the deck of the USS Guadalcanal
on one of the few calm sea state days of the exercise.
Bad weather would plague and curtail these evaluations.

Propeller/rotor downwash sprays mist along the deck as
CX8402 performs a heavyweight short takeoff with a full
load of inert (blue-painted) bombs on one of the not-sonice days aboard ship. Another US Navy vessel
shadows the trials on the far horizon.

Following launch from the carrier, and in conventional
flight mode, it’s bombs away, then aircraft ‘402 heads
back around to the American flattop for another landing
and a heavyweight launch.

CAF 402 in a hover approach being directed by a ‘yellow
shirt’ to the axial centerline and “dog bone” short
landing deck target as it eases slowly over the stern of
the amphibious assault carrier USS Guadalcanal.

Naturally, the test pilots seem to garner all of the glory and accolades during flight tests and
demonstrations, especially when things go well. However, the unsung hero appellation can be hung on
the maintenance crewmembers that worked tirelessly, preparing the aircraft for its next mission.
Maintenance Supervisor, Maurice Holloway had maintenance flights aboard CX8402 in January and May.

This was especially true for the at-sea trials of the CX-84, and particularly with this aircraft deployment,
where difficult weather conditions only permitted flying on nine of the planned twelve-day cruise. At one
stage during the cruise the weather produced a stiff Northerly wind against the ship steering West. The
roll induced on the ship as a result at one time reached 31 degrees, with the crews working feverishly to
securely lash down loose equipment and the aircraft. Canadair Field Service Representative Maurice
Holloway, and his handpicked crew, performed above and beyond the call in order to ensure that the
aircraft would be ready for its next mission, in one case, on 26 March, allowing the aircraft to perform four
sorties from the ship.

The second CAF CX-84 floats slowly over the fantail towards a vertical touchdown near Landing Spot 7 on the small
carrier. The short landing “dog bone” deck target is seen straddling the centerline directly behind the aircraft director.

CX8402 performs a deck-long slow air taxi aligned over
the deck’s yellow-dashed axial centerline being guided
by the Deck Landing Officer towards one of the
designated forward Landing Spots on the ship.

This view from Vulture’s Row as CX8402 slowly air taxis
out of ground effect past the island structure,
demonstrates the comfort the CX-84 pilots had with
maneuvering the aircraft in such tight quarters.

Exhibiting somewhat typical Cold War era paranoia, the small white vessel in the background was apparently some kind
of a Russian ship that tailed the Guadalcanal during these CX-84 trials, however, no “Dynavertski” V/STOL design copy
ever emerged from any of the Soviet aircraft design bureaus.

A significant event, entered in the ship’s log occurred on 27 March 1974, with the final landing of the day
of aircraft CX8402. This was officially recorded as when the 63,000th landing in the ten-year
commissioned history of the USS Guadalcanal took place.
The final tally of shipboard operational flights of CX8402, during the 12-day cruise aboard the
Guadalcanal, amounted to 16 test flights with a total of 11.5 hours of flight time performed. These flights
encompassed 29 vertical takeoffs, 45 short takeoffs, 45 vertical landings, 29 short landings and 35 touchand-go short landings. The touch-and-go landings were accomplished at wing tilt angles of 15, 20, 30 and
40 degrees for pilot familiarization as a prelude to performing the short landings.
The carrier suitability trials conducted by CL-84-1 / CX-84 aircraft CX8401 and CX8402 proved
undeniably that the tilt-wing aircraft type was fully compatible with operations from small aircraft carriers.

This operational scenario could have been a typical arrangement aboard typical LPH-class carriers with the multi-purpose
CX-84, the Marines CH-46 Sea Knight and AH-1J Sea Cobra helicopters preparing for a mission. The Guadalcanal was
designed specifically for helicopter operations capable of accommodating up to 32 helicopters in a mix of UH-1
observation, CH-46 medium lift and CH-53 heavy lift types.

Following completion of its successful at-sea carrier deployment, the Guadalcanal and CX8402 returned to Norfolk,
Virginia on 30 March. Crewed by USMC Capt. Carter and LCol Gartner, the aircraft was then flown from Norfolk to the
NATC at Patuxent River for a long-awaited washdown on the ramp next to the VXN-8 / VQ-4 hangar. This was done in order
to remove any corrosive salt buildup before starting the third Phase of the CX-84 Tripartite trials.

Once returned to the NATC facilities in Maryland, LCol Gartner officially turned over the keys and
registration of the V/STOL at Pax River back to Canadair’s premier test pilot, Mr. Doug Adkins on 22 May
1974. Adkins had recently arrived at the naval test base for some additional flight and performance
demonstrations and to take a couple of high-ranking US Navy pilots on familiarization ‘ride-alongs’ in
CX8402. Gartner performed his final series of piloting flights with ‘402 on 28-29 May 1974. With LCdr
Rauch also aboard in the co-pilot’s seat, they performed a simple series of maintenance hover checks
with the aircraft. Thus ended LCol Gartner’s participation with the CX-84 flight programme. In the final
tally, he had clocked just a fraction short of 100 flight hours aboard aircraft CX8402.

On 22 May, Canadair test pilot Doug Adkins had put on a spirited hover and flight demonstration with CX8402 in front of a
crowd of US Navy VIPs and government officials at the renowned Maryland naval test facilities.

Aircraft CX8402 undergoes some routine maintenance and checks by the Canadair support crewmembers on the VXN-8
“World Travellers” ramp in front of one of the NATC’s tenant Lockheed P-3 Orion anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft.

A Canadair support crew driving a borrowed US Navy “mule” hauls polished CX8402 out of the VXN-8 hangar in
preparation for Canadair pilot Doug Adkins to give individual familiarization flights to a couple of USN Admirals on 22 May.

As ‘402 prepares to taxi out, note behind the side
window are stenciled the names of the Guadalcanal
crew – LCDR B GARTNER CF and LCDR K RAUCH USN.

Canadair test pilot Doug Adkins is at the helm of CX8402
with Vice Admiral W.D. Houser, USN onboard as they
taxi away slowly, passing in front of the VXN-8 hangar.

As a finale to the operational flight testing of the CX-84 aircraft for compatibility with the proposed US
Navy Sea Control Ship (SCS) concept, two night flight sorties were conducted along Runway 31 at the
NATC Patuxent River on 3 and 6 June 1974. The flight crew consisted of LCdr Rauch as the Safety Pilot
in the left seat and, on the second flight, Mr. W.S. Hindson of the NAE in the Evaluation Pilot position at
the right side of the cockpit. Mr. Hindson usually flew the NAE’s Canadair T-33AN, registered CF-WIS-X,
from Ottawa to the NATC, and back, oftentimes with CX-84 Pilot Barry Gartner as his passenger.
These particular NAE-sponsored flights explored primarily standard VFR V/STOL operational aspects
along with the use of the EDS in the night environment. Night lighting requirements in and out of the
cockpit were also evaluated. A retractable landing light, located on the lower nose of only this particular
CX-84 aircraft, was adjustable, and it was also employed to act as a spotlight as an aid for the pilot to
judge distances from the aircraft to the ground during these V/STOL operations. Approaches, wave-off,
and landings were conducted using combinations of runway lights set to on/dim/off and the aircraft
landing light on/off in visual mode from the left and right seats. CX8402 also had the tail bumper
reinstalled to prevent accidental tip-back
of the aircraft when visible outside views
and cues for pitch attitude reference
were eliminated due to the low-light
conditions. Due to the flat, slab-sided
configuration of the aircraft, especially
with the exterior fuel tanks installed and
the wing set at the zero-tilt position, there
was a marked deficiency of adequate
attitude reference, also known as
weathercock
stability
that
proved
somewhat bothersome to the Evaluation
Pilot. With the adjustable nose light
assembly installation mounted ahead of
the aircraft’s nose gear doors, a localized
reinforcing structural doubler plate was
added to the front of the radome. This plate was formed and fastened around the exterior forward and
under portions of the aircraft’s nose as seen here in the author’s photo above.
The use of the monochromatic EDS with the rudimentary runway transparent overlays in lieu of accurate
electronically generated similar displays, as well as relying upon some of the left seat instrument panel
attitude presentations did prove somewhat problematic to the flight crew but these evaluations were
nonetheless completed successfully.
While still based at the NATC, a series of detailed test flight evaluations of the downwash flow field
produced beneath the CX-84 while in the hover at altitudes of 7.6 m (25 ft) and 12 m (40 ft) were also
performed. The tests were conducted above flat concrete surfaces above the instrumented test site. This
exercise was similar to that performed previously with aircraft CF-VTO-X over rough field terrain at
Canadair. Some of the results obtained determined that experienced personnel could work in and around
the hovering CX-84 when in the downwash environment at 12 m (40 ft). However, during a 7.6 m (25 ft)
hover, it was expressed that personnel should be at least 24 m (80 ft) from the downwash field due to
large overturning moments which were generated. For water rescue attempts, hover operations
conducted at 12 m (40 ft) or higher were deemed preferable.

Most observers and test subjects were impressed with the relative quiet of the aircraft during forward flight
and in the hover. External noise measurement evaluations had been conducted on CL-84 aircraft
hovering at a height of 15.2 m (50 ft). In the hover, the aircraft was above design gross weight with 95%
of design propeller RPM, as normally used in VTOL operations. Noise levels recorded were just above
100 Decibels, not overly excessive. During the approach and hover there was none of that deep thudding
“womp, womp” of the rotors to rattle the eardrums and bones of personnel nearby compared to other
rotary winged aircraft of the era. The CL-84 could not be heard until it was less than 1.6 km (1 mile) away.
All of these Pax River evaluation flights with CX8402 were duly completed on 4 and 5 June 1974.
Unfortunately, at around this same time, the US Navy requirement for the SCS concept was summarily
cancelled and with it any hopes of the tilt-wing CX-84 operating in conjunction with United States’ military
helicopters and Harrier VTOL jets aboard any type of aircraft carrier or shore base.
On 11 June 1974, aircraft CX8402 with full dual external fuel tanks installed, and crewed by Canadair
Chief Test Pilot Doug Adkins and LCdr Ken Rauch, USN, was ferried back to Canadair from Patuxent
River following completion of the US / Canada / UK Tripartite evaluation trials. Canadair CL-84 test pilot
Doug Morrison piloted the prototype CL-41G, serial 114015, chase aircraft used during the assignment.
This event was heralded in the “Canadair News / Ici Canadair” news capsule of 5 August as seen below.

By this time in its career, the aircraft had made some 194 flights and had logged time in the air of 167.5
flight hours. The aircraft then underwent a 200-hour inspection for the upcoming DND / NAE flight test
programme. Some additional tests commenced back at Canadair during August in preparation for the
DND / NAE trials, but this programme was cancelled in September 1974. The last flight of aircraft
CX8402, on 9 September, finally closed the books on the CL-84 flight test programme. The final tally for
CX8402 shows it had completed 196 flights overall, logging some 169.1 flight hours (the highest of the ’84
fleet) and a total operating time of 207.3 hours. Away from Canadair for the Tripartite trials, ‘402 had
made 161 flights with a logged flight time 139.7 hours. Aircraft CX8402 was then put into long-term
storage at the Canadair facilities, where it remained mothballed, never to fly again. The aircraft was
officially struck-off-strength by the CAF on 21 March 1975, and was then turned over to Canadair as
“Free Issue” on the same date.
During the summer of 1975, marketing attempts continued and various salients were undertaken by the
Company to further the CX-84 demonstrations after the formal return of the aircraft by the CAF to
Canadair. DND however, maintained an interest in the project by setting up a small detachment in
Montreal to monitor events and progress. Under the auspices of AETE, a two-man detachment was
established comprising Major V.R. (Butch) Miller (formerly a QTP with the original CX-84 Detachment),
and Captain Larry Riegert, a qualified Flight Test Engineer. Major Miller had flown chase on numerous
CX-84 flights in CAF CL-41A jets and the Iroquois helicopter, and had completed his training with the
NAE Airborne V/STOL Flight Simulators, however he never got his coveted opportunity to fly the ‘84.
Bearing in mind that the CX-84 was still a relatively new experimental aircraft type (regardless of the
“production” label bestowed for the CAF order of three aircraft) many of the non-Canadair pilots who flew
the aircraft opted towards a critical evaluation of the design and operational aspects. The Canadair test
pilots had to make the aircraft do what was expected and work out procedures to enable them to conduct
flight tests on a seemingly routine basis. However, this did not translate well into having the aircraft ready
in a similar fashion for other pilots when they took their seat in the cockpit for the first time. These pilots
noted numerous deficiencies in the concept that would need to be addressed for improvement in potential
future operational designs, but such criticisms are part and parcel of new aircraft designs. However, many
of these deficiencies were offset by the enormous success recorded in most of the operational aspects of
such a radical design especially in regards to the similar type competition flying at the time.
Unfortunately, there was no vested interest by Washington or any State congressmen to aid in pursuing
the purchase of this ‘foreign’ military aircraft no matter how much it could have benefited the US military.
After all, it could have been politically unpopular, or even politically suicidal, to purchase such an aircraft
considering the clamor regarding the costly military involvement and rundown of the war in Southeast
Asia at the time. That same war was also costly to the homegrown LTV XC-142A aircraft, eventually
leading to its demise as well (a spate of accidents to all five test aircraft didn’t help the aircraft’s situation
either). Lack of technological maturity and adequate funding spelled the death knell for most
convertiplane research and development. Never did the CL-84 have a strong “champion” committed to
purchasing and/or marketing the aircraft. The RCAF and RCN had expressed their disinterest in 1966.
Despite expressing early modest interest in the CL-84, also in 1966, the Canadian Army’s Mobile
Command instead began purchasing Bell CUH-1H Iroquois helicopters in 1968. Thus, no Canadian
military force was seriously committed to the CL-84-1 as an operational aircraft. Also, since the Canadian
government wasn’t yet committed to purchase the CX-84 for its own service then what motivation was
there for the United States or any other potential customer to do so?

Formal proposals made by Canadair’s Marketing and Sales teams to Germany, Holland, Italy,
Scandinavia, and the United Kingdom all went for naught. It was the right aircraft required, but
unfortunately at the wrong time. Existing and less costly assets were ordered in numbers to satisfactorily
fill the perceived niches that were once thought of belonging to the innovative V/STOL machines.
Meanwhile, the US had been quietly working on another V/STOL idea that resurrected the tilt-rotor aircraft
concept first seen back in 1955 with the pioneering Bell XV-3. This promising development by Bell
Helicopter Textron, with the US Army and NASA, eventually designated the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft, did incorporate some of the proven technology directly from the CL-84 programme, namely the
same dual-wheel nose and main landing gear, ejection seats, and similarly modified Lycoming engines.
Successful XV-15 development and testing began in earnest by 1976 and eventually paved the way for
preliminary development of a civil version known as the Bell Boeing Model 609. A much larger growth
version of the tilt-rotor concept for the United States military, eventually to be formally branded as the Bell
Boeing V-22 Osprey, had its genesis in 1981. As advanced as these later aircraft designs were, they
were still lacking or fell short of some of the capabilities already demonstrated with the CL-84 aircraft
decades before. STOL takeoff performance of the CL-84 was far superior with its tilt-wing configuration
compared to that of the tilt rotor designs. Similarly, the transition time from VTO or hover to conventional
flight mode, and demonstrated maximum level airspeed in excess of 300 knots (555 km/h / 345 mph),
thereby enhanced its time-on-target capability. Tactically, the CL-84 could perform a STO, enter into a
low-speed, tight 2g turn at 45 knots (83 km/h / 52 mph), and then easily pull into the near vertical. A
maximum load factor performed in conventional flight was 3.6g, and in V/STOL flight was 3.2g. Sideways
and backward maneuvers conducted at speeds up to 35 knots (65 km/h / 40 mph) were routine. Even full
barrel rolls, with and without the dual external drop tanks installed, had been readily demonstrated.

Bell Helicopter XV-15 Tilt Rotor aircraft undergoing tests
with NASA. (Photo Courtesy Bell via Bill Upton
Collection)

Bell Boeing MV-22 Osprey taxies during trials at
Patuxent NAS. (Photo Courtesy NATC via Bill Upton
Collection)

It eventually took more than 30 years for the US military services to see the production of a large V/STOL
winged aircraft finally enter its inventory, the MV-22 for the Marines and the CV-22 for the Air Force.
These aircraft were similar in size as the once proposed Canadair CL-62 series of transports studied way
back in 1959. Due to the huge financial costs and numerous development and test problems, some have
ventured to argue that this was the wrong aircraft, and too late. But, with dogged perseverance, and with
seemingly unlimited resources at their disposal, the mighty military machine in the “Lower 48” ensured
that these variants of the V-22 have entered into service.

Following the demise of the CL-84 tilt-wing programme, the fuselage and wings of aircraft CX8402 were
housed initially in the former jet engine runup facilities (Building 242) at Canadair with the engines and
propellers being conserved at a local warehouse.
By 1980, a proposal was made to restore and overhaul both CX8402 and CX8403 to a somewhat
functional status towards a comparative option to the then new fixed wing tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft concept
represented by the similarly sized Bell Helicopter Textron’s XV-15. With Canadair seriously mired deep in
the development and intensive certification process of the new CL-600 Challenger wide-bodied business
jet at the time, there was little impetus to embark upon a potential losing cause no matter how little the
financial cost. When the Building 242 facilities were deemed necessary for Challenger use, aircraft
CX8402 was removed. It was then kept stored unceremoniously at the mercy of the elements within the
high walled confines of the old Canadair Gun Butt, located to the west of the Plant 2 facilities where all of
the unique ‘84s had been originally built.

An enlarged portion of a Canadair plant aerial photograph from 1984 shows the exposed CX8402 resting nose out within
the open-walled confines of the long since disused Canadair Gun Butt off to the right of the main Cartierville runway.

During a visit to Canadair by Robert W. Bradford, Curator of the National Aviation Museum (NAM),
Canadair President Fred Kearns, Director of Public Relations John Robinson and Bradford enjoyed a
formal luncheon, during which Kearns mentioned that CX8402, stored at Plant 2, would be held
exclusively for the Canadian Aeronautical Collection. He promised delivery to Bradford if nothing else
could be done to continue the CL-84 flight test programme. In May 1975, a somewhat semi-formal
proposal was put forth from Canadair to the National Museum of Science and Technology, in Ottawa,
regarding a museum exhibit encompassing the design and development of the unique Canadair CL-84
V/STOL tilt wing aircraft. This exhibit suggested using photos, films, text and static & animated display
models to cover the history of the programme. Decisions were delayed, yet the sole remaining complete
example of the CL-84-1 was deemed too historically important to dispose of to the local scrap dealer. A
new proposal was made to the NAM, located at the former RCAF Station Rockcliffe, Ottawa, for the
acceptance of CX8402 for potential restoration and permanent display. By April 1984, ‘8402 was finally
removed from its less than austere storage surroundings, carefully dismantled and prepared for shipment
to the museum.

The fuselage of CX8402 leaves Canadair’s Plant 2 enroute to the National Aviation Museum, Ottawa in May 1984. The wing
and tail units were transported on another Canadair truck at the same time.

All of the CX8402 components soon arrived at the NAM, safe and sound, on 16 May 1984, where it was
put immediately into the workshop facilities. It was quickly deemed too big a task for the Museum staff to
take on the complete restoration of the aircraft, so an arrangement was made with AirTech Canada,
located in Peterborough, Ontario, to restore it to practically “as good as new” condition for display.
AirTech received CX8402 from the NAM on 15 July 1993, and set to work almost immediately on this
unique project in an attempt to complete the restoration of the aircraft in honor of Canadair’s 50th
anniversary occurring in June 1994. By November 1994, AirTech returned the restored, painted, polished
and partially assembled aircraft back to the Museum. The competent restoration staff of the National
Aviation Museum readily completed the final assembly of CX8402 for an upcoming new display venue.
In July 1995, CX8402, and two flown examples of the unique Canadair CL-227 VTOL Remotely Piloted
Vehicles (RPV), were put on official display together in the NAM’s newly established “Pushing the
Envelope” exhibit area. There they remained until 2006 as an ensemble of innovative Canadair Limited,
and proudly Canadian, with a touch of Latvian, V/STOL aviation technology.

Following its arrival and subsequent long storage period at the new quarters of the National Aviation Museum, CX8402
was trucked to AirTech Canada to be fully restored for display purposes (left). Following the superb restoration work,
pristine ‘402 arrives back at the NAM for the final reassembly and display tasks. (CAvM Photos 26391 and 29683).

CX8402 Details
The following photographs depict a few of the exterior and interior components, and some of the details
specific to aircraft CX8402 on static public display in the National Aviation Museum, Ottawa since 1995.
(In 2000, the museum was renamed the Canada Aviation Museum, then, in 2010, it was renamed once
again as the Canada Aviation and Space Museum).

CX8402 with its later progeny, two of Canadair’s CL-227
RPVs (an orange-painted Phase 1 vehicle behind on the
floor and the grey Phase 2 vehicle suspended above
with slowly turning rotors), reside in the “Pushing The
Envelope” exhibit display at the National Aviation
Museum in 1998. (Bill Upton Photo)

Immaculately restored CX8402 is displayed proudly in
the new 2006 exhibit setting at the renamed Canada
Aviation Museum. Appropriately displayed beside it, is
an example of a later jet-powered brethren, of which
‘8402 aided development of, an AV-8A Harrier of the US
Marine Corps. (Bill Upton Photo)

This cockpit layout in ‘8402 shows that some flight instruments have been removed, as they are technically classified as
Haz-Mat due to the application of radioactive Radium on the dials for that glow-in-the-dark visibility. The two ejection seats
and associated trappings were removed long ago. Sans its support pedestal, the armrest for the copilot’s power lever
installation is on the floor in the center foreground. The HUD mounting framework and the forward windshield blind still
remain from the 1974 EDS trials. (Bill Upton Photo)

The main entry hatch honors the pilots and maintenance
crewmembers that worked tirelessly during the CX8402
Tripartite trials. – TRIPARTITE PILOTS: CDR Beck, USN;
W/C Rustin, RAF; F/L Ledwidge, RAF; CAPT Carter,
USMC; Mr. Hindson, NAE; Mr. Adkins, CL. (Missing
names: LCOL Gartner, CAF and LCDR Rauch, USN).
MAINTENANCE TEAM: M. Holloway, Supervisor; G.
Lewinski, Crew Chief; M. Berezny, Quality Control; F.
Poirier, Avionics Tech; J. Canuel, Tech; I. Rowan, Tech;
T. Crosby, Instrumentation; J. Nagle, Instrumentation.
(Bill Upton Photo)

This view through the cargo compartment, from the rear
main entrance hatch towards the raised, stepped-up
cockpit, shows the racks for test instrumentation along
the sides, with removable, temporary Experimental
Department units painted orange. Bundled wire
harnesses, hydraulic line routings and the tail control
surfaces push/pull rods run through lightening holes in
the frames in the cabin’s sides and ceiling. The dual
main entry doors are opened up and inwards
individually to lock against the sides of the fuselage.
(Bill Upton Photo)

The pilot’s power lever grip assembly and dual engine
condition levers arrangement. The red wing tilt switch
safety pin / guard is installed. (Bill Upton Photo)

The pilot’s-side ejection seat mounting fixture with seat
removed. Outboard of it is the circuit breaker/fuse panel,
and above is the pilot’s smoke hood. (Bill Upton Photo)

The wing tilt actuator ball screw to wing attachment
assembly viewed from the exterior. The wing downlock
mechanism is on the far side. Initial design layouts for
the CL-84 showed dual actuators, one on either side of
the fuselage, but the complexity then, of precisely
manufacturing and synchronizing the two units, was
deemed too impractical and the single actuator was
determined to be sufficient. (Bill Upton Photo)

This single hydraulic actuator and ball screw assembly
rotated the wing about the 45% wing chord station,
accomplishing the mechanism of wing tilt. Jarry
Hydraulics of Montreal supplied these assemblies for
the CL-84 and XC-142A tilt-wing aircraft programmes.
This photo shows the interior installation of the wing tilt
actuator, looking forward on the right wall of the
fuselage in CL-84-1 CX8402. (Bill Upton Photo)

This rear end view of the center tail assembly shows the dual actuator arrangement for the rotating horizontal / vertical
stab structure employed principally for the STOL and transition modes of flight. The solid linkage rod at the midpoint acts
as the central pivot point of the unit. (Bill Upton Photo)

Forward of the dual wheel nose landing gear assembly
is the retractable and adjustable landing light. This light
was also employed as a spotlight, to help judge aircraft
to ground distance, during the night flight operations at
the NATC Patuxent River in 1974. (Bill Upton Photo)

The interior structure of the starboard side main gear
sponson, is seen here in this view looking aft. The
landing gear was designed and manufactured by Abex
Industries of Canada Limited, Aerospace Division in
Montreal. (Bill Upton Photo)

The simple planform of CX8402 is seen in this topside view in the Museum in 2006. The large, transparent overhead
frangible escape blowout panels are clearly visible over the crew positions in the cockpit. With the wing set at the 15degree position, the center wing to fuselage fairing with the deployed Krueger flap section can be seen. (Bill Upton Photo)

CL-84-1 CX8403
CL-84-1 serial CX8403 was envisioned initially to supplement the Canadair and Canadian Armed Forces
ground and flight test trials as the weapons test platform alongside sister ships CX8401 and CX8402.

Also during February 1969, CL-84-1 ‘8403 is seen in its very early stages of construction in the rear of Plant 2. The
alignment and assembly jig framework is still in place, and multitudes of cleco clamps hold most of the still visible cabin
framework and a few of the fuselage skins in place.

Budgeting and scheduling conflicts had the Department of Defence Production stipulating the date for the
rollout of A/C 8403 for 31 July 1969, but Canadair’s production schedule had a more realistic target date
set for 24 August 1969, later revised to 30 September, by then approximately five weeks late. Canadair
ground and production flight tests of this aircraft were to be completed during November with the
Canadian Armed Forces flight test programme to commence by December 1969.

The third and final CL-84-1 aircraft is seen here in a more advanced point in the assembly, with most of the exterior skins
now covering the framework from rear to front. The robust wing attachment fitting has also been installed atop the
fuselage. In the end it was never ground run or flown, and languished for the next 16 years in Buildings 208 and 207 at
Canadair’s Plant 2 facility.

Eventually, by early 1970, aircraft CX8403 had been rolled out and all three of the CL-84-1 aircraft were
co-located in Canadair’s Plant 1 preflight hangar in various stages of preparedness for the ongoing
Canadair conducted R&D ground and flight test programmes.
The first CL-84-1/CX-84 had already flown and was undergoing rework modifications to rectify some
problems discovered during recent flight tests. Aircraft CX8402 had participated in some preliminary
ground tests but had yet to begin its flight trials, while ‘8403 was in the final stages of completion.

For all those who told the author that the third CL-84-1 remained engineless, and/or was far from completion, or not even
painted…well, …one picture…a thousand words!
Here is pristine CX8403, with full Canadian Armed Forces colours and markings in Canadair’s preflight on 10 April 1970,
with a display of stores including dual General Electric 7.62mm SUU-11-A Minigun pods, three dummy 500 lb. general
purpose bombs, bomb racks, and two F-86 Sabre-style jettisonable fuel tanks.

The colour coded “SCHEDULE CX-8403” affixed to the side
of the cockpit highlights a proposed first flight by August
1970 (yellow/blue), with the handover to the military for
Canadian Armed Forces trials by January 1971 (blue/red).
However, shortly after this photo was taken, CX8403 was
relegated to hangar queen status and later became a spares
source for ‘8401 and ‘8402 during their respective test and
evaluation trials.

Due in part to a ground test rig failure of a tail rotor drive shaft triggering final completion delays, ongoing
budgetary constraints and potential cost overruns in the overall CX-84 programme, aircraft CX8403, yet
to participate in any part of the test programme, was eventually consigned to storage status.

Remaining as yet untested, ‘403 was separated from its two working stablemates in the preflight hangar
at Plant 1, and was then literally cocooned in Canadair’s Plant 2 facility pending a redefinition of its role in
the overall CL-84-1 test and development programme.

Crowded within the tight confines of Canadair’s Building 207, CX8403 reposes in a semi-preserved state supported by jack
stands and showing some signs of having been cannibalized for parts. All of the cockpit glazings, moveable control
surfaces and composite material sections are protectively covered, with all seams being taped over. The propellers, rotors,
and engines were removed and stored elsewhere. Flanking ‘8403 in the background is one of the Canadair executive
transports, a Convair 240, CF-UOJ, unflatteringly called by some “Ugly Old Junk” per its registration. (Bob McIntyre Photo)

In February 1972, a new requirement was issued towards a Sea Control Ship (SCS) V/STOL Evaluation
Aircraft for the US Navy equivalent to the planned Through-Deck Cruiser concept for the Royal Navy.
These concepts, based exclusively on V/STOL aircraft performing in various roles, involved their
operational use from small aircraft carriers without the requirement to employ launching catapults,
arresting gear or barrier systems – some of which that CL-84-1 CX8401 had just accomplished
successfully on the USS Guam. The United States Navy formal trials were scheduled to begin in the third
quarter of 1972 and continue on into 1973.
This USN requirement had Canadair, in partnership with sister company Convair, develop a proposal
towards using CL-84-1 CX8403 to incorporate the changes necessary, along with the improvements
resulting from the test programme of aircraft CX8401, to evaluate it as the prototype for a larger proposed
SCS aircraft concept. These modifications would result in this aircraft being redesignated as the model
CL-84-1A. The only other operational aircraft contenders considered for this evaluation at this time
consisted of the Hawker Siddeley Harrier V/STOL jet aircraft and the Sikorsky Sea King helicopter.

Some of the recommended modifications considered necessary to reconfigure aircraft CX8403 for the
proposed SCS role would have included:
Ø

Bringing aircraft ‘403 up to the existing standard of aircraft ‘401.

Ø

The engines would have been upgraded to the 1500 shaft-horsepower Lycoming LTC-1K-4J model
but would still retain the existing transmission system and propellers.

Ø

Modifications to the leading edge flap related to improving the buffet boundary characteristics.

Ø

The forward facing monolithic stretched acrylic plastic windscreen panels would be replaced by
scratch resistant glass faced units as installed on the pilot’s side only of CX8401.

Ø

Provision to install a larger Beech one ton capacity cockpit air conditioning unit.

Ø

Provisions for additional shipboard tie-down provisions at each wing tip along with strengthening of
existing fuselage and landing gear tie-down points.

Ø

External anti-corrosion treatment consisting of epoxy primer with a polyurethane all over finish.

Ø

Addition of a single point pressure refueling / defueling panel on the left main landing gear sponson.

Ø

Revised cockpit instrument panel arrangement.

Ø

Incorporation of a high rate wing tilt system.

In the end, it was deemed that aircraft CX8403, to be reconfigured for the SCS requirement and
subsequent flight test program, would only be duplicating the already completed brief airborne operations
of aircraft CX8401 aboard the assault carrier USS Guam. With the loss of that mission, and other funding
problems, it became apparent that aircraft CX403 was destined to remain mothballed.
By 1974, the overall concept for the SCS was de-emphasized due to numerous US Navy policy and highranking personnel changes, and to the ever-diminishing defense budget brought on by the war in
Southeast Asia. With that final nail in the coffin, CX8403 was eventually left to literally rot in Building 207,
at Canadair’s Plant 2, with no prospects of it ever being returned to potential test status. The author saw
the cannibalized and gutted aircraft stored there in 1982 surrounded by piles of scrap metal, obsolete
equipment and general debris discarded from other projects and facilities. Little thought was given
towards respecting of the last built example of such an incredible Canadian technical success.
It was only when it was decided that the Building 207 facility would be an ideal location for a new aircraft
contract that efforts were started to try to find another home for ‘403. The Western Canada Aviation
Museum (WCAM), located at Winnipeg Airport, agreed to accept the donation of this aircraft in 1985, and
so ended the last physical remnant of history of the CL-84 V/STOL aircraft at Canadair. And yet, once
again, a pertinacious lack of funding, this time within the museum community, is still pervasive enough to
keep this particular example from being restored to any semblance of its original condition. That lack of
funding saga for this series of aircraft sadly continues on.

On 4 October 1985, the last of the four CL-84 airframes built leaves Plant 2 at Canadair bound for Winnipeg, Manitoba. All
components of ‘403 were later transferred to a rail car for the long trip. Canadair donated the deteriorating airframe, wing
and a host of spare parts to the Western Canada Aviation Museum hoping to see it one day restored to nearly new
condition. That restoration has yet to be completed due to lack of funds and adequate interior space for proper display.

The dilapidated fuselage of CX8403 is seen here on static display in the Western Canada Aviation Museum in 2007. Panels
were removed from the nose section to show the details of the flight control linkages assemblies. (Mike Fletcher Photos)

Saved literally from the scrap heap, a derelict looking CX8403 fuselage is exhibited, in early
2007, in the main hangar display area at the WCAM. The full wing assembly is located
against a wall elsewhere in the building. Faded remnants of the Canadian Armed Forces
markings are still visible along the side of the fuselage. (Mike Fletcher Photo)

CL-84 Flight Test Programme Accomplishments
During the overall Canadair V/STOL flight test programme, conducted from May 1965 to September
1974, the CL-84 series of aircraft racked up an impressive tally of hours and flights, with the breakdown
for the various aircraft detailed as follows:

Aircraft

Operating Time
(Hours)

Flight Time
(Hours)

Number of
Flights

Prototype CF-VTO-X

405.0

145.5

305

CL-84-1 CX8401

296.6

161.4

208

CL-84-1 CX8402

207.3

169.1

196

Totals

908.9

476.0

709

Some of the outstanding accomplishments recorded during the history of the CL-84 programme included
the world’s first live simulated rescues, from both land and water, by a V/STOL aircraft, other than a
helicopter, and the world’s first full IFR (blind flying) transition to hover by a convertible aircraft type.
During the roughly nine-year time span of CL-84 flight operations, some forty pilots had the opportunity to
have flown in these unique Canadian aircraft. This group of pilots was a varied mixture from the ranks of
civilian and international military agencies, many with previous test pilot experience, and they are all listed
below in chronological order.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Mr. W.S. Longhurst, Canadair
Mr. G.D. Morrison, Canadair
LCol R.E.R. Borland, Canadian Army
Mr. R.A. Champine, NASA
Mr. J.P. Reeder, NASA
Mr. D. McGregor, NAE
W/C J.M. Henderson, RAF
Mr. I.E. MacTavish, Canadair
Air Commodore W.K. Carr, RCAF
Group Captain H.A. Morrison, RCAF
Major E. Larsen, USMC
Lieutenant Colonel J.K. Campbell, USAF
Major J.S. Honaker, USAF
Major T.C. West, US Army
Commander W. Davies, USN
Major R.A. Chubboy, US Army
LCdr L.T. Zbitnew, RCN
Major Freeman, USMC
Mr. F.D. Adkins, Canadair
Major J.E. Booth, CAF

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

S/L J.T.S. Lewis, RAF
Mr. F.C. Hoerner, USN
Captain G. Watkins, USN
Commander D.E. Beck, USN
Rear Admiral G.S. Morrison, USN
Captain H. Sellers, USN
Rear Admiral H.S. Matthews, USN
Captain W.R. Stuyvesant, USN
General W.J. Maddox, Jr., US Army
LCol B.L. Gartner, CAF
F/L R.G. Ledwidge, RAF
S/L C.C. Rustin, RAF
Lieutenant Commander K.N. Rauch, USN
Mr. W. Hindson, NAE
Commander R.E. Weedon, USN
Captain T.W. Carter, USMC
Lieutenant Commander T. Myers, USN
Lieutenant Commander J.N. Donis, USN
Vice Admiral W.D. Houser, USN
Rear Admiral C.J. Seiberlich, USN

CL-84 Models and Proposed Variants
By 1966 there were numerous proposals for CL-84 variants that were investigated but not proceeded with
for one reason or another. Drawings were generated and in some cases some kind of display, mockup or
test models were actually produced. Canadair CL-84 model number designs with a numeric suffix were
based principally on the prototype airframe and demonstrated capabilities, with simple changes required
to suit the proposed new designation. Major changes to the aircraft design and role entailed a letter suffix
be added to the basic designation. Some of the numbered suffixed model designs were later revised and
acquired lettered suffixes. In all, some 57 additional model design derivations were put forth by the time
the CL-84 V/STOL programme was officially closed. A few of the more interesting studies and
configurations are described following.
CL-84-1A (1965)
For operational evaluation, this model had the same configuration as the three CL-84-1 examples built for
the CAF, but was to be powered by two 1,600 shaft-horsepower Lycoming LTC-1S-1A engines.
CL-84-1A (1972)
Model Number was reused for the proposed US Navy Sea Control Ship (SCS) operational evaluation that
planned on utilizing the third CL-84-1 aircraft, CAF serial CX8403, as the flying test bed.
CL-84-1C
This model was originally envisioned to be the full production model of the CL-84. It was externally similar
to the prototype CL-84 aircraft, but would incorporate a 28 cm (11-inch) stretch to the length of the
forward fuselage, and the rear entry / cargo doorsill was to be located 1 meter (three feet) further aft,
thereby increasing the main cabin volume. A growth variant of the Lycoming engine, the LTC1S-2,
providing 1,800 shaft-horsepower, would have been the new powerplant for this model.

CL-84-1D
This proposal served initially as the basis for a collaborative design effort from May 1969 involving
Canadair Limited, Hamilton Standard, Hispano Suiza and MAN Turbo towards producing the VC-500
tandem tilt-wing / powerplant configuration aircraft with Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke (VFW) of West
Germany. This large, four-engined aircraft was to be designed to both Lufthansa and Luftwaffe
specifications, destined for the civil transport and military roles. Due to various factors concerning the
VFW operations, no contract was awarded and this design never made it past the drawing boards.
A September 1969 design reused this model number to supplant the formerly proposed CL-84–1C
production example as an operational evaluation aircraft geared for USAF operations. A growth variant of
the prototype’s Lycoming T53 engines, designated the T53-19A, rated at 1,800 shaft-horsepower and
driving improved 4.3 m (14 ft) diameter propellers, was to be employed. The overall geometry of the
aircraft design remained the same as the existing CL-84–1 aircraft, with some fuselage modifications to
achieve an increase of 40% in passenger / cargo volume capability. The latter CL-84-1D, in a close
support or armed escort role, had the potential of installing a swivel gun turret on the nose, one under the
fuselage between the wide-track gear, installations of additional gun pods, rocket pods, or fuel drop tanks.

CL-84-7
USAF armed transport / rescue version, was somewhat similar in design layout configuration to the basic
US Navy SCS model, but capable of land and coastal area operations. It was to be equipped with a nose
mounted aerial refuelling probe, fuselage side observation windows and nose guns.

CL-84-8
A Canadair Limited / General Dynamics / Convair
partnership was formed to develop a tilt-wing V/STOL
Sea Control Ship aircraft tailored for the roles of AntiSubmarine Warfare (ASW), and Radar Surveillance or
Airborne Early Warning (AEW) for the US Navy. This
multi-purpose aircraft was to be a scaled-up redesign
of the basic CL-84-1 employing wing (outboard of the
engines) and vertical stab folding to facilitate
shipboard stowage. Two additional aft-facing crew
stations would be fitted immediately behind the cockpit
bulkhead. These stations would have fuselage side
windows and all crew would be equipped with ejection seats and associated overhead blowout panels.
Originally, a rear entrance hatch with steps, similar to that used on the CL-84-1, was to provide access to
the aircraft, but that was eventually changed to a main entrance door on the left side of the aft fuselage.
Two General Electric T64-413 turboprops of 3,500 shaft-horsepower each, to be supplied by the US
Navy, would replace the Lycomings. Additional fuel would be carried in bladders beneath the cabin floor.
The US Navy SCS concept was similarly considered earlier by the British Royal Navy for their aircraft
carrier fleet. The name Through-Deck Cruiser (TDC) was applied to the project, aimed to replace some of
the existing large attack carriers in the UK with several of these smaller TDC carriers carrying a mix of
Royal Navy Hawker Siddeley Harriers and Westland Wessex helicopters. By 1972, actual at-sea trials of
the US Navy SCS concept were carried out with loaned USMC AV-8A Harriers and Navy SH-3 Sea King
helicopters operating from the deck of the small assault carrier USS Guam. The unique CL-84-1, serial
CX8401, representing convertible-type V/STOL aircraft, had previously paved the way for these exercises
in February 1972.
CL-84-8F SCS ASW
The ASW configured variant would have included two internal weapons bays on the outboard undersides
of the forward fuselage. Sonobouy dispensers would be located in the rear of the fuselage. Provisions for
carrying an additional variety of stores on two underfuselage pylons were made in the space between the
wide-track main gear and the fuselage. Another two weapons pylons could be made available on the
main gear stowage sponsons as well.

CL-84-8F SCS AEW
As a part of the SCS system, the CL-84-8F could be
configured as an Airborne Early Warning (AEW)
platform. For this mission, an early warning radar
antenna, mounted within a rotodome on a dorsal
pylon arrangement, would be utilized to protect the
SCS aircraft and associated ships of the fleet with
radar warning and surveillance. Due to V/STOL
operations being paramount to the successful
accomplishment of the mission, the rotodome and
pylon arrangement was designed to clear the tilting
wing, and positioned so as not to provide an obstacle
to any crew ejection in the event of an emergency.
To test the validity of the concept layout, a 1/5.5-scale, articulated-wing, wooden CL-84 AEW model was
built by Canadair and tested in ground effect (on a platform) and in free air conditions (on a pole) in the
NAE’s 4.6 m (15 ft) vertical wind tunnel in Ottawa. This series of trials were conducted during February
and March 1974. These wind tunnel tests confirmed the aerodynamic feasibility of the Convair-developed
rotodome mounted atop low and high pylon installations on the aircraft model for all modes of flight.

The electric powered small-scale wind tunnel model of the standard CL-84-1 shape was suitably modified to represent the
planned configuration of an AEW platform. The proposed rotodome shape and the solid dorsal pylon installation is shown
to good advantage, and, during tests, was proven to provide adequate clearance for the rotors at all wing tilt positions.

Additional tests were performed with a low, then a high-placed dorsal pylon arrangement. For a proposed possibility as an
aid towards V/STOL operation measurements, the windtunnel model’s rotodome was also made capable of being tilted
upwards to a 30-degree position at the forward edge as seen here with the different sized pylons. (Brian Parrack Photos).

CL-84-11D
CL-84-11D, the final numerical suffix designated
variant, and the last in the full series of CL-84 design
proposals, was also called the OVX Study. This new
model configuration came about in April 1974, near
the finale of the successful CL-84-1/CX-84 flight test
and demonstration programme. Teamed with parent
company General Dynamics, this design was to be a
tandem seat, light observation/reconnaissance aircraft
destined initially for the US Army. Later, for evaluation
by the US Navy, it was proposed for use as a tilt-wing
armed escort aircraft. The CL-84-11D vehicle proposal
was to be powered by two Lycoming PLT-27D turboshaft engines, each rated at 2,500 shaft-horsepower.
CL-84A
The first of the letter suffix designations was a Product Definition Phase design conceived for a US Army
Advanced Aerial Fire Support System (AAFSS) Gunship / Escort V/STOL aircraft in November 1964. It
was another two-crew, tandem seat style layout of the cockpit, with the wings and tail units similar to that
of the prototype CL-84 aircraft. Two Lycoming T55-L-11 turboshaft engines driving 4.9 m (16 ft) diameter
propellers were to power this gunship. This first serious Canadair CL-84 sales and marketing proposal
was partnered with General Electric, Raytheon, and Teledyne Systems, and it generated an enormous
amount of detailed documentation. It was one of the few of the CL-84 variant proposals to actually reach
a rudimentary form and fit mockup and test models phase of the overall design process.
The proposed CL-84A AAFSS aircraft could be arranged with eight different weapons configurations to
suit specific mission requirements. The Army aircraft could be capable of carrying a large auxiliary fuel
tank under the belly for the Ferry mission, or it could be configured with a series of interchangeable or
alternate landing gear arrangements as necessary to suit the specific theatre of operations.

CL-84A AAFSS Basic Gear, Armed Configuration

CL-84A Ski and Pontoon Gear Configurations

This artist’s concept shows the CL-84A in varied modes
of flight. Note the similarity of the cockpit and fuselage
shape to that of the eventual winner of the AAFSS
competition, Lockheed’s AH-56A Cheyenne attack
helicopter. While the Cheyenne won, only 10 test
examples were ever built, but due to financial and
technical problems never reached production.

In November 1964, a very young looking Doug Adkins,
future CL-84 test pilot and later Canadair Chief Test
Pilot, poses in the front seat of the crude, full-scale
wooden mockup of the proposed CL-84 AAFSS at
Canadair. Designated CL-84 project pilot, Stan Lebedis,
climbs aboard into the raised rear seat location. Note
the mockup’s representative height above the ground.

In a proposed representative fully loaded configuration, the menacing, head-on view of the CL-84A 1/6 scale model of the
AAFSS as it sits on supports in the NAE wind tunnel, is ready for another test.

Ultimately, this CL-84A AAFSS proposal effort all came to naught, with the Army disposition catering
principally to rotary winged vehicles, but the experience proved invaluable to future CL-84 and other
Canadair aircraft design, sales, and manufacturing capabilities.

CL-84B Series
A series of proposed models from 1959 to 1969 covering different design configurations for the Transport,
Fire Support, and Armed Escort roles. The first CL-84B design was a small, basic Transport model
powered by two Continental 217 engines, later redesigned to a larger configuration powered by two
Lycoming LTC1K-4A engines. The latter model and follow-on CL-84-B1, -B2 and -B3 Fire Support
designs were based on the prototype CL-84 / CL-84-1 fuselage with varied modifications. The most
notable change was a wide-track undercarriage arrangement that provided provisions for varied stores
under the fuselage. The –B1 and –B2 models of this series had uprated Lycoming engines, while the –B3
Army Gunship variant was to substitute two, more powerful General Electric T64-GE-16 powerplants for
the Lycomings. With this extra power to absorb, larger diameter propellers would be required, and a
corresponding wing span increase and strengthening would be needed.

This approximately 1/24-scale model of the CL-84B Armed
Escort version, in typical Army colours, was salvaged from
disposal and placed in the model collection of the Canada
Aviation Museum, Ottawa.

The suppressive fire arrangement of these aircraft
consisted of a nose-mounted 7.62mm Minigun or
40mm grenade launcher turret, a 20mm Vulcan
gun in a centered ventral turret, with 2.75-inch
FFAR pods and Shillelagh MGM-51A guided
missiles on the wide-track underfuselage hard
points. Weapons aiming and control was provided
by a gyro stabilized optical sight with infrared
tracker in a retractable small turret on the right
side of the nose.

CL-84C Series
Conceived along with the CL-84D in September 1965 for the Fire Support role, this tandem-seating, tiltwing aircraft variant was similar to the previous CL-84A AAFSS proposal for the US Army. To keep costs
low, the design incorporated similar wing and empennage as the prototype CL-84, but modified to suit the
narrow-bodied fuselage, and was to be powered by two Lycoming T55 L-11 engines. Three sub-models
of the CL-84C were envisioned, each basically differing in armament and fire control system
arrangements:
The C-1 variant had two 7.62mm XM-134 Minigun turrets fixed to the sides of the fuselage under the
cockpit. Under the fuselage, a single General Electric M61 gun turret could be slung from the two central
hard points, or, without the belly turret, a combination of Shillelagh missiles, rocket pods and / or auxiliary
fuel tanks could be carried.
The C-2 had a flexible XM-134 gun turret in the nose capable of the full range of firing in elevation and
azimuth, and it could also carry a single M61 turret, along with jettisonable stores or fuel tanks on four
hard points under the fuselage. A large, retractable, optical sight and tracking head installation was
mounted above the canopy at the gunner’s rear seat position.

The C-3 proposal, depicted in the drawing below, was a simplified version of the two previous sub-models
incorporating just four belly hard points for a combination of available, jettisonable stores.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84D
Originally, this was a February 1963 design of a single seat Fire Support and Helicopter Escort aircraft
powered by two P&WC PT-6-C3 engines. A March 1963 revision of the initial aircraft design, designated
the CL-84D-2, incorporated a unique prone observer arrangement along with the pilot. The specification
was again revised in 1965 to utilize the Lycoming T55-11 powerplant, and it was developed similarly to
the CL-84C model with the minimum-width fuselage design, but maintaining simply the single pilot
convention. Unlike all other CL-84 models that had the main landing gear retracting into side sponsons or
pods, the CL-84D had the main gear fully retracting into the undersides of the fuselage. A single M61 gun
was provided for in the nose and four hard points were under the fuselage between the landing gear.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84E
Originally, the CL-84E was defined only as a design study, dated 2 April 1963, for a fixed wing trainer. In
March 1966, as another of the tandem seat designs, it was re-designated for the role of Surveillance and
Target Acquisition (STAS). In this version it was also to be offered up in competition to the Grumman
Design 134E, a four-engined, tilt-wing variant of the OV-1 Mohawk tactical reconnaissance and EW
aircraft. The two crewmembers sat on ejection seats in a special fully glassed over cockpit in the rounded
and armoured fuselage. The tilting wing was installed above the center of the fuselage, with two
Lycoming T55 L-11 engines in modified nacelles slung under the wing. The wing area of this model was
the smallest of all of the CL-84 studies, at only 19.4m² (209ft²), and the tail was a scaled down version of
that seen on the CL-84 prototype. The landing gear was fully retractable into the slim fuselage thereby
eliminating the side sponsons common to most of the other design studies. Fuel was carried in selfsealing tanks within the fuselage. There was also provision for carrying dual drop tanks under the wing,
as well, a fixed air-refueling probe was located on the nose of the aircraft. Its mission would be aided by
the use of photographic cameras, flash units, infrared sensors, radar, and special penetration aids.
CL-84F
Another Surveillance and Target Acquisition variant, also from March 1966, it bore a resemblance to the
standard box-like CL-84 prototype model. Due to the STAS role, it was a fully reinforced version with
strengthened landing gear. Two Lycoming T55 engines were installed in larger and modified nacelles
under the wing. The designated mission gear specified was similar to that of the CL-84E model.

CL-84G
This November 1965 proposal of a Search and Rescue (SAR) variant, with fire suppression capability,
was of similar construction to the CL-84 prototype aircraft with a reinforced and armoured airframe.
Modified for the SAR role, it incorporated a litter seat and hoist, operated by a third crewmember, and
was equipped with the Search and Rescue and Homing (SARAH) system. It also had provision for a
minigun turret in the nose capable of handling up to 600 rounds of ammunition, with targeting being
provided by an optical sight in the nose. Fuel for the two Lycoming T55 engines was carried in selfsealing fuselage and wing tanks, dual drop tanks (if required), and air refueling was provided for as well.
CL-84H
This March 1966 design was the concept for a Special Air Warfare Light Transport vehicle considered
towards USAF SOR 222 requirements. The basic fuselage, wing, empennage and dual Lycoming
engines were to be based on the prototype CL-84 construction. A wide track main landing gear
arrangement provided a capability to carry multiple, jettisonable stores under the fuselage between the
main gear stowage pods. Externally faired blisters at the juncture of the fuselage and main gear pods
would have carried additional fuel. Special additional equipment would include Terrain Avoidance Radar
(later popularly called Terrain Following Radar) carried in the nose of the aircraft. Search and landing
lights were mounted in the nose of the main gear stowage pods. In the rear cabin area, fuselage side
observation windows, a ceiling-mounted rail and hoist arrangement, up to six litters or troop seats, and an
attendant/observer seated just behind the cockpit would have provided a SAR capability.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84J
Another March 1966 V/STOL design was conceived as a Special Air Warfare vehicle towards the USAF
SOR 222 Strike-Reconnaissance mission. The main cabin area, wing, empennage, and engines were
also based on the prototype CL-84 aircraft, however, a bulbous cockpit, and tandem-seating arrangement
would front the aircraft. The same wide track main landing gear and multiple hard points arrangement as
the CL-84H proposal would be used. Jettisonable fuel tanks could be carried on pylon extensions
outboard of the main gear stowage pods. Terrain Avoidance Radar would be installed in the nose. Selfcontained armament capability consisted of two 7.62mm Miniguns located at the bottom of the fuselage.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84K
This was a general-purpose, water-capable, Search and Recovery V/STOL concept conceived towards
USAF SOR 210 Air Rescue mission specifications. Again similar to the basic CL-84 prototype outline, this
February 1966 design study had larger wing and redesigned tail surfaces, but it radically differed from the
original CL-84 layout by having a wider fuselage with a buoyant and rugged keeled bottom. The main
landing gear was fully retractable into watertight fuselage sponsons. Manned by a crew of two, this
aircraft was to be capable of carrying up to 18 fully equipped troops. New, larger diameter six-bladed,
variable-camber propellers on each hub were to be supplied from Hamilton Standard. Two Lycoming T55
turboshaft engines were to be the prime choice, with the General Electric T64-GE-12 powerplant being
the alternate. A subsequent CL-84K-1 model design proposal had a wider span wing planform.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

Previously, in the late 1950s, Kaman Aircraft Corporation in Windsor Locks, Connecticut, had been
tasked by the US Navy’s Office of Naval Research to develop a V/STOL research aircraft with land and
waterborne capabilities for their ongoing seaplane studies. Kaman studied the idea and simply came up
with a combination of a deflected slipstream / tilt-wing vehicle design that incorporated a short-span,
rectangular wing with two Lycoming engines mounted atop a readily available Grumman JRF-5 Goose
fuselage, and designated this vehicle as the K-16B. Although being a dual mode V/STOL design, the
wing was only capable of tilting up to 50 degrees of incidence. Some, ground tie-down rig testing of the
one-off built K-16B commenced in 1960, then a “flying” stint in the NASA Ames Wind Tunnel was
completed in 1962, however, no actual free-flights were ever performed and the Navy eventually ceased
funding the project. Similarities of the proposed amphibious Canadair CL-84K design to the built Kaman
K-16B are somewhat visibly apparent.
CL-84L
This proposal, drawn up with sister company Convair for an Airborne Forward Air Controller (AFAC)
aircraft for the USAF, was originally designated as the CL-84-5 in March 1966. Then, it was to be
powered by two Lycoming 1K-4A engines. With a follow-on redesign effort, and redesignation, also in
March 1966, it was to have used the Lycoming T55 L-7 engines married to a reinforced version of the
prototype CL-84 aircraft with side-by-side crew seating. Armament provisions would have included two
fixed Stoner 63 (5.56mm) fixed machine guns in the nose, an additional moveable gun in the rear entry
hatch, along with a retro marker launcher and a KA-60 photo camera. By August 1966, alternative CL-84L
plans proposed new aircraft and systems modifications including moving the machine guns from the nose
position to the sponsons, and adding the capability to carry dual LAU-51 or LAU-32 rocket pods on
external pylons under the center fuselage. The weapons sighting would be the responsibility of the copilot / observer using a stabilized lookdown FLIR / LLLTV targeting system located on the centerline
under the nose. Armor plating around the cockpit would have been provided to protect the crew in a
tandem-seating cockpit arrangement.

Early plans had proposed for the deployment, test, and evaluation of the CL-84L in Vietnam. Specialized
antenna systems would include an HF/LORAN wire above the fuselage, UHF/IFF antenna and localizer
antenna in the top of the center fin, a TACAN antenna in the tailcone, VHF/FM blade antenna below the
rear fuselage, and an ADF sense antenna under the center fuselage.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84M
Partnered in June 1967 with parent General Dynamics, this proposal for the Combat Aircrew Recovery
Aircraft (CARA), for priority use in Vietnam apparently won the technical competition, having proved
convincingly that combat crew rescue and recovery capabilities, using the CL-84 prototype, were entirely
feasible and faster than a helicopter type. However, no contract was proffered due to the CARA option
being dropped by the US military in favour of using their existing assets, namely the large Sikorsky HH-53
Jolly Green helicopter, as well as the enormous costs being incurred by the ongoing war in Southeast
Asia. Another reason was a separate faction in US military procurement was looking at future design
proposals of stopped rotors and compound helicopter types, with the combination of these two forces
spelling the end of the CL-84M idea. The CL-84M was again similar to the prototype CL-84 albeit having
twice the gross weight and more than double the power being provided by two General Electric T64-GE-7
turboshaft engines.
CL-84R
The March 1967 CL-84R Air Rescue Vehicle design was an unsolicited proposal for the USAF Air Rescue
role. It was well received with the generation of a formal requirement also towards the CARA requirement.
The aircraft layout was essentially similar to the basic CL-84 prototype design, with a larger wing structure
to support two 3,435 shaft-horsepower, General Electric T64-GE-16 turboshaft engines. The original
Curtiss-Wright propeller and wing gearbox installations would be replaced by Hamilton Standard units, as
used on the XC-142A, along with new 4.9 m (16 ft) diameter propellers. The fuselage floor length would
be extended to provide capacity for multiple litters, forest penetrator devices, hoisting equipment,
attendants, and observer’s stations at rear fuselage window placements. However, the interior height of
the cabin was reduced to allow provision for internal fuel tanks below the floor. A full fuselage width,
external fuel tank on the belly provided additional fuel for loiter time capabilities. For longer trips, a nose
mounted air-to-air refueling probe could be used to top off the fuel. Providing self-protection, a ventral gun
turret was mounted ahead of the belly tank, with an associated optical sight at the copilot’s station.

(Modified drawing by Bill Upton)

CL-84T
This last of the long tier of lettered-suffixed variants of the CL-84 family was issued as a proposal in
September 1967. This final model was designed as a 32-passenger tactical transport, and had been
designated to be powered by two General Electric T64-GE-7 engines.
CL-284

Representative engine test model in the NAE wind tunnel.

Some of the early Canadair model number
assignments were foreseen for much later
addendments and were therefore assigned a
sequential numeral ahead of, or replacing the original
designation’s first number. An example of this is the
CL-227 VTOL Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) series
which was anticipated and did proceed to the
upgraded CL-327 and CL-427 models. The CL-527
model number was also reserved for possible later
modifications of this RPV series. So as the CL-215
begat the CL-415, thus the CL-84 was advanced to
the new CL-284 model designation.

The Canadair / Convair CL-284 V/STOL proposal was for a four-engined, tilt-wing, Light Intratheater
Transport (LIT) aircraft. Three versions employing cyclic pitch capable propellers were conceived in
November 1968. These were the basic CL-284 model, the CL-284-1A10 with a parallel chord wing, and
the CL-284-1A11 with a tapered wing design. The cyclic pitch capability of the propellers was tested on a
large-scale model in the 30 x 30-foot wind tunnel at the NAE facilities in Ottawa during December 1970.

CL-84 Miniatures
Some models of the CL-84 were never meant for any type of production for domestic or foreign, civilian or
military customers. These two very small examples of the prototype CL-84 Dynavert and the proposed
CL-84-8F for the US Navy, were molded for personal satisfaction and display by the keen eye and
creative talents of Canadair’s CL-84 Product Marketing Analyst, and member emeritus of the “CLAT-4”
clan, Mr. Kenneth Dommett. He had an incredible knack for creating accurate, super-miniature
representations of numerous aircraft simply from meticulously carved pieces of wood, thin wire, and
discarded plastic and parts from other model kits. His tools of choice were simply a sharp modeler’s knife,
tweezers and sandpaper, and he created them all without the aid of any special magnifying glasses.

Canadair’s Ken Dommett eyes his masterpiece
representation of the CL-84 prototype aircraft in 1/400th
scale, which measures out at exactly one-inch in length,
and is his “largest” miniature. So accurate is this
aircraft model that the tiniest component, the contrarotating tail rotor assembly, is fully detailed, as well, the
wing and horizontal stabilizer assemblies are capable of
being positioned at any representative tilt angle. The
miniscule landing gear readily supports the model on its
plastic display card, seen at full-size in the photo below.
(Photos courtesy of Ken Dommett)

Here are two side views of the proposed CL-84-8F SCS ASW model, with accurate US Navy colours and miniscule
squadron markings. These were made by Ken specifically to sit on the scale model of the proposed Sea Control Ship that
was then located outside of the US Chief of Naval Operation's Office at the Pentagon. A small one-inch long ruler provides
scale in the photo of the model seen on the right.

Five of Ken’s 1/1200-scale miniatures are shown here posed with his larger rendition of the prototype CL-84 V/STOL
aircraft. From L-R are: DHC Twin Otter, Grumman Martlet, Folland Gnat, Supermarine Spitfire, and a Fairy Swordfish
biplane. The non-Canadair aircraft models were built during his tenures at Follands, and later at de Havilland Canada.

CL-246 Variable Incidence STOL Transport

Following the end of the Second World War, people began settling more and more into large urban
environments separated from one another by ever-greater distances. The advent and rapid growth in civil
and military air transportation during the 1950s and 1960s soon helped to shrink the vast distances
between these urban centers.
However, it soon became apparent that much was left to be desired when it came to short and medium
range air transportation from city-to-city, where the travelling to and from the airport was often longer than
the air voyage itself. An ideal solution to solve this problem was the concept of rapid, quiet, inter-city
STOL air transport services. Smaller, efficient aircraft with low noise levels were deemed essential for
community acceptance of STOL operations.
For years the military had also been seeking for a family of STOL-type transport aircraft necessary
towards getting troops and supplies into unprepared areas or to where long runways had been rendered
unusable or were non-existent.
In 1958, the French aircraft manufacturer, Breguet Aviation built an experimental transport aircraft known
as the BR. 940 Integral to flight-test the idea of the deflected-slipstream principal. First flown on 21 May
1958, this four-engine aircraft had the entire wing surface bathed in the propeller slipstream where large
full-span flaps could be lowered producing extra lift for STOL operations. Breguet put forth a formal
proposal in 1959 for a new STOL transport that was designed for civilian or military use using the
deflected slipstream technique developed from the Integral. The idea caught the favor of the French Air
Ministry and the construction of a prototype was started in February 1960.
Designated the Breguet 941, and powered by four Turboméca Turmo IIID turboprop engines, the
prototype first took to the air on 1 June 1961. Impressive STOL performance demonstrated during the
flight test programme soon led to the French government ordering the production of four additional aircraft
with the updated Turmo IIID3 engines as the Breguet 941S.

The limited success of the early 941 design soon attracted the attention of the American McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation, to the point where it was agreed that with McDonnell assistance, a flight
demonstration tour of the aircraft in the United States was performed during June 1964 and again in
March 1965. From these tours McDonnell proposed modifications to the Breguet design into one suitable
for potential development as a commercial STOL transport. What evolved became known as the
McDonnell Douglas Model 188 (MD 188), and it was almost immediately put to work evaluating STOL
techniques in the United States as part of a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flight test programme
to develop urban STOLport criteria.
In late 1968, a two-month evaluation of the MD 188 STOL Demonstrator, outfitted in a passenger
configuration, was conducted by Eastern Airlines to evaluate the advantages and potential of this type of
aircraft for use on the busy New York, Boston, Washington Northeast Corridor routes. American Airlines
and McDonnell Douglas agreed on a similar evaluation programme that was conducted the following year
between city centers at New York, St. Louis and Chicago. Despite these promising demonstration tours,
no production orders for the Breguet 941 / MD 188 emerged.
Up North, de Havilland Aircraft of Canada (DHC) had been working for awhile perfecting yet another in a
series of their world famous STOL-type aircraft designs, the hugely successful DHC-6 Twin Otter. In
1973, Ottawa instituted an advanced STOL experiment with newly formed Airtransit using specially
modified Twin Otters (300S series) operating out of the new interurban STOL airports setup between
Montreal (Cité du Havre, the former Expo ’67 parking lot) and Ottawa (Rockcliffe Airport). This premiere
operation lasted until 1976, and laid the groundwork for future interurban STOL operations using the
Dash 7 commercial STOL transport design. With a venerable STOL pedigree that included such popular
forerunners as the DHC-2 Beaver, DHC-3 Otter, DHC-4 Caribou, DHC-5 Buffalo and the DHC-6 Twin
Otter, the new Dash-7 aircraft was predestined for success.
Even prior to the rollout of the first CL-84 V/STOL aircraft, Canadair designers had already envisioned a
four-engine derivative of the ’84 for the commercial market that could transport passengers between
urban hubs. The idea languished in a preliminary design phase, with some small model testing being
performed, until the results of the Eastern Airlines and American Airlines STOL transport programme
evaluations were concluded in 1969. Advanced design studies of the four-engine variant began again in
earnest when Eastern Airlines requested proposals from aircraft manufacturers for a large commercial
STOL transport towards the Light Intratheater Transport project to help ease the congestion along the
busy Northeast coast routes.
By the summer of 1970, American Airlines, in conjunction with the FAA, also issued requests to thirteen
airframe manufacturers for a 48 passenger, turboprop STOL transport design, with the capability of being
compatible for use by the military.
The United States Air Force had been studying V/STOL transport concepts for awhile and took this
opportunity to seek a family of readily available STOL transport aircraft for its Light STOL Transport (LST)
requirements. One of the five configurations under study for the LST was a much-modified design of the
Canadair CL-84. Slightly smaller, yet similar in look to the later USAF C-23A Sherpa light transports, the
LST would be powered by dual General Electric T64-7 engines rated at 3,435 shaft-horsepower. Nonjettisonable wingtip fuel tanks provided additional fuel reserves. Three entrance and cargo doors, on the
port side of the aircraft and a much larger cargo door on the starboard side provided access to the large
cabin for the transport of personnel, litters, small vehicles, freight, or a combination of the these
capabilities.

CANADAIR’S PROPOSED LIGHT STOL TRANSPORT FOR THE USAF
Oriented towards STOL passenger airliner operations initially, Canadair decided to proceed with the
advanced Variable Incidence STOL general concept, with the tilting wing technology of the CL-84 at its
core, all incorporated into a new aircraft layout, and assigned it the Canadair model number CL-246.

A large amount of aerodynamic data in ground effect
was gathered from this instrumented, twin-tail model of
a Canadair CL-62 on the Mobile Test Rig. The results
provided the basis for establishing STOL performance
of the later Canadair model CL-246 proposal.

This half-model of a four-engine V/STOL tactical
transport for the military (USAF / Hamilton Standard
Advanced Propeller Program) was tested in the NAE
wind tunnel in 1970, with the results being applicable to
the proposed CL-246 configuration.

In all respects a tilt-wing aircraft, the CL-246 embodied the variable incidence nomenclature to reflect the
limited wing tilt available as compared to the CL-84 and its contemporaries. Whereas the fully tilting wing
of the CL-84 allowed the propellers to act like rotors providing a vertical slipstream for VTOL applications,
the wing tilt on the CL-246 was to be limited to a maximum of 30 degrees of incidence. Fifteen to eighteen
degrees of incidence was envisioned as nominal for standard STOL operations. Originally, a fully tilting
wing arrangement was proposed, with the accompanying tail rotor arrangement for longitudinal control,
however this idea was eventually dropped as a panacea to some potential passenger’s concerns about
their viewing out the windows, and seeing the wing and engine tilting up and away, out of sight.
With test model data, and much practical STOL performance and low-speed handling experience gleaned
from the flight trials of the CL-84 prototype, and later with the first CL-84-1 aircraft, Canadair was
encouraged in 1970 to enter the competition being conducted by American Airlines. The formal Request
for Proposals (RFP) for the 48-passenger configured aircraft was issued in September 1970, and the
Canadair response was given the model number CL-246-1A10. This new aircraft layout had a
pressurized cabin with four abreast seating, carrying all of the necessary operational equipment required
for the short haul commercial role, using the engines, propellers, gearboxes and control systems based
on the CL-84. With a calculated gross weight of 17,781 kg (39,200 lb), flying at a cruise speed of 316
knots (585 km/h / 129 mph), the design range was to be 648 km (350 nm) plus reserves for a 185 km
(100 nm) diversion with 45 minutes in the holding pattern.

The overall fuselage length of this first design was 18.8 m (61.6 ft), with the slightly flattened oval shaped
fuselage being 2.8 m (9.1 ft) at its widest. The overall height was 5.9 m (19.5 ft) at the tip of the central
vertical fin. The rectangular shaped tilting wing, with an area of 53.9 m² (580.6 ft²), had a span of 20.0 m
(65.8 ft), and incorporated single slotted flap / ailerons. The horizontal tail, fitted with twin vertical
endplates, rotated in concert with the wing tilt during the small transition phase.
Other Advanced Design department concepts were also being studied at this time including a 48-and 80passenger turbofan powered STOL aircraft, utilizing a deflected thrust high lift flap system, a 60passenger variant designated the CL-246-1A11, and a 65-passenger CL-246-1A12. What Canadair
deemed the definitive commercial design configuration was to be the 70-passenger CL-246-1A13 model.

48-Passenger Tilt-Wing V/STOL

70-Passenger Tilt-Wing V/STOL

The early CL-84-based V/STOL concept for a short haul
commercial transport was to have four Lycoming T5319A powerplants. The 48 passengers would be
accommodated in a four-abreast-seating arrangement.

A 70-passenger design powered by four General Electric
T64 or Lycoming T55 engines, each rated at 4,800 shafthorsepower, and coupled in two nacelles. It was to have
been capable of hovering using only three engines.

80-Passenger STOL

48 to 80-Passenger Deflected Thrust STOL

The vertical component of operations was deleted,
along with the tail rotor system, from this version’s
design when the FAR field length requirement was
raised. It too, was to be powered by four Lycoming T5319A engines with 1,900 shaft-horsepower rating.

Four coupled turbofan engines of 23.40 kN (5,260 lbf)
thrust, each mounted under the wing’s inboard section,
were to power this 48-passenger version. A larger 80passenger configuration would have similarly installed
36.92 kN (8,300 lbf) thrust turbofans.

PROPOSED 70-PASSENGER CL-246-1A13 INBOARD PROFILE

Powered by four 1,900-horsepower Lycoming T53-19A turboshaft engines, driving four 4.9 m (16 ft)
diameter Hamilton Standard slow turning interconnected propellers, the resultant slipstream provided
constant uninterrupted airflow over the entire wing span producing high lift for the take-off and landing.
The straight constant chord wing was fitted with lift enhancing Krueger flaps and single-slotted full-span
trailing edge flaps, which also served as ailerons to deflect the slipstream. Two ball-screw actuators at the
front spar were used to vary the wing incidence up to 30 degrees. By varying the wing incidence
independently of the fuselage avoided subjecting the passengers and crew to extreme take-off and
landing attitudes, thereby maintaining a near-constant and conventional attitude during the entire flight.

An artist’s colour rendering depicts a concept scenario with the 70-passenger variant of the proposed Canadair CL-246
STOL airliner landing at a typical urban STOLport. FAA standards called for STOL aircraft to be capable of operating from
549 m (1,800 ft) long runways.

The definitive 70-passenger CL-246-1A13 model with a five abreast passenger-seating layout was to
have a proposed gross weight of 24,086 kg (53,100 lb). Flying in the cruise condition at this weight, the
aircraft would be capable of a trip from Washington to New York and return without having to refuel. This
–1A13 model was to have an overall length of 27 m (89.0 ft), maximum height to the top of the central
vertical fin of 7.2 m (23.5 ft) and it was to have a wingspan of 10.4 m (34.2 ft). The triple fin configuration
was selected to ensure adequate vertical surface area was in the propeller slipstream for all yaw angles,
however, only the central vertical fin had a full rudder. As with the CL-84 series, differential propeller
pitch, rudder and aileron deflection was to be used to provide adequate control at slow flying speeds.

Only a singular articulating display model of the CANADAIR-246, bearing the apropos registration CF-STOL was ever built,
and it is now preserved in the model collection of the Canada Aviation Museum, Ottawa. If a full-scale test article,
prototype or demonstrator had been built, it probably would have been ceremoniously dubbed with the name “Dynastol”,
in keeping with Canadair’s prior naming conventions of aircraft, vehicles, and equipment. (Bill Upton Photo)

Just prior to delivery to the Canada Aviation Museum, studio-type photographs of the sole CANADAIR-246 model, and
others, were made for record purposes. Here the wing of the CL-246 model was positioned at the 15-degree tilt angle, and,
unlike all of the CL-84 aircraft, the dual-wheeled main landing gear were fully housed in the fuselage side sponsons.

Potential military applications of the CL-246 aircraft for the CAF were studied in 1971 to replace or
complement then current aircraft types in service. Some of the roles envisioned were for Sovereignty
Surveillance, ASW, SAR, Air Transport, Training and VIP Flights. The CAF version would differ little from
the civil STOL aircraft, with
such additional features as a
straight-in rear end loading
capability using large clamshell
type doors enclosing a drive-on
ramp. This feature also aided in
providing an airdrop capability.
In the cargo transport role, the
basic CL-246 fuselage cross-section was compatible with the standard 463L-pallet system, and up to six
pallets of this type was capable of being carried on a reconfigured floor. The interior layout of the aircraft
could be readily modified to suit any envisioned intended military role. Soft-field, dual-wheeled landing
gear would be utilized for access to unprepared or rough strips.
In the end, no prototype civil or military prototype model was ever built of the CL-246 STOL transport due
to various factors at the time, among them higher than initially projected operating costs, environmental
concerns, and lack of any military commitment. Concerns expressed often and publicly by the general
populace and the misguided and uninformed about potential noise factors around the proposed
STOLports in local communities were totally unfounded. American Airlines, having been an enthusiastic
promoter of the idea, had dropped out of the project before the construction of any type of prototype could
be started. With parent company, General Dynamics, showing little enthusiasm for this project, Canadair
Limited, unable to finance the CL-246 on its own, eventually abandoned the project prior to 1972.

CL-227 VTOL Remotely Piloted Vehicles

The sole time in the history of the Canadair CL-227 family of surveillance air vehicles that an example of each Phase
appeared together was for the 50th anniversary celebration of Canadair Limited in June 1994. The orange Phase I RPV,
vehicle #1 is at left, the Phase II vehicle #1 is at far right and the Phase III vehicle, known officially as the Sentinel, at center
is a build combination of vehicle’s #1004 and #1011. (Bill Upton Photo)

One little known Canadair VTOL programme that went on to quite some success in its own right as a
direct result of technology spawned by the contra-rotating tail rotor system design of the CL-84 aircraft
was the CL-227 series of Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV). With the origins of the design tracing back to
1964, these small, 6-bladed, co-axial rotary winged vehicles were conceived for real time surveillance and
target acquisition purposes. Geared principally for land and naval military forces, numerous civil and
commercial applications were also envisioned.
The experimental and pre-production flight test programmes of the CL-227 vehicles were conducted in
three separate phases by Canadair Limited, and later by Bombardier Aircraft, lasting from 1978 to 1998.
These unique air vehicles were to become the final legacy of VTOL work undertaken by Canadair.
The CL-227 Phase I RPV was a proof of concept vehicle design powered by a single, commercially
available, 20-horsepower Sachs Wankel rotary combustion engine. The little vehicle stood 1.4 m (4.5 ft)
high, had a maximum body diameter of .52 m (1.7 ft) and a rotor diameter of 2.3 m (7.7 ft). No payloads
were carried in these vehicles. Two flight-test vehicles were constructed in 1978 / 1979, each of them
painted in an overall International Orange colour scheme for high visibility.
In order to perform flight tests of these new vehicles in relative safety and to minimize the risk of losing a
vehicle during tests, a facility, familiarly dubbed “The Tether Site”, was constructed near one of the
Compass Rose locations behind the Canadair Limited Plant 1 buildings.

The first tethered flight of a Phase I vehicle took place on 25 August 1978, with the first free-flight being
performed on 19 March 1980. Due to onboard weight and space limitations, command and control of
these vehicles was always maintained via a trailing umbilical harness from the Control Station.
During a typical Phase I free-flight mission various controlled maneuvers along with multiple take-off and
landings were performed, each comprising a flight. In 1980 and 1981, during 12 separate missions, some
22 free flights were performed thereby proving the general feasibility of the design concept.

The author visually monitors RPV #2 relaying observations to the RPV operators during this Phase I free flight demo on
the Canadair field on 15 May 1981. It is readily apparent how this vehicle, and its successors, came to be known
affectionately by all as “The Peanut”.

In early 1980, a follow-on series of design studies and work aimed at actively demonstrating surveillance
and target acquisition was started resulting in the CL-227 Phase II medium range Technology
Demonstration Programme.
Larger and similar only in basic shape to the former Phase I vehicles, this version was designed to realize
the VTOL air vehicle concept in all modes of flight and to prove the ground support system essentials.
Low thermal, visual, audible and radar signatures were an important part of the overall design. This
Phase was intended to demonstrate the inherent flexibility of the VTOL design which permitted rapid
deployment, launch and recovery operations from practically any suitable small surface utilizing minimum
ground support equipment.
The Phase II programme embodied a series of four flight-test vehicles complete with a practical payload
consisting of a real time black and white imaging daylight vidicon camera with zoom capability.
The CL-227 Phase II vehicles were 1.7 m (5.5 ft) high, with a maximum body diameter of .64 m (2.1 ft),
and had a rotor diameter of 2.5 m (8.2 ft). Power was supplied by a 32-horsepower Williams International
WR34-15 gas turbine engine running on standard diesel fuel.
The first Phase II tether-flight was performed on 1 September 1981. The first free-flight was performed
successfully at Canadair on 3 December 1981, albeit still retaining an attached data umbilical harness for
transmitting commands and imagery reception. A VEGA Precision Industries data link system was to be
employed for unconstrained roaming during longer-range missions.

After the home-field test flights, a series of follow-on free-flight trials to confirm the feasibility of using the
CL-227 in an all-up surveillance role were conducted at the Defense Research Establishment Suffield
(DRES) in Alberta, where the first flight there took place on a very cold 2 February 1982.

The CL-227 Phase II RPV is seen launching on a free flight mission at DRES in frigid Febrrrruary 1982. Contrary to
numerous published media reports, the air vehicle was never recovered - nor was it ever attempted to be recovered or
designed to do so - to its launch platform, always being landed visually to a flat area nearby. (Bill Upton Photos)

Free-flight surveillance demonstrations were also conducted at DRES before a host of civilian, military
and NATO officials during this time with the last flight in this series being performed on 15 March.
A high-visibility military demonstration to the US Army’s 9th Infantry Division at Yakima, Washington,
during the Laser Mace Exercise, took place on 8 May 1983, to international acclaim and successfully
concluded the 13-flight Phase II trials.
What was to become the definitive and final variant of the CL-227 family began to take shape while the
final flight of the Phase II vehicle at Yakima was taking place.
Engineering, design and development of the Phase III air vehicle was initiated with the aim of taking the
CL-227 into a somewhat preproduction stage. The primary flight-test objectives were to establish the
stability and maneuver flight envelope and verify performance towards development of a tactical
Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) system. The little air vehicle finally acquired a formal name in 1984, chosen
from a competition held among Canadair employees, and was now to be officially known as the Sentinel.

The UAV grew once again, now standing 1.8 m (5.8 ft) high, with a rotor diameter of 2.8 m (9.0 ft).
Landing rings were dispensed with in this phase due to payload restrictions and four removable
composite material legs were incorporated in lieu. Development advanced at a rapid pace with the first
free-flight occurring at Canadair on 20 November 1987.
A free-flight test programme was resurrected at the DRES, Alberta facility in 1988, establishing an initial
flight envelope and determining that a range of 10 km (6.2 miles) was readily feasible.
In July 1988, the flight-test priority was modified towards developing the air vehicle concept for a naval
demonstration programme. A new launch and recovery system was developed by Indal Technologies, the
same company that manufactured the Royal Canadian Navy’s VX-10 / Fairey Aviation developed
shipboard helicopter “Beartrap” recovery system for Canadian and US Navy (USN) vessels. This system
consisted of a mobile, self-contained checkout, takeoff and recovery platform called a “Traverser”, and a
3.7 m (12 ft) octagonal-shaped metal landing grid. The landing legs of the now called Sea Sentinel were
reconfigured with probes extending downward such that when they enter into the squares of the landing
grid, spring-released butterfly locks open up, effectively locking the vehicle to the spot. With these longer
landing struts installed the overall height of the vehicle was raised to 1.9 m (6.1 ft).
Trials of the naval configured Sea Sentinel system deployed aboard a specially designed wooden deck
platform constructed to accurately resemble the deck of a small ship were conducted on dry land at
DRES in May 1989. These flights, simulating actual surveillance and target spotting capabilities, were
viewed by representatives of the US military and Canadian government.
The US Army requested a demonstration of the system’s target spotting capabilities, which could be used
in support of such missions as drug interdiction. This required the UAV to take off and land from a small
ship being vectored to a target boat with the range and bearing supplied by radar carried in a Small
Aerostat Surveillance System (SASS) balloon tethered to the ship.
Planned shipboard demonstrations of the Sea Sentinel system began with the installation of equipment
and minor modifications to a small US Army owned ship, the M/V Jan Tide, home-based at the US Navy
“Seebee” base, Port Hueneme, in California. The flights were to be monitored and flown from the
adjacent Pacific Missile Test Range (PMTR) at Point Mugu, California.

The first successful shipboard flight of a CL-227 air vehicle took place from the M/V Jan Tide on 24 August 1989 off the
California coast. In total, nine missions were flown from the ship including one flight for representatives of a NATO Special
Working Group (SWG-11), the US Military Joint Programme Office, and various industry observers. (Bill Upton Photos)

These successful at-sea flight trials confirmed that this CL-227 concept could perform varied tactical
surveillance missions from a moving ship, in some relatively high sea states and weather conditions.
From 1988 to 1991, there seemed to be no end to flight tests and demonstrations of the CL-227 Sentinel
systems. In early January 1990, the land-based system was deployed to Fort Huachuca, Arizona, to
evaluate system performance, reliability and survivability. For the first time Canadian Forces personnel
performed the brunt of the missions with logistical support and training being supplied by the experienced
Canadair test team.
Infrared, acoustic and visual signature evaluations were conducted, and a flight with a radar absorbent
material (RAM) skin configured vehicle confirmed the vehicles inherent stealthiness. The first use of a
forward looking infrared (FLIR) sensor package was performed in February 1990, further enhancing the
systems potential for day or night operations. A range of 40 km (24.8 miles) was achieved during a flight
over desert and mountainous terrain, significantly expanding the flight and performance envelopes.

The heat, desert and mountainous terrain did not pose an obstacle to flight-testing of the CL-227 land-based system at
Fort Huachuca and Yuma, Arizona. The readily exchangeable payload module, here an orange painted unit from another
air vehicle, contained a downward looking real time imaging system. (Bill Upton Photos)

At the end of 1990, further flight trials to evaluate technical improvements to the system and to expand
the flight envelope of the UAV took place at the Yuma Proving Grounds facilities, distanced from the city
of Yuma, Arizona. Significantly, a high altitude of 3,000 m (9,843 ft) was first achieved during the 100th
CL-227 free flight on 21 November 1990, and the last flight at Yuma recorded the longest CL-227 flight to
date at 2 hours 56 minutes.
In May 1990, the US Unmanned Air Vehicle Joint Program Office selected the Sentinel for a six-month
operational evaluation onboard a USN FFG-7 class frigate. The newly applied acronym MAVUS
(MAritime VTOL UAV System) contract called for the integration of many new system components,
including a Mission Planning and Control Station (MPCS), antenna, and data link for shipboard
operations. All new payloads including a COMMS relay, EW package, and daylight TV and FLIR would be
evaluated during the planned exercises at sea.
Early in 1991, EMI tests of the MAVUS UAV, data link and sensor packages were performed at the NATC
System Engineering Test Directorate, in Patuxent River, Maryland. Systems integration and flight safety
clearance trials were conducted at the co-located Strike Aircraft Test Directorate facilities from May to
September 1991 in preparation for ship deployment.

Three air vehicles, the command & control system, and select personnel were deployed to the NATC and
Certification Flight Tests commenced to rigorous standards. The Navy stipulated that a longer range than
the 40 km (24.8 miles) that had been accomplished be demonstrated. On the 11th test flight from the
NATC the MAVUS vehicle flew more than 60 km (37.3 miles) from the launch site with a FLIR sensor
package readily identifying targets down the Chesapeake Test Range.
New UAV operators were trained including the author and the first non-Canadian, a US Marine Corps
Captain. Autonomous flying of a preprogrammed mission plan over various target areas and completing
multiple flights in a single day were also performed on a few occasions.
All flight performance criteria were met and operator proficiency and accuracy with the landing systems
accomplished satisfactorily. The way was cleared for deployment onto a US Navy guided missile frigate,
the USS Doyle (FFG-39), to begin the sea demonstration phase of the MAVUS program.

The Sentinel with a FLIR payload installed gets ready to launch for a mission from the heaving deck of the USS Doyle
somewhere in the North Atlantic in November 1991. The UAV, powered up, sits atop the Traverser with the landing grid
deployed aft.

From October to December 1991, the CL-227 Sentinel, launched from the aft deck of the USS Doyle
somewhere in the North Atlantic, performed in the special STANAVFORLANT NATO exercises which
included Canadian, British, Dutch, Spanish and US military ships.
The MAVUS vehicles made a total of seven flights, for 8.5 hours, off the Doyle, with some of the flying
done concurrently with helicopters and all ship types of the task force, becoming the first modern VTOL
UAV to be certificated by the USN for usage onboard their ships.
In September 1991, a dedicated flight test facility was established close to the US Army Artillery Center,
Fort Sill, in Lawton, Oklahoma. This was done in some small part to cater to production and test of the
Bombardier CL-227 UAVs in the United States as a counter to the stigma of the US military procuring
‘foreign designed and built’ hardware.
A Common Automatic Recovery System (CARS) was developed by the Sierra Nevada Corporation in
Arizona, to permit autonomous landings of the UAV on a ship. A series of tests of the prototype CARS
Autoland system with the CL-227 Sentinel was accomplished successfully at Fort Sill in July 1992. In mid1994, The MAVUS was once again installed and successfully demonstrated the Autoland capabilities on
another US Navy guided missile frigate, the USS Vandegrift (FFG-48) based out of San Diego.

From 1997, a much modified and enlarged similar reconnaissance UAV system known as the Canadair
CL-327 Guardian, designed and constructed by Bombardier Inc., Canadair Defence Systems Division
towards potential military sales, was tested and demonstrated to many prospective and seemingly
impressed potential clients around the world.

The Canadair CL-327 Guardian takes off on another mission from the Fort Sill, Oklahoma test range in 1997. As successful
as it was, the Guardian was truly the end of the line for ant type of VTOL research and design at Canadair / Bombardier.

Frustratingly to the design groups and flight test teams, as highly advanced as these vehicle systems
were when compared to the small amount of comparable competition at the time, all this work seemingly
went for naught, as hoped for sales, so frequently promoted and promised, just never materialized.
All of these unique Canadian V/STOL technological achievements were somewhat victims of being ahead
of their time or built to a preconceived notion of future needs or wants. In the end, their demise could be
attributed mainly to a lack of adequate funding and aggressive sales to principally the US markets with
their stubborn, “We don’t want it if it’s not built here” syndrome, and their development of other nation’s
less stealthy fixed wing UAV concepts.
By the turn of this century, the last vestiges of VTOL Research and Development by Canadair Limited
and Bombardier Aerospace were quietly being discarded. The very few remaining articles of hardware,
display and test models, and flight-test vehicles found their way to some Canadian aviation and
technology museums by way of a couple of enterprising aviation historians, namely the author and
Wayne Saunders, who were bent on preserving these unique Canadian technological achievements. The
steadfast employees of the Surveillance Systems Division have the right to say, “Been there, done that”
when other manufacturers tout their wares in publications regarding new UAV designs on the market.
A viable and understandably more profitable business route was undertaken by Canadair and later, by
Bombardier Aerospace, in the production of business and commuter air transports, and the highly
regarded amphibious CL-215 and CL-415 Waterbomber series of aircraft. The latter types are still
employing the STOL technology Canadair helped to successfully develop at the midpoint of the last
century, yet to date, still have difficulty in establishing a firm toehold in the US marketplace. Go figure!

The remaining Canadair CL-227 Phase I and Phase II VTOL RPVs were saved from disposal and destruction by the author
following the completion of their respective flight-test programmes. One of each vehicle Phase was displayed at the
National / Canada Aviation Museum, Ottawa, alongside the restored Canadair CAF CL-84-1 CX8402 from July 1995 to 2006.
The only other remaining Phase II vehicle was sent to the Combat Training Session at CFB Gagetown, New Brunswick,
where it resides on proud display. (Bill Upton Photo)
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